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Abstract 
Process mining in healthcare systems is difficult because a log contains many distinct activities, especially 

with many rather low level activities, and mining such a log results in a too detailed spaghetti-like model 

that is difficult to understand. Rebuge and Ferreira extended a proposed methodology (by Bozkaya et al.) 

for quick process diagnostics via process mining, with an additional sub process. This sub process is based 

on sequence clustering and was introduced to overcome the problems concerning spaghetti-like models. 

These spaghetti-like models are caused by the environment under which healthcare processes are 

executed. This thesis evaluates and refines the proposed methodology by Rebuge and Ferreira. The 

methodology is applied on two case studies in the healthcare domain: Isala Urology and AMC gynecological 

oncology. The main contribution of this graduation thesis is to unveil the possible problems and issues that 

are encountered during the application of the original methodology and to come up with quick problem 

solutions via few adjustments in the methodology.  
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Executive summary 
The healthcare sector is in need for analyzing and presenting relevant process information about their 

processes. This information needs to be objective and available in a reasonable amount of time. Process 

mining can overcome these problems. But it should mainly overcome the spaghetti-like models problem 

which are caused by the fact that healthcare processes are executed under an environment that is 

continually changing with the following characteristics: Highly dynamic, highly complex, increasingly multi-

disciplinary, and ad hoc. Rebuge and Ferreira (1) adapted a methodology for quick process diagnostics, by 

Bozkaya et al. (2) by including the sequence clustering approach in the methodology. The proposed 

methodology should be generally applicable, be able to perform a quick scan, i.e. information should be 

quickly obtained from the methodology, and to obtain relevant information without any domain specific 

knowledge to either find typical behavior or variants from healthcare processes. 

Rebuge and Ferreira validated their methodology on only one case study. This while hospitals typically are 

operating with a great diversity of systems, most of them working with own in-house developed 

information systems. Therefore it is not evaluated, whether it is generally applicable. This led to the 

following main research goal: 

Evaluate and refine the methodology by Rebuge and Ferreira to perform a quick scan on healthcare process-

related data with the purpose of presenting useful process information for healthcare organizations. 

Additionally, this information should be relevant, useful and quickly obtained from the methodology so the 

users can utilize it. 

The methodology is applied on two cases: the Isala urology department and the AMC Gynecology Oncology 

department.  The application and evaluation of the output led to several issues and problems. The 

evaluation furthermore revealed that the output was understandable, but the information presented was 

relatively useless and irrelevant. Therefore the conclusion is made that applying the methodology without 

any domain specific knowledge and other pre-knowledge and thereby (with certainty) providing relevant 

and useful output is impossible. The goal of the refinements in the methodology is to overcome the 

encountered problems and thereby producing more useful and relevant output, yet the information should 

still quickly be obtained. 

To tackle the encountered problems certain adjustments are made to the methodology. A simple 

questionnaire is incorporated for the collection of the needed pre-knowledge for proper process mining. An 

‘event log preprocessing’ step, is added for the following additional preprocessing actions:  1) creating a log 

with complete cases, 2) dealing with any required aggregations and 3) performing any additional filtering. 

Three event log preprocessing steps and sequence clustering analysis sub process are put in parallel for the 

three separate analyses. Figure 1 depicts the revised methodology. 

The revised methodology is applied on the same two cases. The presented output to the same two experts 

is judged as being more useful and relevant, however less comprehensible due to the visualization and 

presentation of the mining plug-ins.   
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The main contribution of this graduation thesis is to unveil the possible problems and issues that are 

encountered during the application of the original methodology and to come up with quick problem 

solutions via a few additional steps in the methodology. With the questionnaire, providing information 

about the output expectations of the demanding party, it should now be possible to deliver useful and 

interesting output to hospital with different information demands. This also increases the generalizability 

of the new methodology with respect to the original methodology. The output is more focused towards the 

needs of the hospital. The methodology application in phase 2 is performed in less time, which means that 

the quick scan aspect of the methodology is improved. Someone with experiences in process mining could 

create output in a short period of time. There are however still decisions in the methodology which are 

quite arbitrary. Guidance is provided for those decisions in this thesis, but could use better solutions. 

There are some limitations. In this process mining project, the user of the methodology cannot be seen as a 

professional in process mining, but can neither be considered as a layman in the domain of process mining. 

The revised methodology is applied on the same cases instead of on other cases. Certain choices and 

decisions are relatively arbitrary. The four dimensions for the evaluation of a process model are not 

considered during the application of the methodologies. The output presented can be a lucky shot. All 

analyses are performed with ProM 5,2, which can be outdated.  

Also future work is suggested for a continuation on this subject. An interactive questionnaire tool should be 

developed. The generalizability of the methodology should be checked on more cases. There are several 

decisions in the methodology that could use more standardization. To make the application of the 

methodology more convenient, all plug-ins and filters should be in the same tool. Therefore, future work 

would be to add the sequence clustering plug-in in ProM 6 and include new mining techniques in the 

methodology for better output. 

Figure 1: Revised methodology 
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1. Introduction 
In the last years the Dutch healthcare sector is subject to many changes. Healthcare expenses are not only 

rising for the government, but directly for the Dutch citizens as well e.g. through rising insurance fees and 

limited coverage. The Dutch healthcare sector is facing a great challenge, in order to keep the costs within 

the budget. Yearly the Netherlands spend 80.000.000.000 euro on healthcare. A cost reduction of even one 

percent is therefore highly desirable. Most of these costs are a result of the aging population in the 

Netherlands. As it is expected that this aging will continue for the coming years, the Dutch healthcare 

sector is facing a great challenge (3).  

Nowadays, healthcare organizations are increasing the usage of information systems and information 

technologies to improve their services. Due to new regulations in the Netherlands in 2005, this usage of 

information systems is encouraged even more to reduce costs (4). In 2005, hospitals made a shift towards 

getting their income through the so called ‘Diagnose Behandel Combinatie’ (DBC)-code system (Diagnosis 

Treatment Combination). The DBC is introduced to increase the transparency in the healthcare. It gives a 

better overview in the costs for the patients and the government1.  With this system, the hospitals do not 

get paid for each action, but only for the complete DBC codes (4). Depending on the segment in which a 

treatment belongs, segment A or segment B, the price of a DBC code may be set. In segment A the prices 

are fixed, and for segment B the prices are negotiable. Due to these fixed prices, hospitals try to find ways 

to perform their care as efficient as possible, with high quality care and low costs. 

Many other sectors (e.g. manufacturing industry) have also faced similar issues before and have found 

solutions to the capacity problems of steeply increasing demand and rising costs that come with increasing 

complexity of processes. Over the last decades many articles and books were written on optimizing 

business processes and keeping costs low, but remarkably the healthcare sector remained largely out of 

scope(3).  

According to Rebuge and Ferreira (1), Business process analysis (BPA) is extremely important for optimizing 

business processes in healthcare. The knowledge, i.e. understanding about the processes currently being 

performed, gathered through the use of  BPA can be used to detect gaps between guidelines or prescribed 

process models and the actual practices. It can also support in improving processes by solving bottlenecks 

or analyzing KPIs. Setting up a new business process description through BPA typically leads to dozens of 

interviews from various persons within a single business process for mapping all elements and aspect of 

this process.  This is time consuming and the process is influenced by perceptions; the models are often 

normative. A relatively new technique, called process mining, is developed, which can overcome these 

problems, i.e. time-consuming and subjectivity (5).  

The research on process mining in Healthcare Systems (HS) is relatively young. Most of the literature tries 

to identify the problems and show the applicability of process mining. The main problem of process mining 

in HC systems is that often spaghetti-like models are obtained that are hard to analyze and difficult to 

understand by medical specialists (6).  

                                                           
1
 http://www.dbconderhoud.nl/over-de-dbc-systematiek/menu-id-84 Viewed: 21/03/2012 

http://www.dbconderhoud.nl/over-de-dbc-systematiek/menu-id-84
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1.1. Problem definition 
This section defines the problem statement, which serves as a basis for this graduation report. HS contain 

process-related information and are therefore suited for providing the data required for process mining. 

The problem that Mans et al (6). encountered, is that mining a log that contains many distinct activities, 

especially with many rather low level activities, results in a too detailed spaghetti-like model that is difficult 

to understand by medical personnel. Figure 2 shows an example of a spaghetti-like model. 

 
Figure 2: Excerpt of a typical spaghetti-like model (7) 

 Rebuge and Ferreira (1) support this by mentioning that none of the healthcare processes are trivial. They 

are executed under an environment that is continual changing and that has the following characteristics 

(6):  

1) Highly dynamic: Process changes occur due to a variety of reasons. 

2) Highly complex: The medical decision process is made by interpreting patient-specific data 

according to medical knowledge.  

3) Increasingly multi-disciplinary: Within a hospital an increasing level of specialized departments and 

medical disciplines operate.  

4) Ad hoc: The participants of a healthcare process often have the expertise and autonomy to decide 

on their own working procedure.  

Therefore, the main problem of process mining in HC systems is the discovery of spaghetti-like models. 

Mans et al. (6) shows that clustering can be a very useful technique. However, clustering interferes with the 

amount of noise and ad-hoc behavior present in real-world logs and complicates the models of the 

generated clusters. Veiga and Ferreira (8)  present an approach that aims at overcoming the difficulties by 

extracting only the useful data and presenting it in an understandable manner. This approach, called 

sequence clustering, is for understanding spaghetti models. 

The healthcare sector is in need for analyzing and presenting relevant process information about their 

processes. This information needs to be objective and available in a reasonable amount of time. But it 

should mainly overcome the spaghetti-like models problem. A methodology would provide a structured 

way in performing the required steps for an unambiguous outcome. In the recent years Riemers(9), Ramos 

(4) and Zanden (10) have started the development of a methodology for process analysis in healthcare (11), 

without any objective of making it a methodology for providing information in a reasonable amount of 

time. Rebuge and Ferreira (1) adapted a methodology for quick process diagnostics, by Bozkaya et al. (2), 

by including the sequence clustering approach in the methodology. The purpose of this project will not be 
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to propose a new methodology for process mining in healthcare, but to evaluate this existing methodology 

by Rebuge and Ferreira (1). According to Rebuge and Ferreira (1), the methodology should be generally 

applicable, be able to perform a quick scan, i.e. information should be quickly obtained from the 

methodology, and to obtain relevant information without any domain specific knowledge to either find 

typical behavior or variants from healthcare processes. It is assumed that they want to perform process 

mining without domain specific knowledge, because the methodology is derived from the proposed 

methodology by Bozkaya et al. (2) who state: “Key in this methodology is the absence of prior and domain 

specific knowledge. The only information available is the event log” 

Just like the original methodology from Bozkaya et al.(2), Rebuge and Ferreira validated their methodology 

on only one case. This while hospitals typically are operating with a great diversity of systems, most of 

them working with own in-house developed information systems. It is therefore not tested whether the 

following statement by Rebuge and Ferreira (1) is true: The tool is specific to the case study, but the same 

methodology can be used in other healthcare environments. This results in the following main research 

goal: 

Main research goal: 

 Evaluate and refine the methodology by Rebuge and Ferreira (1) to perform a quick scan on healthcare 

process-related data with the purpose of presenting useful process information for healthcare 

organizations. Additionally, this information should be relevant, useful and quickly obtained from the 

methodology so the users can utilize it. 

1.2. Project context  
In order to reach the main research goal and test the generalizability of the methodology, two case studies 

are used. This section provides a brief description of the two hospitals involved and their corresponding 

medical disciplines and their event logs. Appendix 1A provides two tables (Table 14 and Table 15) 

respectively  comparing the hospitals with their departments and their data sets.   

The ‘Academisch Medisch Centrum’ (AMC) is located in Amsterdam in the Netherlands. The AMC is one of 

the eight academic medical centers in the Netherlands. Their three main tasks are the treatment of 

patients, performing scientific research, and providing healthcare education. The AMC originates from 

1983.  In 2011, AMC had 7.041 employees and over a 1.000 beds. That year 30.129 people were admitted, 

31.086 day admissions occurred and 387.549 outpatients were treated2. This shows that the AMC is a large 

hospital. The ‘AMC case’ concerns the gynecology department; more specifically the treatments concerning 

cancer, i.e. oncology. Gynecology is concerned with diseases and disorder of the female genitalia. AMC has 

14 gynecologists. With Gynecological oncology, women are treated who have cancer on their uterus, cervix, 

ovaries, or labia. The AMC receives 750 new patients with these kinds of diseases every year3. 

The event log contains events related to patients diagnosed with cancer pertaining to the cervix, vulva, 

uterus, vagina, and ovary. The raw event log consists of 1.143 cases, together with a total of 150.291 

                                                           
2
 http://www.amc.nl/web/Het-AMC.htm viewed: 03-09-2012 

3
http://www.amc.nl/web/Onderwijs/Arts-in-opleiding/Differentiatiestages/Aanbod-van-A-tot-Z/Gynaecologische-

oncologie.htm viewed: 03-09-2012 

http://www.amc.nl/web/Het-AMC.htm
http://www.amc.nl/web/Onderwijs/Arts-in-opleiding/Differentiatiestages/Aanbod-van-A-tot-Z/Gynaecologische-oncologie.htm
http://www.amc.nl/web/Onderwijs/Arts-in-opleiding/Differentiatiestages/Aanbod-van-A-tot-Z/Gynaecologische-oncologie.htm
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events. Each case in the event log corresponds to a patient. 42 originators, which are presented as 

functions or departments within the hospital, are distinguished in the event log and 624 different activities, 

ranging from treatments, scans, consults and tests performed within different departments, can be 

distinguished. 

Isala is a hospital located in Zwolle consisting of multiple clinics. It is the biggest top-clinical hospital in the 

Netherlands. They focus on quality innovation, training and research. Isala offers basic care for the people 

surrounding Zwolle, education and innovation, and top clinical care for the region between Groningen, 

Utrecht and Nijmegen. Isala has 5.418 employees and 994 beds. Each year, around 47.000 people are 

admitted, 51.000 day admissions occur and 550.000 outpatients are treated4. The ‘Isala case’ concerns the 

Urology department. The urology field includes the kidneys and urinary tract. Problems with urology 

comprise the part of the body from the upper edge of the kidney till the lower point of the urethra. A 

patient suffering from bladder, kidney and prostate disorders, or kidney stones, incontinence, urinary tract 

infection of malignant disease in urological field, can go to the urologist. An urologist also deals with 

complaints about fertility, impotence, and abnormalities of the male genitalia.5  

The event log contains the top 5 clinical DBCs of the Urology department. The event log consists of 1.386 

cases, together with a total of 28.606 events. 107 originators, which are made anonymous and are 

encrypted with numbers, are distinguished in the event log and 230 different activities, which can 

represent treatments, scans, consults and tests, are found.  

1.3. Thesis outline 
This graduation project aims to provide an evaluation and refinement of the methodology proposed by 

Rebuge and Ferreira(1). Figure 3 shows the approach of this project, this globally represents the structure 

of this report. Chapter 1 and 2 are based on the literature study and research proposal created in the thesis 

preparation phase. In Chapter 1, the problem is defined in Section 1.1 and the two case studies that are 

used in the project are discussed in Section 1.2. Chapter 2 details on the preliminary knowledge required 

for a proper understanding of the methodology and techniques that are used in this project and will 

introduce the reader into the general concept of process mining (Section 2.1) and provide a more elaborate 

explanation of the proposed methodology (Section 2.2). When applying the methodology, a distinction is 

made between two phases. Phase 1, as can be seen in Figure 3, contains the application of the original 

methodology, which discusses the application and the encountered problems in Chapter 3 and the 

evaluation of the output in Chapter 4.  

Phase 2 consists of the refinement of the methodology based on the findings from phase 1; the elaboration 

of this refinement is presented in Chapter 5, and an application of the revised methodology, which is 

discussed in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 presents the evaluation of the generated output via the revised 

methodology.  All findings together are elaborated, summarized and concluded in Chapter 8. 

                                                           
4
 http://www.isala.nl/overisala/Pages/default.aspx viewed: 03-09-2012 

5
 http://www.isala.nl/patient/afdelingen/urologie/Pages/default.aspx viewed: 03-09-2012 

http://www.isala.nl/overisala/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.isala.nl/patient/afdelingen/urologie/Pages/default.aspx
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2. Preliminaries 
This section provides the primary background required for understanding the rest of the report. First, the 

concept process mining is elaborated, followed by the elaboration of the proposed methodology by Rebuge 

and Ferreira (1). Section 2.1 can be skipped, if the reader is already familiar with the basics and 

requirements of process mining,  

2.1. Process mining 
Process mining is a relatively new technique, which tries to discover process models from event logs, using 

data related to the actual events that took place and is therefore a more objective way of modeling the 

existing process. Section 2.1.1 provides the definition and basics of process mining and section 2.1.2 

explains the requirements needed for properly applying process mining.  

2.1.1. The definition and the basics 

A definition, of process mining, provided by Ingvaldsen and Gulla (12) states that: “Process mining refers to 

methods for distilling a structured process description from a set of real executions”.  According to Van der 

Aalst and Weijters (13), the goal of process mining is: “To extract an explicit process model from event logs, 

i.e. the challenge to create a process model given a log with events such that the model is consistent with 

the observed dynamic behavior “. An event log is a set of real process executions, also referred to as 

transaction log or audit trail. Normally the event log consists of information concerning events referring to 

an activity and case. The activity, also called task or action, is some operation on the case. The case, also 

known as process instance, is the thing which is being handled (14). Furthermore, it is possible, when 

people are involved, that event logs will contain information on the person executing the event; the so 

called originator. When the time of occurrence of an event is recorded, timestamps are available in the 

event log. In the remainder of this report, the terms event log, case and activity will be used, rather than 

transaction log and audit trail, process instance, and task and action respectively. Appendix 2A provides an 

example using these terms. 

Figure 4 shows an overview of all elements concerned 

with process mining. The graphically displayed cloud 

represents the world, i.e. everyone and everything 

interacting and being affected by the environment in 

which the (software) system operates, e.g. business 

processes, people, machines, components, 

organizations, etc. The system supports and controls the 

world, while the process models specify in what way this 

system should support this world. These process models 

are in return created through analyzing the needs and 

requirements from the world.   The process mining 

concept is represented by the arrows between the event 

logs element and the (process) model element in Figure 4.  Three basic types of process mining can be 

considered:  1) discovery, 2) conformance, and 3) extension. These types can be described as follows: 

Figure 4: Process mining overview (6). 
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1) Discovery:  Most efforts of process mining have been focusing on this type. Discovery concerns: 

deriving information about the original process model, the organizational context and execution 

properties from enactment logs (6) or automatically constructing models describing knowledge 

extracted from event logs (15). In the case of discovery, there is no a-priori model, i.e. based on an 

event log of the actual process executions some model of the process is constructed. 

2) Conformance: There is an a-priori model. This model is used to check whether reality, as recorded in 

the log, conforms to the model and vice versa. This is called delta analysis, i.e. comparing the actual 

process with some predefined process (16) 

3) Extension: Again there is an a-priori model. This model is extended with a new aspect or perspective, 

i.e. the goal is not to check conformance but to enrich the model. For example by extending the 

process model with performance data, e.g. activity duration for simulation. 

 Within these different types of process mining three different perspectives can be distinguished (16): 

1) Process perspective: The goal of mining this perspective is to find a characterization of all possible 

paths.  It focuses on the control-flow, i.e. the ordering of activities.  

2) Organizational perspective: The goal of mining this perspective is to structure the organization by 

classifying people in terms of roles and organizational units or to show relations between individual 

performers.  

3) Case perspective: Additional information within the logs can be of great interest.  This perspective 

focuses on the properties of cases.  

2.1.2. Requirements 

Certain requirements need to be met for a proper execution of a process mining project. First the steps 

present in the process mining methodology are discussed. After which the requirements for the individual 

parts of the methodology are elaborated upon. 

Process mining methodology 

Ingvaldsen and Gulla (12) provide a process mining methodology for a process mining project as depicted in 

Figure 5. It starts with an information system with appropriate data. The available data from the 

information system needs to be preprocessed to suit the data requirements for process mining. To explore 

the process instances the required data needs to be in a right format to be useful for a process mining tool. 

This tool produces descriptive models, which can be extracted from the data with various mining plug-ins 

based on certain algorithms. These descriptive models can be interpreted by the process mining performer 

to get a better and clearer business understanding.  

 
Figure 5: Process mining project methodology (12) 

This leads to the following subjects for the following sections: Data requirements, Event log format, Process 

mining tool, and Plug-ins.  
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Data requirements 

With process mining it is assumed that it is possible to record events such that information is available 

about the order in which the events of a case are executed (13). According to Van Dongen et al. (17), the 

data should also meet the following requirements: 

1) Each event refers to an activity, i.e. a well-defined step in the process. 

2) Each event refers to a case. 

3) Each event can have an originator. 

4) Each event has a timestamp. Events are totally ordered.  

Appendix 2A provides a process mining example presenting a possible log with its deduced process model. 

Knowing what data is required is not enough; this data needs to be in a format for computers to be able to 

read them. The following section discusses this aspect. 

Event log format 

Information systems differ, because they are used in very diverse organizations and with all kind of 

expectations. Therefore, a standardized way of presenting logs is desirable, because each information 

system has its own internal data structure, and its own language (18). For this purpose, the MXML format is 

developed. The latest version of ProM (ProM 6.0), see following section, works with XES, which supports 

the extraction of an event log from a data source that does not require programming and produces either 

an event log in the MXML or XES format (19). 

Process mining tool 

Although more process mining software tools are available only Prom is discussed, because this is the tool 

used in this graduation project, as will be explained in section 3.3. ProM is a ‘pluggable’ environment for 

process mining. It is flexible with respect to the input and output format, and is also open enough to allow 

for the easy reuse of code during the implementation of new process mining ideas (17). More information 

about this tool can be found on http://www.processmining.org/, here is also described how it can be 

obtained. A plug-in is basically the implementation of an algorithm that is of some use in the process 

mining area, where the implementation agrees with the framework.  Examples for plug-ins are provided in 

the following section. 

Plug-ins 

This section describes the algorithms that are used in this graduation project and that are implemented as 

plug-ins in ProM. These algorithms are required to produce process models, or other forms of output, out 

of data. First two mining plug-ins for the process perspective are discussed: the heuristic miner and the 

fuzzy miner. Secondly a mining plug-in for the organization perspective is discussed; the MiSon. In the third 

place the dotted chart analysis plug-in is elaborated for the case perspective. 

Process perspective: The heuristic and fuzzy miner are used in this graduation project, these are therefore 

discussed in more detail. The heuristic miner as discussed by Weijters, van der Aalst and de Medeiros (20) is 

a practical applicable mining algorithm that can deal with noise, and can be used to express the main 

behavior registered in an event log; thus deal with low frequent behavior. It considers the order of the 

events within a case and not the order of events among the cases; thus the timestamp of an activity is used 

to calculate the ordering.  

http://www.processmining.org/
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Günther and Van der Aalst (7) propose the fuzzy process mining technique. It is configurable and allows for 

differently simplified views of a particular process. Günther and Van der Aalst (7) indicate that the 

possibility of a fine-grained configurability of the algorithm and its metrics make the approach universally 

applicable, but it makes finding the ‘perfect/right’ parameter setting hard and time-consuming.  

Organizational perspective: Van der Aalst and Song (21) presented a tool to mine social networks from 

event logs; the MiSoN (Mining Social Networks) tool. MiSoN constructs sociograms, which can form the 

basis for Social Network Analysis (SNA). MiSon constructs relationships between individuals; these can be 

displayed using a matrix representation and a graph representation. As mentioned before, the originator 

element is required for these tools to perform any kind of useful analysis. A year later, Van der Aalst, 

Reijers and Song (22) extended the results from Van der Aalst and Song (21) by providing concrete metrics 

and demonstrating these using a case study. These metrics involve definitions which are set to establish 

relationships between individuals from event logs.  

Case perspective: Song and Van der Aalst (23) propose the dotted chart to perform process performance 

analysis and to provide new insights. The dotted chart is a chart similar to a Gannt chart. It shows a spread 

of events of an event log over time. The time is measured along the horizontal axis and the component 

types, which can be instances, tasks, originators, etc., are shown along the vertical axis. The dotted chart 

provides multiple time options useful for different types of analyses, depending on what the user wants to 

see.  

This section discussed the basic background information and preliminaries to understand the concept of 

process mining. The following section will provide the required background information about the 

proposed methodology which serves as foundation for the main research goal.  

2.2. Proposed methodology 
The problem definition (Section 1.1) already briefly introduced the proposed methodology by Rebuge and 

Ferreira (1). This section elaborates the methodology in more detail, due to the fact that this methodology 

serves as the foundation of the main research goal. The methodology is derived from a methodology 

proposed by Bozkaya et al. (2) to perform process diagnostics based on process mining. These process 

diagnostics give a broad overview of the organization’s process(es) in a short period of time. The presented 

methodology consists of five phases:  1) log preparation, 2) log inspection, 3) control flow analysis, 4) 

performance analysis, and 5) role analysis. These phases are depicted in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6: The phases of the methodology by Bozkaya et al. (2) 
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Rebuge and Ferreira (1) extended the work of Bozkaya et al. (2) with an additional step after log inspection 

(Figure 7) to make it suitable for process mining in HC systems, due to the characteristics of healthcare 

processes.   

The methodology should be generally applicable, be able to perform a quick scan, i.e. information should 

be quickly obtained from the methodology, and to obtain relevant information without any domain specific 

knowledge to either find typical behavior or variants from healthcare processes.  

Due to the fact that Bozkaya et al. (2) describe the separate phases of the methodology more elaborately, 

the description of the original phases is mostly based on their work.  The work of Rebuge and Ferreira (1), 

and Veiga (24) is used to describe the sequence clustering analysis sub process. This section furthermore 

gives an elaboration on each individual step or sub process. Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 discuss respectively 

the log preparation and log inspection steps. Section 2.2.3 describes the sequence clustering analysis sub 

process with its separate steps: Sequence clustering, cluster analysis, regular behavior, variants and 

infrequent behavior, hierarchical clustering, and select clusters for analysis (sections 2.2.4 till 2.2.9). 

Sections 2.2.10, 2.2.11 and 2.2.12 discuss the three different analyses: control-flow, performance and 

organizational analysis. Chapter 2 ends with the transfer of results in section 2.2.13 

2.2.1. Log preparation 

In the ‘log preparation’ step the event log is built based on event data gathered from information systems 

(1). The various information systems typically have an internal log format which contains all information. 

This needs to be extracted, or even transformed for process mining (2). The best notion of a case needs to 

be selected, since there might be several candidates. Then there is the identification of activities and their 

events. Also problems concerning time stamps need to be tackled to acquire a proper event log to proceed 

with.  

2.2.2. Log inspection 

Log inspection provides a first impression about the event log. Log inspection is concerned with the analysis 

of statistical information such as: number of cases, the total number of events, the distribution of number 

of cases per number of events, the number of different sequences, the number of originators, etc. (1). The 

set of all the entries of a given case is considered the sequence of events that were performed in that case 

(24). According to Bozkaya et al. (2), this step also includes the filtering of the event log to remove 

Figure 7: The proposed methodology by Rebuge and Ferreira (1) 
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incomplete cases, i.e. cases that were started before the start of the event log, and cases that were still 

running at the end of the event log.  

2.2.3. Sequence clustering analysis (sub process) 

This sequential clustering algorithm is relatively new and the most influential part for proper process 

diagnostics as end result for healthcare processes; therefore this sub process is discussed more elaborately.   

Mans et al. (6) show that clustering can be a very useful technique to overcome the problems concerning 

spaghetti-like models. Several clustering algorithms have been considered as a means to cluster cases and 

create more homogenous event logs. Trace clustering has been the most widely applied clustering 

algorithm (11). Trace clustering is based on a set of profiles, each measuring a number of features for each 

case from a specific perspective. Based on these feature matrices, a number of distance metrics can be 

applied to compute the relative distance between any two cases in the log. Also data clustering algorithms 

can be applied, grouping closely related cases into subsets (25). According to Veiga and Ferreira (8), 

clustering interferes with the amount of noise and ad-hoc behavior present in real-world logs and 

complicates the models of the generated clusters, they therefore present an approach that aims at 

overcoming the difficulties by extracting only the useful data and presenting it in an understandable 

manner; called sequence clustering. This approach is implemented in the process mining tool ProM 5.2 

(section 2.1.2) (24). 

According to Rebuge and Ferreira (1), sequence clustering technique takes the sequence of tasks that 

describe each trace of a case and groups similar sequences/traces into the same cluster. This technique 

differs from trace clustering in several ways. Instead of extracting features from traces, sequence clustering 

focuses on the sequential behavior of traces. Also, each cluster is based on a probabilistic model, namely a 

first-order Markov chain. The probabilistic nature of Markov chains makes this technique quite robust to 

noise, and it provides a means to visualize each cluster. To keep it comprehensible for the reader, only the 

algorithm is provided in section 2.2.4. For more sophisticated explanations of the algorithm and Markov 

chains the reader is referred to appendix 2B. 

The sequential clustering analysis sub process consists of the following steps: 1) running the sequence 

clustering algorithm(24), 2) building a diagram for cluster analysis, 3) understanding the regular behavior of 

the process, 4) understanding the process variants and infrequent behavior, 5) performing hierarchical 

sequence clustering (if needed), and 6) selecting the most interesting clusters for further analysis. These 

steps are depicted in Figure 8 with above each step the section in which it is elaborated.  

Figure 8: The sequential clustering analysis sub process 
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2.2.4. Sequence clustering 

This step is concerned with running the sequence clustering algorithm. This step is performed in order to 

discover the behavioral patterns contained in the event log.  The algorithm assigns or allocates a sequence 

to the cluster that can produce it with higher probability. For a given number of clusters K the algorithm 

proceeds as follows (24)(1): 

1) Initialize randomly the state transition probabilities of the Markov chains associated with each 

cluster. Thus, initialize randomly the transition matrix of each cluster. 

2) Expectation step: Assign each sequence to the cluster that can produce it with higher probability 

according to equation 1 (see Appendix 2B) 

3) Maximization step: Recompute the state transition probabilities of the Markov chain of each 

cluster considering the sequences that were assigned to that cluster in previous step. 

4) Repeat steps 2 and 3 iteratively until the assignment of sequences to clusters does not change, and 

hence the cluster models do not change either. 

For this project it is decided to rely on the plug-in implemented in ProM by Veiga (24), because it is 

accessible to everyone concerned with the problems being tackled by this methodology.  It is also more 

convenient to do the complete analysis or diagnostic via one single program. The sequence clustering plug-

in consists of two stages: the preprocessing stage and the sequence clustering stage. 

The goal of the preprocessing stage is to prepare the sequences for the second stage, by cleaning of certain 

elements that might negatively influence the usefulness of the final results. The following parameters can 

be set to alter or remove sequences: 1) The minimum percentage of occurrence of an event, 2) the 

maximum percentage of occurrence of an event, 3) the minimum size of a sequence, 4) the maximum size 

of a sequence, 5) the minimum occurrence of a sequence, and 6) the maximum occurrence of a sequence. 

These parameters are discussed in more detail in section 3.4.1. 

Applying certain Preprocessing changes 

results in a new preprocessed log. The 

original log always stays available and with 

the original content. This new 

preprocessed log serves as input for the 

second stage. Figure 9 shows the interface 

of the plug-in. The left column shows the 

cases in the current event log. The middle 

of the interface shows the outline of a 

selected case. On the right in the upper 

box the values for the above mentioned 

parameters can be set. The lower box on 

the right serves as input for the second stage; here the number of clusters can be set.  

In the sequence cluster stage, certain number of clusters can be set by the user (Figure 9). In general, this 

stage generates a solution with the provided number of clusters except when some clusters turn out to be 

empty. Certain features are adopted in the plug-in; it can show the assigned sequences to a certain cluster, 

Figure 9: Sequence clustering plug-in input interface 
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but also the Markov chain for each 

separate cluster (Figure 10). In this Markov 

chain model, darker elements are more 

recurrent than lighter ones. Graphical 

representation gives the possibility to 

decide which elements should be kept for 

analysis and which elements can be 

discarded, by analyzing the color of the 

elements and the probability associated 

with each transition. The Markov chain is 

based on a Markov chain matrix. 

2.2.5. Cluster analysis 

This step, as depicted in Figure 8, is concerned with understanding which clusters represent regular 

behavior and which ones contain infrequent behavior. For this analysis, the support of a cluster can be used 

to determine whether a cluster represents regular behavior (high support), variants or infrequent behavior 

(low support). The support of a cluster indicates how many sequences are contained in each cluster in 

comparison to the total number of sequences. The formula for the calculation of the support of cluster kc is 

defined as: 
1

# ( )
( )

# ( )

k
k

l

sequences c
Support c

sequences c
 

Where: 

# ( )ksequences c  = the number of sequences contained in kc  

1# ( )
l

sequences c  = the total number of sequences assigned to all clusters, i.e. the total number of 

sequences in the event log after the preprocessing phase.  

2.2.6. Regular behavior 

This step is concerned with the understanding of the regular behavior of the process and is one of the two 

steps presented in parallel in Figure 8 (the other step is explained in section 2.2.7). According to Rebuge 

and Ferreira (1), the regular behavior of the process is simply the cluster, with its corresponding sequences, 

with the highest support. However, there may be more than one cluster containing typical behavior. 

Identifying the typical behaviors depends on the context and may therefore require domain specific 

knowledge.  

2.2.7. Variants and infrequent behavior 

Infrequent behaviors can be seen as special cases, medical errors, deviations from guidelines, system flaws 

or process variants and are given by the clusters with low support. This step is concerned with 

understanding the variants and infrequent behavior. Rebuge and Ferreira (1) use a stepwise approach by 

comparing each cluster with its closest neighbors in the cluster diagram. The closer two clusters are, the 

more similar their Markov chains, and therefore it will be easier to identify the differences between those 

two variants. This approach is particularly useful for large cluster diagrams and it is equivalent to finding a 

Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) in the diagram. The MST of a connected undirected, and weighted graph is 

Figure 10: Sequence clustering plug-in output interface 
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a sub graph which is a tree, i.e. any two nodes are connected by one single path which connects all nodes 

and has the lowest total weight, between connections (1). By looking at the MST Rebuge and Ferreira could 

distinguish the most similar cluster models. 

2.2.8. OPTIONAL: Hierarchical clustering 

After applying the sequence clustering algorithm, some cluster models might still be difficult to understand 

and hard to analyze. Hierarchical sequence clustering can mitigate this problem.  Hierarchical sequence 

clustering is simply reapplying sequence clustering to the less clusters showing less understandable output 

in the form of process models. With hierarchical clustering one must only consider the cases from the event 

log that have been assigned to the cluster under study. New event logs are temporarily created with the 

sequence clustering algorithm in ProM, these can be used to apply the plug-in on for a second time. 

According to Mendling et al. (26), the understandability, with respect to model characteristics, can be 

influenced by: model size, the average connector degree, and the model’s density. The understandability of 

a model can be influenced by personal factors; doctors will find a process model faster incomprehensible 

than, for instance, an industrial engineer. 

2.2.9. Select clusters for analysis 

The sequence clustering analysis sub process ends with the selection of the clusters for further analysis. 

Although some aspects of the control-flow are already captured through the Markov chains, the sequence 

clustering plug-in does not support all important special workflow constructs; parallelism or loops. The 

clusters can be used separately to perform a more thorough analysis with the use of other mining 

techniques available in ProM.  

The following three sections are three different types of analysis and are represented in parallel in the 

methodology.  

2.2.10. Control-flow analysis 

This step analyzes the control flow aspect of the process. This is consistent with the process perspective as 

discussed in the preliminaries (section 2.1.1). It also includes conformance checking, whenever this is 

possible through available prescribed or reference models. For the process discovery aspect, examples of 

algorithms and plug-ins in ProM are already described in the preliminaries (section 2.1.2). 

2.2.11. Performance analysis 

According to Bozkaya et al. (2) after the discovery of the control flow, the discovered process models can 

be used to analyze the performance of the process; consistent with the performance perspective as 

discussed in the preliminaries (section 2.1.1). The dotted chart analysis algorithm (section 2.1.2) is 

suggested to compare cases and their throughput times. It is also possible to replay or simulate the process 

through the process models. In this way, throughput times can be calculated, but also bottlenecks can be 

discovered.  

2.2.12. Organizational analysis 

The organizational analysis or the role analysis is consistent with the organizational perspective (section 

2.1.1). If originators are recorded it is possible to perform an analysis on the relationships between 

activities and roles, or between roles and roles. This analysis can give the organization helpful information 
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about the division of work within departments of the organization, whether people across departments 

execute similar activities, and how relations are between departments.  

2.2.13. Transfer of results 

The final step concerns the transfer of the results. The knowledge acquired during the previous analysis 

steps is presented to the organization for validation. The outcome of the diagnostics shows all behavior 

seen in the system. The user of the methodology is not able to make the distinction between wanted and 

unwanted behavior. Therefore, the outcome should be discussed with the client, so the client understands 

the outcome, and gets a better understanding of the information system.  

The following part of the report, Phase 1 as explained in section 1.3, contains the application of the original 

methodology, which discusses the application and the encountered problems in Chapter 3 and the 

evaluation of the output in Chapter 4. 

Phase 1 
As mentioned in the project outline, this part of the report discusses the straightforward, without any 

domain knowledge, application of the methodology. The methodology is applied on two cases, discussed in 

section 1.2. The problems encountered are discussed in the Chapter 3 along with their ad hoc (without pre-

knowledge) solution. After the methodology application the output is evaluated through two interviews 

with two domain experts in Chapter 4. Chapter 4 is completed with a conclusion, summarizing the findings 

from both the methodology application and the evaluation.  

3. Methodology application  
This section discusses the encountered problems and how they were tackled during the straightforward 

application of the methodology. Each step in the methodology is discussed separately, and for each step 

first the application of the step is reported. After which, the encountered problems are discussed along 

with their ad hoc solutions. Finally, per step the outcome for the two cases is presented. The methodology 

and its steps are elaborated in general in Section 2.2. Figure 7 and Figure 8  are combined in Figure 11 for a 

graphical complete overview of the total methodology. The section numbers above the transitions in the 

figure provide an overview for the upcoming sections in chapter 3.  

The goal of the methodology is to perform a quick scan of the healthcare processes without any domain 

specific knowledge about the healthcare processes to find either the typical and/or infrequent behavior. 

Therefore, only the data acquired through the event logs is considered and the methodology is applied as it 

is understood by the user.    

3.1. Log preparation  
No insights can be provided on any difficulties or problems concerning the log preparation. Both the event 

logs of the Isala case and the AMC case were ready. A check revealed that all requirements, with regard to 

required data types, for the methodology and applying process mining, as discussed in the preliminaries, 

were met. The check could be performed because the data, obtained from the observation period, was also 
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provided in a CSV file. The AMC log is already publicly available6 and therefore already prepared, used and 

analyzed by others. The Isala log was already created for other purposes by one of the supervisors; Dr. Ir. 

R.S. Mans.  

 
Figure 11: Proposed methodology by Rebuge and Ferreira depicted in one figure 

3.2. Log inspection 
The provided event log is just a registration of everything during a certain period of time; the observation 

period. Patients who started their treatment process before the start of the observation period and were 

still in the system after start of the observation period are also considered, but their treatment process is 

only partly registered. These need to be filtered out, because they do not represent a full process and 

therefore negatively influence the process mining results. To acquire an event log consisting of only 

complete cases, it is checked which two activities should serve as a start and end event of a complete case.  

It is assumed that Bozkaya et al. (2) and Rebuge and Ferreira (1) want to execute the methodology without 

domain specific knowledge, therefore the start and end event are based on: the log summary (see Figure 

14 for an example), inspector (see Figure 16 for an example) and common sense. The log summary shows 

that the original event logs of the Isala (Figure 13 and Figure 14) and AMC case respectively contain 67 and 

29 start activities, and 68 and 35 end activities. The summary for the AMC case shows that ‘vervolgconsult 

poliklinisch’ (continuation consultation outpatient) is the most common start activity (Figure 15), while you 

would expect that a continuation consultation cannot be seen as start event. Due to the fact that most 

Dutch hospitals log their data in Dutch, foreign process analysts would also have problems identifying the 

start and end activities through common sense. Choosing the wrong start and end activities results in a 

wrong initial event log for process mining, and this choice cannot be made with 100% certainty. This leads 

to the following problem: 

                                                           
6
 http://www.win.tue.nl/bpi2011/doku.php?id=challenge 

https://dlwpowa.tue.nl/owa/redir.aspx?C=87a412124e314154ab88ad910d7f1b94&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.win.tue.nl%2fbpi2011%2fdoku.php%3fid%3dchallenge
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PROBLEM 1:  The start and end events of a patient process cannot be chosen with 100 % certainty without 

domain specific knowledge.  

Ad hoc solution 

Several aspects of an activity could identify an activity as a start or end event. For problem 1 the following 

things can be considered through the use of the summary and inspector functionality of ProM 5.2 (see 

Figure 15 and Figure 16 for examples) for the determination of the start and end activities: 

1. The name of the activity; shown in the ‘model element’ column of the Log summary under the 

heading ‘Starting log Events’ and ‘Ending log Events’.  

2. The number of times the activity occurred as first or last in the sequence; shown in the 

‘occurrences (absolute)’ column.  

3. Whether the activity occurs relatively far in the beginning or in the end of the sequence. This can 

be checked by looking at a few cases via the log inspector.  

4. Whether the activity is present in the first recorded cases or actually in the cases recorded in the 

end of the event log, if the cases are sorted according to time. This might indicate that the start 

was not recorded yet, or a patient process might not be finished.  

For the Isala case the activity ‘Eerste Polikliniekbezoek’ (first outpatient clinic visit) seemed a logical 

candidate to select as a start event. The name suggests it, in 551 case sequences it was the first activity 

(Figure 14, third column first row), and a quick investigation in the log inspector showed that the first part 

of the event log mostly lacks this activity. The activity ‘DBC-Registratiecode Herhaal Po’ (DBC-registration 

Figure 14: Summary functionality showing the most 
common start activities for the Isala case 

Figure 13: Summary functionality showing the most common 
end activities for the Isala case 

Figure 15: Summary functionality showing the most 
common start activities from the AMC case 

Figure 12: Summary functionality showing the most common 
end activities from the AMC case 
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repeat Po) is chosen as the activity that needs to be 

present for the finalization of a patient process; this 

activity was in 796 cases the ending log event (Figure 13, 

third column first row) and it seems also logical that the 

registration of the DBC, which means that the hospital 

gets financed for that treatment, is done at the end of a 

patient treatment.  

For the AMC case the activity ‘1e consult poliklinisch’ 

(first consult outpatient clinic) is chosen as start event. 

This choice was mostly based on the name, because this 

activity only served in 71 cases as start activity (Figure 15, third column fifth row), but it often occurred 

relatively far in the beginning. The activity ‘telefonisch consult’ (telephone consultation) is chosen as the 

activity that needs to be present for the finalization of a patient process. It seems logical, that the 

treatment of a patient can be finished by a consult via the phone, just to wrap up the process. It is also in 

200 cases the ending of a sequence (Figure 12, third column third row).  Vervolgconsult (continuation 

consultation) does, looking at the name, not suggest being an ending of a patient process and is therefore 

not chosen as an end activity.  

Outcome log inspection step 

 Table 1 and Table 2 show respectively for the Isala and 

AMC case the statistical information for the original 

acquired data set and the event log with complete cases 

based on the filtering described above. The number of 

cases, number of events, average number of events per 

case, number of originators, number of activities, 

number of start activities, and number of end activities 

are listed in the table. The table provides a comparison 

between the original log and the log filtered on 

complete cases according to the selected start and end 

activities. Overviews like these and the new event log 

are the outcome of the log inspection step. 

The tables also show the difference between the Isala 

case and the AMC case, with the first column showing 

the numbers for the original data set and the second 

column the data set with the complete cases according 

to the selected start and end activities. Isala urology 

contains simpler processes than AMC oncology, this can 

be concluded from the average number of events per 

case; AMC processes have over 10 times more events 

per case on average than Isala processes. The Isala 

Isala Urology Original 
data set 
 

Data set with 
complete 
cases  

# Cases 1.386 816 
# Events  28.606 18.189 
Avg. events/ case 20,6 22 
# Originators 107 88 
# Activities 230 195 
# Start activities 59 36 
# End actvities 50 42 

Table 1: Isala log inspection 

AMC Gynecology 
Oncology 

Original 
data set 
 

Data set with 
complete 
cases  

# Cases 1.143 360 
# Events  150.291 88.899 
Avg. events/ case 131,5 246 
# Originators 42 40 
# Activities 624 532 
# Start activities 29 22 
# End actvities 35 23 

Table 2: AMC log inspection 

Figure 16: Inspector functionality showing a sequence 
from the Isala case with the chosen start and end activities 
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processes are less complex and contain on average fewer activities per sequence. During the application of 

the methodology on the AMC case, likewise problems were encountered, however due to the more 

complex process, additional findings and problems were experienced.  

3.3. Sequence clustering analysis (sub process) 
After finishing the ‘log preparation’ and the ‘log inspection’ steps, the application of the methodology can 

be continued with the sequence analysis sub process. Executing the sequence clustering analysis sub 

process was not straightforward.  Many problems and ambiguities occurred.  

First of all, the methodology could not be executed with the same tools as Rebuge and Ferreira used for 

their case study (1). Rebuge and Ferreira developed a process mining tool called Medtrix Process Mining 

Studio (MPMS) for their case study. Nevertheless, they wanted it to be compatible with ProM; they 

therefore developed a component to be able to export the event logs to the MXML format. Thus for their 

case study, they used the MPMS-tool but complemented this with certain analyses from ProM. The reason 

for developing a new tool, rather than simply using ProM, was that they needed to make the steps of the 

methodology available in an application that could be readily used by the staff of Hospital de Sao Sebastiao 

and that could be customized to this specific environment. The MPMS tool is however not available, 

because it was used internally at the hospital, and even if it were available it would not be useful, due to 

the fact that it needs data that comes from the Medtrix (EPR) system available in that specific hospital.  

For this project it is decided to rely on the plug-in implemented in ProM by Veiga (24). Veiga (24) developed 

the sequence clustering plug-in for ProM to run the sequence clustering algorithm, as discussed in section 

2.2.3, on the desired event log. It is more convenient to do the complete analysis or diagnostics via one 

single program which benefits the quick scan aspect of the methodology. The sequence clustering plug-in 

developed by Veiga supports in inspecting the individual sequences, performing a preprocessing phase, and 

in executing the algorithm. Table 3 shows a 

comparison between the MPMS tool and the 

sequence analysis cluster plug-in 

implemented in ProM. It lacks functionalities 

like direct comparison between clusters 

through the creation of cluster diagrams, 

and it does not calculate the Minimum 

Spanning Tree (MST).  The cluster diagram is 

used by Rebuge and Ferreira to perform 

cluster analysis and the MST is convenient 

for understanding variants and infrequent 

behavior (see section 3.7).  

The sequence clustering plug-in consists of two stages: the preprocessing stage and the sequence clustering 

stage.  Figure 17 again shows the sequence clustering analysis sub process, but with the inclusion of the 

two stages. The section numbers above the different steps show where the application of that step is 

elaborated in this report. Sections 3.4.1 till 3.8 belong to the sequence clustering analysis sub process. 

Table 3: MPMS tool with ProM 5.2 plug-in comparison 

Function/ tool MPMS 
tool 

ProM – Sequence 
analysis cluster 
plug-in  

Inspect the log Yes Yes 

Perform sequence cluster 
analysis 

Yes Yes 

Inspect the cluster models Yes Yes 

Cluster diagram Yes No 

Calculate Minimum 
Spanning Tree 

Yes No 

Display differences between 
cluster models 

Yes No 
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Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 are the two stages which belong to the sequence clustering step (section 3.4) as 

elaborated in section 2.2.4.  

 
Figure 17: Sequence clustering analysis sub process including the two stages from Veiga 

3.4.  Sequence clustering 
The two stages of the sequence clustering plug-in by Veiga are discussed separately. The hardest part of 
running the sequence clustering algorithm is to find the ideal values for the various preprocessing 
parameters, and to determine the amount of clusters. Figure 9 shows the sequence clustering plug-in 
interface. 

3.4.1. Preprocessing stage 

The preprocessing stage is concerned with application of certain filters on the event log. The following 

enumeration of the various parameters which can be set provides an explanation of the separate 

parameters and gives the default settings, i.e. the settings as they are provided by the plug-in without any 

changes: 

1) The minimum percentage of occurrence of an event: Some activities only occur a few times in an 

entire event log. It is up to the user to decide whether these kinds of activities should be included 

or not. It might be more interesting to look at the activities that re-occur more often in the event 

log. This parameter does not exclude entire sequences or traces, but activities that occur less than 

a certain percentage. The default setting is 0%. 

2) The maximum percentage of occurrence of an event: The user might find it interesting to exclude 

activities that are most common. For the typical behaviors these are most likely the most 

interesting activities. The default setting is 100%. 

3) The minimum size of a sequence: The length of a sequence can vary from only on activity to the 

maximum length of activities in a sequence that the event log contains. This depends on the 

amount of activities performed during the process. With setting a minimum length of a sequence it 

is possible to exclude the short and maybe trivial sequences. The default setting is 1. 

4) The maximum size of a sequence: It is also possible to filter the log on the maximum size of a 

sequence.  By setting a maximum the user may want to exclude very complex and therefore maybe 

uncommon sequences. The default setting is the number of events present in the longest sequence 

in the event log.  

5) The minimum occurrence of a sequence: This parameter checks how many exact duplicates a 

specific sequence has. Setting this parameter to 1 means the user wants to take all sequences into 

account. Setting this parameter to 2 means that the user wants that the sequence has at least one 

duplicate and thereby excludes sequences that only occur exactly once. The default setting is 1. 
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6) The maximum occurrence of a sequence: This parameter is typically set to the maximum of cases 

available in the event log. Setting this parameter to 1 gives the opportunity of analyzing the unique 

sequences in the event log. The default setting is the total number of cases in the event log.  

As will be explained below, each individual setting influences the effect of changing another parameter on 

the outcome. The user wants to include enough activities and cases to keep the output relevant, but a 

reduction of activities is required to make the output comprehensible and thus useful. This leads to the 

following problem: 

PROBLEM 2: It is hard to determine and justify the parameter settings in the preprocessing step of the 

sequence clustering analysis sub process. 

An elaboration is provided on this problem and sub problems are discussed. The problem with hospital 

sequences is that, as described in section 1.1, due to the healthcare characteristics, they are complex and 

vary in length. Therefore, sequences are seldom exactly the same. Also the smallest changes in two 

sequences will make them completely different. Therefore, by adjusting the ‘minimum occurrence of a 

sequence’ parameter a major part of the original event log might be excluded. The more complex and 

complicated a healthcare process is, the less sequences will be the same and included in the event log with 

a parameter setting of more than one for ‘minimum occurrence of a sequence’ parameter. Thus, adjusting 

the ‘minimum occurrence of a sequence’ parameter from one to two can lead to a significant reduction of 

the event log depending on the complexity of the healthcare processes. The goal of the methodology is to 

find the regular behavior; the results should therefore also be based on a significant percentage of the 

cases. With the ‘minimum occurrence of a sequence’ parameter set to two and with further the default 

settings (provided in the enumeration of the parameters above) the event log of the  Isala case reduced 

from 816 cases to 265 the AMC case event log even reduced from 360 cases to 3. 

SUBPROBLEM 2.1: Certain settings can lead to a non representative amount of cases to draw conclusions 

from. 

Taking more activities into account automatically results in a less structured process model, because too 

many nodes result in a process model which is cluttered, unclear and confusing. Therefore it is beneficial 

for the structure of the model to take fewer activities into account. However the user does not want to 

exclude relevant or interesting activities. Without pre-knowledge of the activities, there is the risk that the 

user excludes irrelevant activities or picks a suitable minimal percentage level for the activity occurrence.  

Another point that needs to be considered is that the exclusion of certain activities can result in two 

sequences being exactly the same. Two sequences might differ on only one activity, but this would still 

mean they are not included in the preprocessed log when the ‘minimum occurrence of a sequence’ 

parameter is set to two, assuming that these two sequences have no other duplicates. If an activity gets 

excluded through the ‘minimum percentage of occurrence of an event’ because it is too uncommon, this 

might create more exact duplicate sequences.  So whenever the ‘minimum occurrence of a sequence’ 

parameter is set to two, increasing the ‘the minimum percentage of occurrence of an event’ parameter can 

lead to more cases being considered. Table 4 shows this effect for the Isala case. With a minimum event 

occurrence of 0% only 265 cases are considered, but with a minimum event occurrence of 1,5% 490 cases 
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are taken into account, while the minimum sequence occurrence parameter is set to 2. This shows that the 

filters are applied in a certain order; the order in which they are shown in the interface. A different order of 

filtering would result in a different outcome. Table 5 shows the effect of different parameter settings for 

the AMC case. The complexity of the AMC data results in a low percentage of considered cases of the 

original log. Therefore, settings are also depending on the separate case studies with its characteristics. 

Min event 
occurrence 
percentage 

Max event 
occurrence 
percentage 

Min number 
of events in a 
sequence 

Max number 
of events in 
a sequence 

Min 
sequence 
occurrence 

Max 
sequence 
occurrence 

Total 
cases 

0 100 1 471 2 816 265 
0,3 100 1 471 2 816 324 
0,5 100 1 471 2 816 330 
1,0 100 1 471 2 816 420 
1,5 100 1 471 2 816 490 
Table 4: Influences of parameter settings on preprocessed event log size (Isala case)  

Min event 
occurrence 
percentage 

Max event 
occurrence 
percentage 

Min number 
of events in a 
sequence 

Max number 
of events in 
a sequence 

Min 
sequence 
occurrence 

Max 
sequence 
occurrence 

Total 
cases 

0 100 1 1690 2 360 3 
0,2 100 1 1690 2 360 7 
0,5 100 1 1690 2 360 15 
1,0 100 1 1690 2 360 25 
1,5 100 1 1690 2 360 28 
Table 5: Influences of parameter settings on preprocessed event log size (AMC case) 

SUBPROBLEM 2.2: The selection of the activities is hard to justify without any pre-knowledge of the 

relevance of all individual activities. 

Both the Isala and the AMC event log only register the days for the time stamps, but not the exact time on 

that specific day. Therefore several activities may appear in the log on the same day, but in an arbitrary 

order since the persons registering the activities in the information system might do this in a different 

order. Slight differences in sequences lead to the exclusion of cases in certain settings.  

SUBPROBLEM 2.3: Due to missing exact timestamps, the registered order of execution of activities on one 

day might be different among certain sequences, but might actually be the same in reality. Activities can be 

registered in a different order. 

Ad hoc solution 1 

Problem 2 was initially tackled with the help of a structured analysis. Appendix 3B describes this approach. 

It provided certain insights, which are discussed in section 3.4.2. This structured analysis already combined 

the parameters for the preprocessing stage with the parameter for the sequence cluster stage. The 

outcome for the Isala case is partly based on the structured analysis, as will be elaborated in the following 

section. This structured analysis took a substantial amount of time, therefore a second ad hoc solution, 

which is elaborated below, is suggested to use due to the time savings which benefits the quick scan 
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aspect. The structured analysis also did not result in any other decisions than with the provided heuristic in 

‘ad hoc solution 2’. 

Ad hoc solution 2 

Problem 2 can be approached via a small heuristic, as expressed below. This provides a stepwise approach 

to come to a rational option: 

1) Determine a suitable percentage for the minimum event occurrence parameters: Rational choices can 

be made with a proposed method by Veiga (24). See appendix 3A for a more detailed explanation of 

this method. 

2) Create a table showing: the minimum event occurrence percentage, minimum sequence occurrence 

and the corresponding values for the number of activities taken into account, the minimum number of 

absolute occurrence and the number of cases considered with the combination of the first two 

parameter settings (See Table 6 and Table 7). The first two columns are the two input parameters. The 

number of activities (how many activities are taken into account with a certain minimum event 

occurrence percentage) can then be determined based on the ‘log summary’ function by counting the 

number of activities till the relative occurrence percentage drops below the specified percentage. The 

‘minimum number absolute occurrence’ is the absolute occurrence of the activity closest above the 

specified percentage. The minimum sequence occurrence represents the parameter setting for the 

‘minimum occurrence of a sequence’ parameter. The last column shows the influence of the minimum 

event occurrence and the minimum sequence occurrence settings on each other on the number of 

cases being considered in the preprocessed event log. 

3) Make a tradeoff between the amount of activities taken into account, the relevance (relevance is in 

this case the times of occurrence) of the activities taken into account and the number of cases 

considered. 

a. Start with a lower, but rational, percentage which leads into the inclusion of more activities, and 

try with quick process mining tests whether the output models are understandable.  

b. Without domain specific knowledge the user does not know when an activity is relevant, this is 

based on ratios. The user should base the decision on the occurrences rate in the observation 

period.  

c. The minimum sequence occurrence parameter can cause the exclusion of a significant part of the 

event log, but can also lead to an easier analysis highlighting the typical behavior of the process. 

Outcome preprocessing stage 

 For the Isala case it was already decided to work with a minimum sequence occurrence of two, due to a 

structured analysis performed on beforehand, it was noticed that cluster sets appeared with empty 

clusters; this is discussed in the sequence clustering stage. A tradeoff based on Table 6 indicates that 0,5% 

could be a suitable choice; it considers 36 activities, which occur at least 96 times, which might make them 

relevant, and from the 816 cases 330 are considered. The number of cases might be low, but taking 1% or 

1,5% only takes, respectively 23 and 14 activities into account and the user might miss activities that occur 

frequently; therefore interesting and relevant. A process model presenting 46 activities might lack a clear 

overview and therefore the 0,3% is considered to be worse than 0,5%. An test with 0,5% showed that clear 

and understandable process models could be acquired. Therefore 0,5% is chosen as best option here.  
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Table 7 shows the tradeoffs between the 

preprocessing parameters for the AMC case. 

The problem, with longer, more complicated 

and more complex processes, is that the 

chance of two sequences being exactly the 

same reduces significantly. A sequence from 

the AMC event log can be up to 1690 

activities.   Table 7 shows that a minimum 

sequence occurrence of 2 in the AMC case 

leads to a non representative number of 

cases; in best case 7% of the log was 

considered. Therefore, no tradeoff is 

required on this aspect. Compared to the 

Isala case, the AMC event log has more than 

2,5 times as much activities, which causes 

process models being more difficult to 

interpret. 0,5% gives 49 activities, which is 

already a relatively high amount, but those 

activities occur at least 458 times, which 

makes them relevant. With 0,2% the 

activities occur at least 174, which makes 

them also interesting, however, 70 

activities almost certainly makes the 

process models unstructured and 

incomprehensible. A quick look on a 

process model based on a sample with 

0,5% as parameter setting showed that the 

number of activities make the process 

model of a significant size, however comprehensible.  0,5% is taken as the best option.  

3.4.2. Sequence clustering stage 

The sequence clustering stage is the second stage of the ‘sequence clustering’ step and is only concerned 

with the number of clusters (K). On the right hand side of Figure 9 (shows the interface of the sequence 

clustering plug-in) on the bottom, the number of clusters can be specified.  

According to Rebuge and Ferreira (1) the amount of clusters can be determined by executing several runs. 

An alternative would be to choose a small value for K and then subdivide the clusters hierarchically; which 

is an optional phase in the sequential clustering analysis sub process. Veiga (24) does not give any 

suggestions on how to determine the number of clusters that need to be set by the user. He, however, also 

mentions the option of using an individual cluster again as an event log to perform sequence clustering on 

again to further subdivide it into more clusters. The methodology and previous applications by Rebuge and 

Ferreira and Veiga provide no concrete guidance for the determination of the number of clusters.  

Table 6: Parameter settings tradeoffs for the Isala case 

Percentage Minimum 
sequence 
occurrence 

Number 
of 
activities 

Minimum 
number of 
absolute 
occurrence  

#cases 

1,5% 1 14 272 816 
1,5% 2 14 272 490 
1% 1 23 174 816 
1% 2 23 174 420 
0,5% 1 36 96 816 

0,5% 2 36 96 330 
0,3% 1 47 56 816 
0,3% 2 47 56 324 
0% 1 195 1 816 
0% 2 195 1 265 

Table 7: Parameter settings tradeoffs for the AMC case 

Percentage Minimum 
sequence 
occurrence 

Number 
of 
activitie
s 

Minimum 
number of 
absolute 
occurrence 

#cases 

1,5% 1 14 1397 360 
1,5% 2 14 1397 28 
1% 1 20 897 360 
1% 2 20 897 25 
0,5% 1 49 458 360 
0,5% 2 49 458 15 
0,2% 1 70 174 360 
0,2% 2 70 174 7 
0% 1 532 1 360 
0% 2 532 1 3 
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In the case study performed by Rebuge and Ferreira (1), a feature in Microsoft Sequence Clustering was 

used that automatically suggests a number of clusters. This resulted in a relatively high number of initial 

clusters which actually made the analysis rather difficult. The authors therefore tried to find a more 

suitable amount of clusters through ‘some experimentation’; this led to a separation of the data into eight 

clusters for their specific case, which provided more intuitive results. However, no concrete measures or 

ways of interpretation are described to judge whether a certain number of clusters is good or bad. Rebuge 

and Ferreira (1) only mention that the tradeoff between a high number of clusters and a low number of 

clusters depends on the following: “Too high number of clusters makes it difficult to identify typical 

behavior, since even small variations may cause similar variants to be scattered across several clusters with 

relatively low support. Using a very low number of clusters will aggregate different behaviors in each 

cluster, producing cluster models that are too complex to interpret and analyze”.  

Due to the fact that ProM is used in this application and the analysis is not based on Microsoft Sequence 

Clustering and its features, the amount of clusters cannot be specified by a tool. Therefore experimenting 

and playing with the data was the only option for determining the number of clusters. Finding the number 

of clusters in this case is done by trial and error, and performing numerous runs. This made it relatively 

laborious and time consuming. Every process is different and has its own type of patients, thus a certain 

amount of clusters in one case study might not be optimal for another case study; which means that this 

experimenting is required for every individual case study.  

Thus, there are no guides or heuristics describing a method to determine the number of clusters, if K is 

chosen the user does not know whether it is good or bad, and experimenting and ‘trial and error’ is 

laborious work and time consuming. This results in the following problem statement with regard to these 

issues:  

PROBLEM 3: Determining the number of clusters is unclear and can result in laborious work, the acquired 

number of clusters cannot be justified via measurements. 

To get a get better insight in the effect of the various parameter settings on the clusters, experimentation is 

performed in a structured way, by keeping certain parameters fixed and making others variable. Appendix 

3B explains what has been done to get the insights which are provided below.  

Due to the fact that in step 2 of the sequence clustering algorithm (assign each sequence to the cluster that 

can produce it with higher probability) the sequences are assigned to clusters that produce the highest 

probability, it is possible that some clusters do not get any sequences assigned to them.  This can result in a 

smaller total of clusters than initially specified; in the mean time it is not possible to get more clusters than 

the specified amount of K clusters. A smaller total of clusters than initially specified would indicate a more 

optimal solution, because an additional cluster is not required, due to the fact that the sequences have a 

better fit with other sequences. 

Whenever the complete log from the Isala case was taken into account (816 cases) not a single time a 

cluster was detected with zero cases; note that a maximum of 20 clusters is considered (see appendix 3A). 

Even the highest considered setting for the minimum percentage of occurrence of an event (1,5%) did not 

provide a proper amount of clusters. Reducing the event log, by setting the minimum sequence occurrence 
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to two, did however result in clusters with a zero. The lowest amount of clusters was 9 with seed 89 and a 

value for the occurrence of an activity of 1,5%.  

With the AMC case, whenever the complete log was taken into account (360 cases) not a single time a 

cluster was detected with zero cases. Reducing the event log led to clusters with a zero, but this was due to 

the low number of cases being considered no option.  

There were also some general findings.  

 The output with the same parameter settings is never (with certain exceptions/coincidences) the 

same. This can be explained by the fact that the initial distribution of the cases among the clusters is 

done randomly. Due to this random initial allocation of sequences over the clusters, the algorithm 

generates a different set of clusters for the same sequences. After the initial distribution the algorithm 

starts shuffling the process instances among the clusters until no better solution can be found. This 

first initial random distribution causes the results to be different with every new run with the same 

settings. This makes it impossible to create the same results while validating or repeating the 

methodology. Experimenting with the data is therefore also difficult, because it is almost impossible to 

retrieve the same results. This issue is discussed in more detail in appendix 3B. 

 It happens that with the same preprocessing parameters and only one cluster more every cluster will 

be filled. The initialization is different when one cluster is added. The algorithm might find another 

optimal solution which includes all clusters being occupied.   

 Finding an empty cluster with a certain number of clusters set does not automatically mean that in a 

different run, with a different seed, again an empty cluster will be found.  

This structured analysis was a short term approach and took a considerable amount of time; therefore 

three main methods to obtain a rational amount of clusters without any domain specific knowledge and 

without having to perform such a structured analysis are presented below as ad hoc solutions. These 

methods are partly based on the insights acquired from the structured analysis and partly on previous 

approaches by Rebuge and Ferreira, and Veiga.  

Ad hoc solutions 

Due to the fluctuations in cluster sets, finding the best solution is done by performing multiple runs. 

Performing only one run can result in a far from optimal cluster set; therefore more runs have to be 

performed to find a better and more appropriate cluster set. This is also supported by the approach of 

Veiga (24), to deal with the uncertainty, i.e. the randomness of the cluster set, he applied the algorithm 

several times (usually five) and chose the result that occurred more often. There will most probably always 

be a better cluster set, due to the many possibilities. The structured analysis revealed that the suitability of 

a cluster set can be judged on two aspects: clusters sets with empty clusters or the appropriateness of the 

output in the form of process models. This can be translated to three methods to base the number of 

clusters on for a near-optimal solution.   

1) The lowest number of clusters with a cluster set containing zero cases. A lower number of clusters are 

beneficial for the cluster analysis and the comparison of the clusters. The user should try several settings 

for the number of clusters to find a cluster set with an empty cluster. From here the user should try to 
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find cluster set with fewer clusters by performing multiple runs with lower settings for the number of 

clusters. The suggested five times by Veiga (24) is relatively low and therefore it is suggested to perform 

more runs, e.g. fifty, due to the randomness the only differences between the runs are the seeds. This can 

be done with relative ease, by starting multiple runs at once in the plug-in.  

2) The better looking output. By comparing process models and choosing the better looking output, with 

regard to readability and comprehensibility. A distinction need to be made here; to do this either with or 

without randomness. The concept of randomness is discussed in appendix 3B.  

2.1) with randomness: Due to this random initial allocation of sequences over the clusters, the 

algorithm generates a different set of clusters for the same sequences. To deal with this uncertainty, 

Veiga applied the algorithm several times (usually five) and chose the result that occurred more 

often. Applying it five times will not give an optimal solution; a bigger sample is required to find a 

near optimal outcome. A practical problem is that whenever the user wants to close the program, 

he/she has to save all separate clusters, because the user will not be able to retrieve the exact same 

clusters due to this randomness. This makes it an inconvenient and time consuming option, but will 

most likely result in the most suitable end result.  

2.2) without randomness: Via a small adaption in the code of the sequence clustering plug-in, it is 

possible to obtain the same results. This adjustment is also explained in appendix 3B. With this 

method the practical problem encountered with randomness is solved. When the user knows the 

seed for a specific solution, he/she is able to acquire the same set of clusters, which makes the 

analysis easier and repeatable. For an explanation of the concept ‘seed’ the reader is referred to 

appendix 3B.  

3) Setting a low number of clusters and perform hierarchical clustering if needed. This last method is 

related to the first method. If no empty clusters can be found, which can be the case in more complex 

processes, it is an option to set a relative low number of clusters, for easy comparison and analysis. Then 

search for cluster sets with clusters with a relative high support (most probably showing typical behavior) 

and perform hierarchical clustering if it is impossible to acquire a comprehensible outcome.  

This way the user should determine the preprocessing parameter settings on beforehand, based on either 

the provided heuristics or a structured analysis. This strategy is highly dependent on the case study. The 

Isala case shows that, with a reduction of the event log, it is easily possible to obtain an empty cluster. The 

AMC case on the contrary is more complex and requires too many clusters to obtain a cluster set with an 

empty cluster. In this case option 3 is the fastest solution. Determining what an easy to analyze number of 

clusters is is difficult. Consider that two clusters give one comparison, three clusters give three 

comparisons, four clusters give 6 comparisons, etc. Taking a higher number of clusters, results in rapidly 

increasing number of comparisons. Therefore some indication of possible clusters, based on, for example, 

patient types, would help here.     
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Outcome sequence clustering 

 For the Isala case, it is decided to base the analysis on the first method to get a near optimal cases division 

among the clusters. Although the user wants to work with the better looking and more comprehensible 

output, it is taken into account that it has to be a quick scan. The second method is for several reasons 

more time consuming; creating the process models and other 

output for the each cluster is time consuming and afterwards 

output has to be compared with other cluster sets. The recorded 

data from the structured analysis shows that with seed 34 and the 

amount of clusters set to 10 an empty cluster appears. To get the 

optimal solution, the randomness is put back into the (plug-in) 

code and the number of clusters is set to 9 to check whether a 

better solution can be found. 50 runs revealed a cluster set with 

an empty cluster. This is repeated with 8 clusters, again a cluster 

set with an empty cluster was found.  This seemed to be the best 

solution, because no empty cluster set with an empty cluster was 

found with 7 clusters. The final result of running the sequence clustering algorithm is shown in Table 8. 

For the AMC case, the fact that no empty cluster can be found, leads to another way of searching for an 

appropriate amount of clusters. Therefore, the third method is applied here. The most convenient way is to 

use an easy to analyze amount of clusters and look for results with 

a cluster with a high support. 6 is the number of clusters chosen 

for the analysis. With this number of clusters and the 

preprocessing settings discussed above, the plug-in is run 50 

times.  The comparison was based on finding cluster sets with 

cluster(s) containing a relatively high number of cases.  This led to 

the cluster set as shown in Table 9. The cluster set contained two 

clusters with a high support and together representing almost 62% 

of the total number of cases. No additional hierarchical clustering 

was performed. 

3.5.  Cluster analysis 
This step is concerned with understanding which clusters represent regular behavior and which ones 

contain infrequent behavior. For this analysis, the support of a 

cluster can be used to determine whether a cluster represents 

regular behavior, high support, or irregular behavior, low 

support. Rebuge and Ferreira (1) performed cluster analysis via 

looking at a cluster diagram. The cluster diagram serves as a 

tool to understand which clusters represent regular behavior, 

which ones contain infrequent behavior, where the process 

variants are, and how much the clusters differ from each other. 

A cluster diagram depicts the support of each cluster and how 

much the Markov chains of the clusters differ from each other, i.e. the similarity between the clusters. 

Table 8: Sequence clustering algorithm results 
Isala 

Cluster # of process 
instances 

Support 

Cluster 0 61  0,18485 
Cluster 1 38  0,11515 
Cluster 2 18  0,05455 
Cluster 3 98  0,29697 
Cluster 4 30  0,09091 
Cluster 5 65  0,19697 
Cluster 6 20  0,06061 
Cluster 7 0  0 

Table 9: Sequence clustering algorithm results 
AMC 

Cluster # of process 
instances 

Support 

Cluster 0 114 0,31667 
Cluster 1 109 0,30278 
Cluster 2 39 0,10833 
Cluster 3 24 0,06667 
Cluster 4 28 0,07778 
Cluster 5 46 0,12778 

Figure 18: Example cluster diagram (1) 
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Figure 18 presents an example of a cluster diagram. The descriptions above the clusters show the support 

for the clusters in the cluster set and the numbers on the edges show the distance between the clusters.  

The creation of a cluster diagram is not included in the sequence clustering plug-in, so neither the support 

nor the distance between clusters are calculated automatically. Section 2.2.5 describes the calculation of 

the support, which is not sophisticated and already presented in Table 8 and Table 9. However the 

similarity or distance between the clusters is sophisticated and laborious work. Rebuge and Ferreira 

mention that the cluster diagram is an essential tool, however not publicly available.  

PROBLEM 4: No functionality for the creation of cluster diagrams, and especially the calculation of the 

distance between the Markov Chains, is included in ProM.  

Outcome cluster analysis 

Table 8 and Table 9 already show the support per cluster, looking at the support in Table 8 and Table 9, it 

clearly shows that cluster 0, 3 and 5 are the dominant clusters for the Isala case and cluster 0 and 1 are the 

dominant clusters for the AMC case. 

3.6.  Regular behavior 
According to Rebuge and Ferreira (1), the regular behavior of the process is simply the cluster(s) with the 

highest support. However, there may be more than one cluster containing typical behavior, i.e. there could 

be several typical behaviors. Identifying the typical behaviors depends on the context and may therefore 

require domain-specific knowledge as well. Rebuge and Ferreira have not specified any boundaries for 

support values to select clusters as typical behavior. 

For the Isala case, as Table 8 shows, there are three clusters with a relative high support, cluster: 0, 3, 5. 

The Markov chains of the clusters are depicted in appendix 3C1 to make the pictures readable. Figure 19 

provides an impression of a graphical representation of a Markov chain. The color of the nodes indicates 

the intensity of use by cases. Darker nodes mean that more cases have made use of that specific activity; 

less colorful nodes mean that not all cases have encountered that activity.  

 
Figure 19: Cluster 0 (Isala case) 

All Markov chains start with ‘Eerste polikliniekbezoek’. Cluster 3 seems the simplest process. Something 

that cluster 5 distinguishes itself from the two other clusters is that it reveals direct links from ‘eerste 

polikliniekbezoek’ to the end activities. It also shows that ‘Korte Kaart Kosten-out anesthe’ can be preceded 

by ‘preassessment dagopname’. All three clusters show that ‘eerste polikliniekbezoek’, ‘verpleegperiode’, 

and ‘DBC-registratiecode Herhaal Po’ are the main and most frequent activities, indicated by the darker 

presentation of the node.  
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The Markov chains for the AMC case require some post-processing. The Markov chains of the Isala case are 

without any adjustment understandable and interpretable, while the original cluster models of the AMC 

case are spaghetti like and difficult to analyze. According to Veiga (24), when visualizing the results, the 

user can adjust thresholds that correspond to the minimum and maximum probability of both edges and 

nodes (see right-hand side of Figure 10). This feature allows the user to adjust what is shown in the 

graphical model by removing elements, both nodes and edges separately, that are either too frequent or 

too rare. It facilitates the understanding of spaghetti models by taking advantage of the probabilistic nature 

of sequence clustering and without having to re-run the algorithm again.  

Appendix 3C2 presents the Markov chains for the AMC case.  Figure 33 shows the Markov chain of cluster 0 

without post-processing. Figure 33 shows the adjusted cluster model of cluster 0 by setting the minimum 

edge threshold to 0,1; only the edges with a probability higher than 0,1 on the edges are considered in the 

Markov chain. This model is more comprehensible. It shows a series of activities, partly depicted in Figure 

35 (appendix 3C2). For the cluster model of cluster 1 presented in Figure 36 (in appendix 3B), the minimum 

edge threshold is also set to 0,1 to obtain a more comprehensible model. Comparing cluster 0 and cluster 1 

shows that the series of activities is relatively the same. However cluster 1 has more arrows returning to 

the first activity: ‘aanname laboratoriumonderzoek’ (acceptance laboratory research). This could indicate 

that there is a group of patients that required more iterations of a certain series of treatments, although 

the average activities per case contradict this; cluster 0 has more events in relation to the number of cases 

considered. With more iteration it is expected that there would be a higher average of number of activities 

per case.  

3.7. Variants and infrequent behavior 
As discussed above, the regular or typical behavior is presented by cluster(s) with the highest support. 

Variants can be seen as behavior which is still relatively common, but is not represented by a significant 

part of the cases. It is up to the user to judge whether a cluster presents typical behavior or is a variant 

based on the supports of the clusters.  

According to Rebuge and Ferreira (1), infrequent behavior can be: special cases, medical errors, deviations 

from clinical guidelines, system flaws or classified as noise. Infrequent behaviors are given by the clusters 

with lowest support (think of supports below 5%). It is up to the user to decide whether these clusters 

should be subject to further analysis or whether they should simply be dismissed as noise. Specialist can 

explain the reasons of certain infrequent behavior, while analysts without any domain specific knowledge 

can just put it off as noise.  The focus can be more on the main behavior, and only then on more and more 

specific variants with less support. The plug-in implemented by Veiga does not support in providing cluster 

diagrams or a MST. It is therefore not possible to analyze this step of the methodology with the same 

approach. Focusing on more specific variants may need some explanation and therefore specific knowledge 

of the process.  

The goal of this methodology application is to check and evaluate whether the methodology can produce 

useful and relevant information (in a short period of time). Therefore the focus is on discovering the typical 

behavior and being able to present the main process(es) in process models. The analysis of the variants is 

left out of the analyses to leave room for the analysis of the typical behavior. Note that the analysis of 
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variants for the hospitals is not considered to be uninteresting, but not required to accomplish the goal of 

this application. 

3.8. Select clusters for analysis 
For the remaining analyses (control-flow, performance and organizational analysis) the clusters containing 

the typical behavior are taken into account. These are the clusters with a relatively high support, as 

discussed in section 3.6. The selection of the clusters in this application is entirely based on the support of 

the individual clusters in the cluster set. Without any pre-knowledge about the process, the relevance of 

the clusters cannot be justified. It is difficult to prove that these clusters are the most relevant clusters; 

showing the typical behavior of the process. The clusters can be used separately to perform a more 

thorough analysis with the use of other mining techniques available in ProM. 

For the Isala case clusters 0, 3, and 5 are considered of the cluster set. For the AMC case clusters 0 and 1 of 

the final cluster set are taken into account.  

The goal of this application is to check and evaluate whether the methodology can produce useful and 

relevant information in a short period of time. Typically, process mining has been focusing on the discovery 

type of process mining, i.e. automatically constructing models describing knowledge extracted from 

enacted logs (15). Although three kinds of analyses are performed (sections 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11), the focus is 

on the control-flow analysis. This way it is easier to check whether the relevant activities are included and if 

the acquired processes are useful for further analysis. Besides that, the main problem of process mining in 

HC systems is the discovery of spaghetti-like models which is one of the basic problems the proposed 

methodology wants to tackle. The process has to be relevant and useful before, for instance, any further 

interesting performance measures can be made. The other two analyses are performed, but described and 

elaborated in less detail. The following three sections are three different types of analysis and are 

represented in parallel in the methodology. 

3.9. Control-flow analysis 
This analysis is consistent with process mining on the process perspective as 

discussed in the preliminaries (section 2.1.1). The more recent mining algorithms 

are the heuristic and fuzzy miner. Both mining plug-ins are better in dealing with 

flexible processes (discussed in section 2.1.2). The heuristic and fuzzy miner plug-

ins are used in this graduation project. Another reason for choosing these miners 

is because they produce a heuristic net model which facilitates the understanding 

of a model. Some miners, like the α-algorithm, produce Petri-net models which 

are more difficult to understand due to the fact that you have to get familiar with 

the meaning of the figures and elements utilized in such models (4). This issue is 

especially relevant in the healthcare sector, where the doctors are specialized in 

other things than interpreting process models. Traditional process mining 

approaches have problems dealing with unstructured processes, this results in 

spaghetti-like process models showing all details without distinguishing what is 

important and what is not (7).  According to Janssen (11), the heuristic miner and 

the fuzzy miner are the most common mining plug-ins for mining unstructured 

Figure 20: Example output 
(Isala cluster 3) 
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models like those resulting from process mining in HS. The heuristic miner is also used by Rebuge and 

Ferreira (1).  The default settings of both mining plug-ins are used. A few brief conclusions by the user are 

presented below.  

The output for the Isala case is presented in Appendix 3D1. It shows the models created via the heuristic 

miner and the fuzzy miner for the Isala case. The heuristic miner reveals three distinct process models. The 

first model shows that a ‘preassessment’ can be followed by a ‘circumcision’ instead of an ‘orchidopexie’, 

like in the other two models.  The first model also shows a loop back to the ‘Eerste polikliniekbezoek’. This 

is not logical since there can only be one first visit. The second model does not contain the activity 

‘preassessment Opname’, while this activity is presented relatively in the beginning and followed by certain 

actions in the other models. Another difference is that the ‘nursing period’ is only preceded by one action, 

instead of by three like in the other models. The third model shows that ‘Korte Kaart Kosten-Out anesthe’ 

can be in the end of the process for certain patients.  

The fuzzy miner for the AMC case (appendix 3E1) shows that in both clusters a patient either goes from 

‘ordertarief’ to ‘vervolgconsult poliklinisch’ or ‘klinische opname a002’, but in cluster 1 it is possible to go to 

‘ligdagen – alle spec beh.linderg.-reval’ directly from ‘vervolgconsult poliklinisch’, while additional steps are 

required in the other cluster to get there. 

As already suggested in section 3.6 the processes furthermore seem relatively the same, and only a 

specialist might see some substantial differences. 

3.10. Performance analysis 
The problem with both cases is that no exact times are recorded, only the days of occurrence. It is still 

possible to determine or show the throughput times, but then in days. The dotted chart analysis is a good 

plug-in to graphically represent, for example, the throughput time of a patient process and waiting times 

for certain treatments. In the chart, every treatment or activity is displayed by means of a dot. Each 

different activity has its own color. The cases are visualized on the vertical axis. The activities are shown in 

relative time, i.e. for all patients the process starts at 0. Appendix D2 and appendix E2 show the dotted 

charts for the Isala and the AMC case. The component type is the instance ID (case), the time option is 

‘Relative (Time)’, and the dots are sorted by duration.  

The dotted charts analysis plug in for the Isala case shows (on the right-hand upper table after avg. spread 

of Figure 43 and Figure 44 in appendix D2) that the cluster 0 and cluster 3 do not vary much in average time 

of a patient, respectively 96 and 97 days, while cluster 5 has an average duration of 130 days (on the right-

hand of Figure 45 in appendix E2).  

3.11. Organizational analysis 
A problem with the Isala dataset is that the originators are made anonymous. It is therefore for the user 

hard to interpret the data. It is important to know the original executors behind the numbers. The 

organizational analysis is difficult to execute when no sense can be made out of the data whenever it is 

made anonymous. The best thing would be if the executors are named by function instead of names. This 

makes it more interesting and more understandable for process analytics.  Names of medical departments 
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are used in the AMC case for the originators. This makes the figure easier to interpret for a user without 

domain specific knowledge. The thresholds are however low in the figure, and therefore less meaningful. 

Figure 55 and Figure 56 in appendix 3E3 show the social network models for the AMC case.  

3.12. Transfer results 
This step concerns the transfer of the results. The knowledge acquired during the previous analysis steps is 

presented to two contact persons of the hospitals for evaluation (see section 4.1). In this case, the output is 

presented to the hospitals for the purpose of evaluation. The output is presented and checked whether 

they are relevant, understandable and useful for the hospital. The evaluation is discussed in the following 

chapter. 

4. Evaluation phase 1 
This section discusses the evaluation of the output through interviews with experts from the cases by 

presenting the results to them. This section can be seen as the transfer of the results, which is the final step 

of the proposed methodology. First the approach of the interviews is discussed, followed by the 

encountered issues and findings resulting from these interviews. Finally, the evaluation of the output is 

elaborated.  

4.1. Approach 
For both cases someone with domain specific knowledge is interviewed. An ‘AMC expert’ is interviewed 

with regard to the AMC case, and an ‘Isala expert’ is interviewed concerning the Isala case. The AMC expert 

had a profession as doctor and is currently head of the ‘KPI and joint 

commission international’ division; part of the department for ‘quality 

and process innovation’. The Isala expert is a logistics advisor and 

works at the department concerned with capacity management and 

patient logistics. The AMC expert was capable of elaborating on the 

specific processes of the gynecology oncology department, while the 

Isala expert was not aware of the specific processes of Urology. 

Although not all questions could be answered in great detail by the 

Isala expert, this variety in disciplines and background gave the 

opportunity of questioning two people with different perspectives and 

needs. Appendix 4A shows the interview questions used during the 

two interviews. For an English translation the reader is referred to the 

transcripts of the interviews, which can be found in appendix 4B. 

Figure 21 shows the outline of the interviews with the corresponding 

question number per aspect. To foster the evaluation of the output, 

the interviewer first wanted to learn more about the process in 

general, and wanted to know what the output expectations were and 

whether the correct decisions were made during the initial application.  

The results, in the form of process models, are presented to the experts and evaluated on their relevance, 

usefulness and comprehensibility. This evaluation is discussed in the following section. 

Figure 21: Interview outline 
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4.2. Evaluation output original methodology 
Both experts indicated that the output was comprehensible, based on the number of nodes and in- and 

outgoing arcs, but the information presented is relatively irrelevant and useless. One of the hardest parts 

during the application was the justification of the selection of activities (PROBLEM 2.2). This was confirmed 

during the interviews. The main issue was that irrelevant activities, especially lab tests, were considered, 

which were not interesting. The omission of these irrelevant activities would lead to space for the inclusion 

of other activities in the analysis, making the output more useful. These findings were expressed by the two 

experts in the following manner.  

The Isala expert indicated that the output is recognizable, but it misses certain actions; for example the 

intervention or actual treatment. This would mean that too many activities are filtered out or irrelevant 

activities were considered which resulted in the exclusion of relevant but more uncommon activities. There 

were some logics in the process models, but also some questions arose. This led to the conclusion that the 

process model (output) was not useful. More activities could be considered, because there is still room for 

more nodes and the process does not seem complete.  

The AMC case output depicted a good comprehensible series of activities, but was of little use for the AMC 

party. It was a series of lab tests, which were no bottle necks and already familiar to them. These lab tests 

were also found in the Isala output. The lower part of the AMC process models (see appendix 3E1) contains 

more relevant activities.  

This evaluation revealed another issue in the application of the original methodology. Many activities can 

be left out of the event log for more useful and relevant results. However, without domain specific 

knowledge it is impossible to determine which activities can be omitted or may be aggregated or clustered. 

PROBLEM 5: Without domain specific knowledge it is not possible to decide on irrelevant or relevant 

activities for an aggregation or omission. 

Additional issues and findings concerning the original methodology by Rebuge and Ferreira, encountered 

during the interviews, are discussed in the following section. 

4.3. Additional issues and findings 
This section elaborates on the findings that emerged during the interviews. The methodology just tells the 

user to perform control-flow, performance and organizational analyses. The answers resulting from the 

questions concerning the output expectations (question 2) revealed that the output expectations 

(demands) can differ between different hospitals (or analysis/information demanding parties). During the 

initial application of the methodology, the output expectations, as discussed above, were not known, this 

resulted in less relevant and less useful results for the hospital 

Isala wants the specialists to recognize the process models to obtain acknowledgement from the 

specialists/doctors. If the specialists are able to recognize certain processes from the process models, they 

will be less reluctant to listen to the analyst and acknowledge the findings. Therefore, Isala rather sees a 

focus on the control-flow analysis. In the meanwhile, AMC is already familiar with the benefits of process 

mining and the concept already reached the quality and process innovation department; they rather see 
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direct statistics with regard to throughput, waiting times and bottlenecks. AMC focuses on the performance 

and organizational perspective. This shows that the stage of process mining acceptance or maturity of 

process mining of the demanding party can determine which type of analysis the focus should be on.  

There are more factors influencing the output expectations. Isala indicates that the ‘Clinical trajectory’ in 

the treatment phase is the most interesting part of the total general process, as depicted in Figure 57 

(Appendix 4B2). The figure shows a general process for patients at Isala, which is based on the discussion 

with the Isala expert.  While the AMC case is concerned with cancer, which means a patient trajectory only 

closes if a patient dies or finished their five years of check-ups. All patients will have a period of five years 

after the intensive treatment process with follow-ups and checks. The AMC experts mentions that the 

initial treatment process, which takes 3 to 6 months, is the most interesting period of a patient process for 

control-flow analysis. Both parties made a distinction between patient or natural variety and process or 

unnatural variety. Patient variety is variety in process flow due to differences in diseases and patient 

customizations. Process variety is caused by logistics, hick-ups, and things that go wrong or at least not as 

they should go. This second variety, process variety, is most interesting for the demanding parties. These 

are the things that can be adjusted and improved. Both parties are also curious about individual behavior of 

originators; they want to know which specialists perform more or less actions of a certain activity; for 

instance follow-ups. Also, the emphasis should be on capacity controlled activities, e.g. the imaging devices, 

like CT, MRI and x-ray, because these are the parts of the process which require appointments and 

therefore lead to waiting times. Although both parties have overlapping information demands, different 

information priorities can be distinguished; certain parts of a process can be more interesting or hospitals 

rather see different aspects of the process being analyzed. Differences in output expectations also depend 

on the types of healthcare processes being analyzed; a urology department (Isala) has different kind of 

patients than an oncology department (AMC). 

The demanding party within Isala is concerned with patient capacity and control and is therefore interested 

in other statistics, like occupancy and entry times, than the demanding party within AMC, who rather sees 

performance measurements, because they are concerned with the KPIs within the hospital. This difference 

in discipline or background of the demanding party also results in the need of different process mining 

analyses.  

These findings on the output expectations show that it should be clear for the user what is expected from 

him. Every hospital has different information demands, caused by different factors as discussed above, 

which should be made clear on beforehand. The user should know what analysis to perform in what 

manner to produce useful output for the hospital. This diversity of wishes can be expressed in the following 

way: 

PROBLEM 6: The output expectations or desired output differs between or within hospitals. 

4.4. Conclusion 
Based on the experiences described above, it can be concluded that applying the methodology without any 

domain specific knowledge and other pre-knowledge and thereby (with certainty) providing relevant and 

useful output is impossible. Certain knowledge is required:  
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The interviews revealed that the user needs to know what the hospital (information demanding party) 

expects as output (their output expectation) and what their interests are (PROBLEM 6). 

 It depends on the maturity of process mining usage. Some hospitals at this point in time seek for 

acknowledgment of the benefits of process mining; therefore they want recognizable process 

models and they rather see a focus on process discovery. Other hospitals or information 

demanding parties are less focused on process discovery and rather see performance statistics, or 

work relations between certain task executors. 

 The information priorities can vary. Certain parts of a process are already familiar for the hospital. 

Phases/parts in a process like diagnosis, treatment, checkups, etc. can be distinguished which not 

all are equally interesting. The information needs also depend on the types of healthcare processes 

being analyzed. 

 The output expectations can also be influenced by the background or discipline of the information 

demanding party. Certain departments seek different statistics or information. 

The application of the methodology revealed that many decisions have to be made, which were, during the 

application, mostly based on the common sense and gut feeling of the user and some approaches 

expressed in stepwise heuristics. Certain decisions could not be justified, and it was not clear whether the 

user actually performed any useful or relevant analyses for the hospitals. The decisions made concern: 

 The determination of the complete cases. The selection of the start and end activities of a patient 

process. However, the interview with the AMC expert revealed that a period of time could also be 

used (PROBLEM 1). 

 The settings of the parameters for the preprocessing stage (PROBLEM 2, 2.1). 

 The selection of certain activities. This is partly related with the parameter settings, because the 

‘minimum event occurrence’ parameter eliminates activities that seem less relevant due to a low 

relative occurrence percentage (SUBPPROBLEM 2.2). However it also concerns the omission or 

aggregation of certain activities. In the investigated cases, especially lab tests can be left out or 

aggregated, which results in a significant reduction of activities (PROBLEM 5).  

 The lack of timestamps indicated that activities can be logged in an arbitrary order on a certain day; 

this is supported by answers from the experts. This does not represent the reality and therefore 

additional filtering could benefit the output (PROBLEM 2.3). 

 The parameter setting, the number of cluster, for the sequence clustering stage (PROBLEM 3). 

 The ‘cluster analysis’ and ‘understanding variants and infrequent behavior’ is part of the 

methodology, but no functionality for the creation of cluster diagrams, and especially the 

calculation of the distance between the Markov Chains, is included in ProM (PROBLEM 4). This does 

not make cluster analysis impossible, but it is not as straightforward and structured as Rebuge and 

Ferreira did in their case study. 

Executing the methodology was not without troubles. Phase 2 will provide refinements for the 

methodology, to deal with the problems as they are encountered in phase 1. In the next chapters, first the 

refinements for the revised methodology will be discussed and elaborated, followed by an application of 

the revised methodology on the same cases. This application of the new methodology, with the influences 

of the changes in the methodology on the output, will be discussed.  
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Phase 2 
With the experiences from the application of the methodology and the contact with the experts of the two 

cases, it is possible to propose a refined methodology. This part of the report first elaborates on the revised 

methodology, after which this methodology is reapplied on the same cases.  

5. Revised methodology 
This section first discusses the adjustments on the original methodology by Rebuge and Ferreira, followed 

by an explanation of the main additives, a questionnaire and an event log preprocessing step, separately.  

5.1. Methodology refinements 
The straightforward application of the original methodology made clear that it is impossible to produce and 

transfer relevant and useful results with certainty without any pre-knowledge; with regard to domain 

specific knowledge or certain output expectations. This was supported by the interviews, due to fact that 

the output was not useful for the experts. Additional knowledge and preprocessing is required to obtain 

more useful and relevant output. This led to the refinements in the methodology as discussed below.  

A simple questionnaire is incorporated for the collection of the needed pre-knowledge for proper process 

mining. Section 5.2 discusses the questionnaire in more detail. The questionnaire can be complemented 

with information obtained in the log inspection. The log inspection step makes sure that the user is familiar 

with the data and provides in certain data which should be included with the questionnaire. Besides the 

questionnaire, an additional step, the ‘event log preprocessing’ step, is added for the following possible 

additional preprocessing actions:  1) creating a log with complete cases, 2) dealing with any required 

aggregations and/or omissions and 3) performing any additional filtering.  The even log preprocessing step 

is elaborated in section 5.3. 

Each of the three different analyses 

(control-flow, performance, and 

organizational) might require different 

preprocessing actions or parts of the event 

log, therefore three event log preprocessing 

steps and sequence clustering analysis sub 

process are put in parallel; one before each 

separate analysis. The eclipses in the Venn 

diagram of Figure 22 show that some event 

preprocessed event logs can be the same, 

overlap or completely different. One 

example can be given on the basis of the AMC case. The AMC expert found the initial intensive treatment 

period interesting for the control-flow analysis. But for the organizational analysis the AMC expert wanted 

to know on an individual basis (per specialist) how many times they would plan a continuation consult in 

the control period after the initial intensive treatment period. More data should be included in the 

preprocessed event log to determine this. 

Figure 22: Venn diagram presenting parts of event logs 
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The ‘sequence clustering’ step is split into a ‘preprocessing stage’ and the ‘sequence clustering stage’ in the 

sequence clustering analysis sub process, due to the fact that the sequence analysis cluster plug-in 

implemented in ProM 5.2 is used.  

The changes and additives are depicted in Figure 23 and appendix 5C (Figure 58), where CA is control-flow 

analysis, PA is performance analysis and OA is organizational analysis. To link the problems and issues 

discovered during the application with the solutions, the problem numbers are incorporated in Figure 23. 

PROBLEM 2 which concerns the justification of the parameter settings is presented in the figure, because 

the decisions can be supported by the output of the questionnaire. However, the output of the 

questionnaire is not sufficient, therefore the heuristic provided as ad hoc solution in section 3.4.1, is 

proposed as best systematic approach to find a rational setting. The following section discusses the new 

additives separately, showing which problems they tackle and how they are linked with the other steps. 

Section 5.2 elaborates on the questionnaire.  

 
Figure 23: Revised methodology with problem numbers included 

5.2. Questionnaire 
This section proposes a questionnaire by providing questions for the specific minimal required knowledge. 

It first discusses the criteria for a ‘simple’ questionnaire, followed by the structure and possible content for 

the questionnaire, which also relates the solutions provided via the questionnaire to the problems 

discussed and enumerated in section 4.4.    

5.2.1. Questionnaire criteria 

The most important addition to the methodology is a ‘simple’ questionnaire for the needed pre-knowledge. 

The questionnaire can be customized and complemented with help of log inspection step. The log 

inspection step provides the opportunity to obtain the required lists for certain questions in the 

questionnaire. Three lists, one with possible start events (list 1), one with possible end events (list 2), and 
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one with the “relevant” activities (list 3), should be included with the questionnaire. Only the “relevant” 

activities, because it is no option to let someone scan through 600 activities (like in the AMC case). Event 

logs that are extracted from a DBC system, like with the AMC and Isala case, contain names and 

descriptions of activities that exist in multiple hospitals; data from a DBC system in one hospital is 

comparable with data from DBC systems from other hospitals. Therefore, with the availability of a general 

list of lab tests, the user could already reduce the number of activities by aggregating the lab tests.  These 

lists (list 1, 2 and 3) with activities can be obtained via the log summary functionality of ProM (Figure 13). 

Appendix 6A shows the activities list included with the questionnaires for both the AMC and the Isala 

expert. 

To keep it relatively simple and let it comply with the goals of the methodology, the questionnaire should 

meet the following requirements: 

 Filling in the questionnaire should not take too much time and effort. The most convenient way 

would be if the questionnaire could be answered via e-mail or a questionnaire tool. 

 The questionnaire should provide the minimal required information to overcome the encountered 

problems and to perform process mining properly.  

 Specialists should be able to answer the questions properly with the provided information in the 

questionnaire. A glossary should help in linking the process mining terms with the healthcare 

terms.  

The following section proposes questions and a structure for the questionnaire to obtain the minimal 

required knowledge, via understandable and easy to answer questions. The content is also linked with the 

numbered problems to get a clear overview of which problems are being tackled by which questions.  

5.2.2. Questionnaire structure and content 

Concerning the structure of the questionnaire, the problems and questions are treated in different order 

than the order of problem numbers. First the user wants to know what the output expectations are of the 

information demanding, then the user needs to know how a complete case is specified and which activities 

can be omitted or aggregated, after which the problems are dealt with in order of occurrence in the 

methodology.  

The questions provided in this section actually are not independent from each other. An interactive tool 

would be required to fully benefit from all questions. Question 2 is influenced by the answers on question 

1, for example, if the demanding party is only interested in an organizational analysis, question 2 can be 

skipped. The development of an interactive questionnaire tool is regarded as future work in this project. 

This section provides questions which should provide in the minimal required knowledge. 

First, the user wants to acquire any pre-knowledge about the output expectations of the demanding party. 

The output expectations vary per demanding party (PROBLEM 6). Therefore, the expectations should be 

made clear beforehand, with questions targeting at specific options of analysis and possible desires of 

process knowledge. The number 6 on the link between the ‘Questionnaire’ and the group of analyses 

indicates that the questionnaire affects those steps. The following questions provide the required 

knowledge:  
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Question 1.1: Which analyses (analysis) are (is) of most interest: Control-flow, performance, and/or 

organizational analysis? (See glossary for an explanation of the different analyses). 

Question 1.2: Does the entire process require attention? Are there specific parts in the process that are more 

interesting, like: diagnosis, treatment and/or checkup phases? 

Specific pre-knowledge is required for the preprocessing of the event log. The complete cases need to be 

determined (PROBLEM 1); therefore the start and ending of a patient process should be made clear via the 

questionnaire. The number 1 on the link between ‘Questionnaire’ and ‘Event log preprocessing’ in Figure 

23  indicates that the difficulties concerning the determination of the ‘begin’ and ‘end’ activities can be 

overcome with some simple questions in the questionnaire. The interview with the AMC expert also 

revealed that a period of time might be more interesting than selecting complete cases based both on start 

and end activities. Thus, it may also be required to select ‘complete’ cases based on a period of time, which 

also requires, some more than usual, preprocessing in the event log. Questions for PROBLEM 1 are: 

Question 2.1: What is the first step for a patient? What is the first action of a patient treatment process? 

What is the first activity for a patient to start a treatment process?  

Question 2.2: Which activity closes the treatment process of a patient? What is the end activity for a patient 

to finalize his/her treatment process? 

Question 2.3: Is it possible that a period of time of a process contains the most interesting and therefore 

relevant process, e.g. does the process for example consist if an intensive treatment followed by multiple 

checkups ?  If so, which period of time? 

Question 2.4: Can the start and end activities be found in the included tables? (List 1 and 2) 

The settings of certain parameters can be justified with help of some specific pre-knowledge. Justifying the 

parameters can be accomplished by asking the specialist to indicate from which level of occurrence an 

activity can be seen as interesting and relevant. The experts of both cases were able to indicate below 

which percentage of occurrences the activities can be excluded. The following question helps with the 

justification of the parameter setting (PROBLEM 2.2):  

Question 3.1: Included with this questionnaire you find a list of activities and/or treatments which can be 

executed within a patient process (list 3). The second column shows the number of occurrences of an activity 

in [observation period]. Judging the activity list, below which percentage of occurrence becomes an activity 

uninteresting and/or irrelevant? 

The preprocessing of the log is also concerned with the omission or aggregation of activities (PROBLEM 5), 

this requires domain specific knowledge. The main issue was that irrelevant activities, especially lab tests, 

were considered, which were not interesting or useful at all. The exclusion or aggregation of certain 

activities leads to space for the inclusion of other activities in the analysis, making the output more relevant 

and useful. The problem is that it is impossible to know which activities are irrelevant without domain 

specific knowledge. The number 5 on the link between ‘Questionnaire’ and the group of ‘Event log 

preprocessing’ steps (Figure 23) indicates that the selection of the relevant activities and clustering of 
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certain irrelevant can be supported with help from the questionnaire. The following questions are based on 

list 3. In this list, the specialist can mark the activities that can be aggregated. The specialist should take the 

activities into account above the percentage of occurrence which is specified with question 3.1. Otherwise, 

it takes too much effort to go through the complete list. The pre-aggregation by the user can be verified 

and some additional activities can quickly be marked by a specialist. Distinction between different types of 

clusters can be made by using different symbols to mark the activities, e.g. an ‘A’ could main an 

administrative task and an ‘L’ a lab test. 

Question 3.2: Which activities are irrelevant and can be excluded? Examples are administrative tasks, lab 

tests, check-ups, regulations. Please mark these in the list of activities (list 3). 

Question 3.3: Is it possible to aggregate or cluster certain activities? Please mark the activities that may be 

aggregated (list 3).  

Both the Isala and the AMC event log only register the days for the time stamps, but not the exact time on 

that specific day. Therefore several activities may appear in the log on the same day, but in an arbitrary 

order since the persons registering the activities in the information system might do this in a different order 

(PROBLEM 2.3). Via the questionnaire it can be checked whether this is the case in reality, and if the 

application of certain filters or restructuring of the events is required. 

Question 3.4: Are events registered in the right order of occurrence? Is the order of activity occurrence not 

known during the registration of events and can this be done in an arbitrary order on a single day? 

Determining what number of clusters to take can still be laborious with some pre-knowledge (PROBLEM 3), 

but an indication for a possible number of clusters based on patient groups can help in narrowing down the 

trail and errors. The specialist might know a suitable number of different patient groups, which require 

significant different treatments and process steps. For the number of clusters an indication based on 

patient groups, diagnosis or demographic characteristics can help in setting a proper number of clusters. 

Via brochures, earlier reports, or online information the user could distinguish certain patients groups, 

which could be verified by the specialist. The following question can provide in the required knowledge: 

Question 4: Can a distinction be made between certain patients, which could result in certain patient 

groups? Based on, for example: Patient type, diseases, diagnoses, treatments, severity of disease, 

demographic characteristics? 

For a complete questionnaire the reader is referred to appendix 5A. The following section elaborates on 

the actions for the even log preprocessing step. 

5.3. Event log preprocessing step 
This step is concerned with certain preprocessing actions. As mentioned above the ‘event log 

preprocessing’ step, is added for the three possible additional preprocessing actions. 

The determination of the start and end activities/events of a process and the creation of an event log with 

complete cases is shifted from the log inspection step towards this new ‘event log preprocessing’ step. The 

first action of this step is to narrow the original event log down to an event log with only complete cases. 
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This action is related to PROBLEM 1. Then the aggregation and/or removal of respectively likewise or 

irrelevant activities is the second action in this step; related to PROBLEM 6. The specialist marks, for 

instance, the lab tests, in the, with the questionnaire included, list of activities, which activities either could 

be aggregated or omitted.  Section 6.4 provides more details on the methods in how to accomplish this. 

The third action is concerned with any filtering concerning the registration order of the activities. This 

action regards PROBLEM 2.3. 

6. Application revised methodology 
The revised methodology introduced in chapter 5 is reapplied on the Isala and AMC case. In this chapter for 

each step, the actions taken for that step and outcome obtained from that step are discussed for the Isala 

and AMC case separately. Also the information obtained via the questionnaire is considered. Figure 24 

depicts the revised methodology, with the section numbers above them for a clear overview of the 

upcoming section in chapter 6. 

 
Figure 24: Revised methodology section overview 

6.1. Log preparation 
For both the Isala and AMC case the original provided log from phase 1 is used here again. Nothing is 

modified on the original extracted event log from the Healthcare System. 

6.2. Log inspection 
In the revised methodology the log inspection step is only concerned with an inspection of the log, because 

the determination of the complete cases is shifted towards the ‘event log preprocessing’ step, and with 

complementing the general questionnaire to make it specifically for a hospital. The three included lists for 

the Isala and AMC case can be found in respectively appendix 6A1 and 6A2.  
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The answers on the questionnaire can also be found in appendix 6A1 and 6A2. These answers provide the 

user in the required knowledge for executing the following steps.   

6.3. Event log preprocessing 
This step is concerned with three things: 1) Selecting the complete cases, 2) aggregating or omitting certain 

activities, and, if required and possible, 3) applying filters to obtain an event log with less arbitrary activity 

orders based on the information acquired through the questionnaire. 

The answers on the questionnaire for the Isala expert showed that the complete cases are determined by 

‘Eerste Polikliniekbezoek’ as start activity and ‘Dbc-Regristratiecode Herhaal Po’ as end activity. A problem 

with the selected end activity is that it also serves as a continuation consult, therefore it is specified that it 

should be the very last activity in the sequence. A limitation here is that by coincidence in some cases the 

activity ‘Dbc-Regristratiecode Herhaal Po’ can serve as a continuation consult but happens to be the last 

activity in the sequence. Also, it could happen that some cases are excluded because another event has 

been done on the same day, e.g. continuation consult and lab test, and lab test was by coincidence 

registered as last event.  The activities which could be aggregated or omitted are marked in the list with all 

activities (appendix 6A1). Via filter functionalities in ProM 5.2 the marked lab tests are aggregated and 

administrative activities are omitted. Appendix 6 provides all technical details in what actions are 

performed in ProM to acquire an event log with complete cases. 

Table 10 shows a comparison between 

the original data set, the preprocessed 

log used for the original methodology 

and the preprocessed log for the revised 

methodology the latter two both before 

the sequence clustering analysis sub 

process. The negative differences in 

cases considered between the original 

methodology and the revised 

methodology can be explained by the fact 

that with the revised methodology only cases are considered that end with ‘Dbc-Regristratiecode Herhaal 

Po’, instead of that that activity only has to occur in the entire sequence. There is an significant decrease in 

activities, which is caused by the aggregation removal of certain activities but also partly because less cases 

are considered. 

For the AMC case, the complete cases are determined with ‘1e consult poliklinisch’ as start activity. Due to 

the fact that the AMC data is concerned with cancer, a patient trajectory is only closed if a patient dies. All 

patients will have a time period of five years after the intensive treatment process with follow-ups and 

checks. This makes it impossible to define a clear and unambiguous end activity. The AMC expert indicates 

that the initial treatment process, which takes 3 to 6 months, is the most interesting period of a patient 

process. It is therefore suggested to take a period of time from the start activity instead of an end activity 

to obtain complete cases with likewise processes for the AMC case. Appendix 6C explains how the log with 

complete cases based on a period of time is created. Appendix 6A2 shows the marked activities for the 

Table 10: Event log comparisons for the Isala case 

Isala Urology Original 
data set 

Original 
methodology  

Revised 
methodology 

# Cases 1.386 816 560 
# Events  28.606 18.189 9.030 
Avg. events/ case 20,6 22 16 
# Originators 107 88 73 
# Activities 230 195 119 
# Start activities 59 36 29 
# End actvities 50 42 1 
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AMC case which are left out. The differences with the initial application are presented in Table 11. The lab 

tests are excluded from the event log for 

the AMC case; this led to a significant 

decrease of average events per case, i.e. 

from 246 events per case to 57 events 

per case. Also the number of activities 

decreased substantially. The increase of 

cases is caused by the fact that a 

different end activity is specified; less 

cases had phone consult as end activity 

in the original log.  

The filters for sorting the activities in certain order on a single day are available, but the application and 

evaluation of these filters is left out of the scope of this graduation project and considered as future work.  

Sequence clustering analysis sub process 
Sections 6.4 till 6.9 elaborate on the steps present in the sequence clustering analysis sub process. 

6.4. Preprocessing stage 
Isala: The heuristic used for the initial application (section 3.4.1) is used again for a structured 

determination of the parameter settings.  Based on Table 17 in appendix 6C it is decided to take a 

percentage of 0,3% and minimum sequence occurrence of 1. Taking a percentage of 0,2% led to too 

unstructured process models due to the number of nodes and arcs caused by the number of activities. With 

0,5% less activities were considered, which, with an absolute occurrence of more than 31, seemed still 

relevant. Besides that, activities occurring less than 30 times in the observation period do not seem 

relevant for the analysis of the typical behavior. A minimum sequence occurrence of 1 is taken, due to the 

significant reduction of cases being considered with a minimum sequence occurrence of 2.  

AMC: Table 18 in appendix 6C presents the chosen percentages for the minimum occurrence of events and 

its corresponding numbers. It is decided to take a percentage of 0,3% and minimum sequence occurrence 

of 1. A percentage of 0,17% resulted in models that were still incomprehensible for the AMC expert, due to 

the amount of activities which caused a big and unstructured model with many nodes containing many in- 

and outgoing arcs. A minimum sequence occurrence of 1 is taken, due to the significant reduction of cases 

being considered with a minimum sequence occurrence of 2. 

6.5. Sequence clustering stage 
 Isala: Due to a lack of inside knowledge of the processes by the Isala expert no clear answer could be 

provided on the question how many different patient groups can be distinguished. Two options were given: 

looking at organs or at demographic characteristics. A report by Mans (27) reveals that at least five major 

patient groups can be distinguished based on the top 5 clinical DBCs of the Urology department. However 

the Isala expert indicates that demographic characteristics could be used. For the urology department 

there is a significant difference between men and women, i.e. having a penis or a vagina. The diseases can 

also differ with age. To make it easy and comprehensible, two genders can be distinguished in three age  

AMC gynecology 
oncology 

Original 
data set 

Original 
methodology  

Revised 
methodology 

# Cases 1.143 360 407 
# Events  150.291 88.899 23.239 
Avg. events/ case 131,5 246 57 
# Originators 42 40 38 
# Activities 624 532 397 
# Start activities 29 22 23 
# End actvities 35 23 23 

Table 11: Event log comparisons for the AMC case 
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classes: child, adult and elderly. This results in 6 patient groups and 

therefore six clusters to work with.  

Multiple runs, i.e. 50 times sequence clustering with the same 

settings but with different seeds, are performed and compared to 

each other to obtain a convenient cluster set showing a cluster 

with a relatively high support. To obtain the typical behavior of the 

process a cluster set is chosen containing clusters with a relatively 

high support. This resulted in the cluster set presented in Table 12.  

AMC: Due to the fact that the AMC data is investigated before by multiple analysts, more information was 

available about certain patient groups. Therefore the following distinction in patient groups based on 

organs is suggested to the AMC expert: Vulva, vagina, cervix, corpus and ovary. Without these older 

analysis reports, it was also possible to obtain this information 

through the online information/brochures for cancer patients on 

www.oncoline.nl in the tab for gynecology. The AMC expert 

confirmed the suggested five main patient groups based on the 

organs being treated there. Therefore the parameter setting for the 

number of clusters is set to 5. Again, multiple runs are performed 

and compared to each other to obtain a convenient cluster set 

showing a cluster with a relatively high support. 

6.6. Cluster analysis 
Table 12 and Table 13 show respectively for the Isala and AMC case the cluster sets with the support per 

cluster. The user wants to obtain knowledge about the typical behavior of the process; therefore a cluster 

set is looked for with a cluster representing a significant percentage of the total. This cluster should contain 

the typical behavior and is used for further analysis. For the Isala case cluster 0 is the cluster with the 

significantly highest support and for the AMC case cluster 2 is the cluster with the significantly higher 

support, i.e. 0,40. The remaining cluster seem equally spread over the other clusters, these seem to be 

variants rather than infrequent behavior, because for both cases the remaining cluster all have a support 

above 10%.  

6.7. Regular behavior 
The methodology looks for typical behavior; therefore cluster sets are created containing a single or two 

clusters representing a significant percentage of the total number of cases. The clusters with a high 

support, i.e. representing a high percentage of the total number of clusters, are then used for further 

analysis. In this section the clusters with the highest support are chosen as representation of the regular 

behavior. 

Isala:  Figure 25 shows the Markov chain of cluster 0. The thresholds are adjusted to make the graphical 

representation readable and understandable. The threshold for the nodes is set to 0,05, leaving out all 

nodes below that value, and the threshold for the edges is set to 0,1 leaving out all lines containing a 

probability below the 0,1. Figure 64 in appendix 6D shows an enlarged version of Figure 25. 

Cluster # cases Support 

0 168 0,3 
1 71 0,126785714 
2 62 0,110714286 
3 95 0,169642857 
4 79 0,141071429 
5 85 0,151785714 

Table 12: Cluster set Isala phase 2 

Table 13: Cluster set AMC phase 2 

Cluster # cases Support 

0 53 0,13022113 
1 59 0,144963145 
2 163 0,4004914 
3 77 0,189189189 
4 55 0,135135135 

http://www.oncoline.nl/
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Figure 25: Markov chain cluster 0 Isala case 

AMC: Figure 26 shows the Markov chain of cluster 2. The threshold for the edges is set to 0,1. This made it 

significantly easier to understand. Figure 65 in appendix 6D shows an enlarged version of Figure 26. 

 
Figure 26: Markov chain cluster 2 AMC case 

6.8. Variants and infrequent behavior 
The variants and infrequent behavior are not analyzed, for the same reasons as discussed in chapter 3. The 

cluster sets from Isala and AMC in Table 12 and Table 13 both show one cluster with a significant higher 

support (this was of course meant to be, because a cluster with a high support was a search criterion). In 

both cases all other clusters seem equally filled with cases and can all be considered as variants. The goal of 

this methodology application was to check if relevant and useful process information can be acquired 

through displaying the typical behavior of the process. So again, the analysis of the variants is left out to 

leave room for the analysis of the typical behavior. The variants can be interesting and may represent a 

different patient group of process, which can be presented to the hospital. 

6.9. Select cluster(s) for analysis 
The selection of the clusters is based on clusters with the highest support and therefore showing the typical 

behavior. Cluster 0 from the cluster set obtained for the Isala case is for this reason chosen for further 

analysis for the Isala case. Cluster 2 is selected for the AMC case. 

It should be noted that it is strange to choose one cluster, because, by setting a number of clusters based 

on a number of distinguished patient groups, the user suggests that every cluster contains a process of a 

specific patient group. This is a strange way of reasoning and better solutions should be found to obtain a 

more sensible way of setting the number of clusters. This is regarded as future work. A distinction in 

patient groups is one way, but in the rest of the analyses this distinction in patient groups is not considered 

anymore. In this project, as already described in chapter 3 in section 3.8, the focus is on control-flow 

analysis to be able to evaluate whether the revised methodology can produce more useful and relevant 

output than the original proposed methodology. The process has to be relevant and useful before any 

further interesting performance measures can be made. In this case the user purposefully looked for one 

cluster showing the typical behavior. 
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The following sections provide brief conclusions that can be made by the methodology user based on the 

generated output for the three different analyses.  

6.10. Control-flow analysis 
The heuristic miner and fuzzy miner models are included in the appendix (appendix 6D1 for the Isala case 

and appendix E1 for the AMC case) due to the size of the models. 

The heuristics miner shows for the Isala case that the lab tests and the ‘verpleegperiode’ are two activities 

with more in- and outgoing connections. It also shows a distinction in the beginning of the process for 

certain patient. They either enter ‘preassessment Dagopname’, ‘preassessment Opname’ or ‘nieuwe 

patient’.  

Excluding the lab tests from the event log for the AMC case makes the models better interpretable and 

shows a distinction between a diagnosis phase (the upper part of the model till ‘ligdagen –alle 

spec.beh.kinderg.-reval’) and the treatment phase (everything below ‘ligdagen –alle spec.beh.kinderg.-

reval’). Certain activities can be performed before the first outpatient visit, maybe for some initial test 

before the first visit. After ‘ligdagen –alle spec.beh.kinderg.-reval’ certain sub processes can be 

distinguished returning to the same activity. 

6.11. Performance analysis 
For the performance analysis the dotted chart analysis is used to present the cases sorted on duration in a 

relative time perspective. Figure 68 in appendix 6E2 shows the dotted charts analysis outcome for the Isala 

case. It shows for example that an average patient treatment process takes 111,9 days. Figure 72 in 

appendix 6F2 shows the interface for the AMC case here an average patient treatment process takes 121,5 

days. However this means little for the AMC case because the complete cases are based on a period of 

time.  

6.12. Organizational analysis 
Appendix 6C3 shows the social network model generated via the social network miner for the Isala case. It 

shows more relations than the social network miner from appendix 3D2. Due to the encrypted originators, 

no direct conclusion can be drawn from the figure. 

The organizational miner for the AMC case presented in Appendix 6D3 is comparable with the 

organizational miner results from the initial methodology application. Although the values on the 

connections are higher, they are still relatively low.  

6.13. Transfer of results 
This step concerns the transfer of the results. The output acquired during the previous analysis steps is 

again presented to the same experts of both the AMC and Isala case for an evaluation (see section 7). The 

output, especially in the form of process models, is presented and checked whether they are more relevant 

better understandable, and useful for the hospital than the output generated with the original 

methodology, and if the output is acceptable in general. The evaluation is discussed in the following 

chapter. 
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7. Evaluation phase 2 
This section provides the evaluation of the revised methodology. The goal is that the information should be 

relevant, useful and quickly obtained from the methodology so the users can utilize it. Whether the 

information is relevant and useful is checked via interviews with the two experts already introduced in 

section 4.1, this is discussed first. If the information can be obtained quickly is elaborated by the user self.  

7.1. Relevance and usefulness 
The evaluation by the experts is mostly based on the control-flow analysis output; especially process 

models are presented. This is made clear during the initial application and the application of the revised 

methodology, both had the focus on the control-flow analysis and the typical behavior of the process. The 

goal of the applications was to check and evaluate whether the methodology can produce useful and 

relevant information in a short period of time. Typically, process mining has been focusing on the discovery 

type of process mining, i.e. automatically constructing models describing knowledge extracted from 

enacted logs (15). Besides that, the main problem of process mining in HC systems is the discovery of 

spaghetti-like models which is one of the basic problems the proposed methodology wants to tackle. The 

focus was on the control-flow analysis, this way it is easier to check whether the relevant activities are 

included and if the acquired processes are useful for further analysis. The process has to be relevant and 

useful before, for instance, any further interesting performance measures can be made. Thus, the 

relevance and usefulness depends on whether the right process(es) are acquired and if the relevant 

activities are included. The usefulness is also influenced by the comprehensibility of the model. If the model 

is not understandable it is relatively useless to present the process model as a representation of a process. 

The output of phase 2 is presented to the two experts via two individual interviews. The output of phase 1 

was still in their mind and is shown if it needed to be recalled, which made a comparison between the 

outputs of both phases possible. Together with the experts it is evaluated whether the process models 

made sense, and if they were understandable and could be utilized. 

Two versions of output are presented to the AMC expert: one with the lab tests aggregated and one with 

the lab tests omitted. The process models with the lab tests left out provided a better overview, and did 

not influence the usefulness, because the lab tests were relatively uninteresting and irrelevant. The output 

was recognizable and represented the reality. The structure of the model had a good mapping with regard 

to the beginning of the process being in the top, treatment being in the middle and ending of the process 

being down. The model was still extensive which made it seem unstructured in a quick glance; a more 

thorough look was required to be able to find the way through the model. The main conclusion from the 

evaluation was that the output is more relevant and useful based on the activities considered and the 

processes it showed. However, the process models were still a bit incomprehensible due to the 

visualizations, but could not be considered as a spaghetti model. The AMC expert had less interest in 

utilizing the output, but this can be explained by the fact that the focus was on control-flow analysis while 

AMC is more concerned with other statistics. More thorough analyses have already been performed on the 

AMC data, which makes this analysis less interesting.  

The output presented to the Isala expert contains the lab tests, because these did not drastically influence 

in a negative way the understandability of the process models. The Isala expert was especially content with 
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the heuristic miner process model. It showed a well structured process, which made sense and was 

comprehensible. Based on the fact that a complete process is acquired with the more common but relevant 

activities, the output of phase 2 is judged as being more relevant, and could be presented to a specialist, 

because the process could be recognized from the process model, which makes it more useful. The 

provided output could be utilized for further analysis. It should be noted that the questioned Isala expert 

has no thorough knowledge about the urology patient process. 

7.2. Quickness 
The main issue in phase 1 with regard to quickness was that it was impossible to make grounded decisions 

to make sure that the user would produce useful information. Due to the questionnaire, certain decisions 

can be made without trial and error and laborious work and the user has more guarantees that the output 

will suit the expectations of the hospital. The methodology application in phase 2 is performed in less time, 

which means that the quick scan aspect of the methodology is improved. However, it should be taken into 

account that the revised methodology is applied on the same cases, therefore the user was already more 

familiar with the data. The user was also more experienced with process mining in phase 2 and the 

methodology, most of the decisions are supported by the questionnaire; however some decisions can still 

be relatively arbitrary and would require more time for someone else. 

8. Conclusion, limitations and recommendations  
The goal of this thesis was to evaluate and refine the proposed methodology by Rebuge and Ferreira to 

perform a quick scan on healthcare process-related data with the purpose of presenting useful process 

information for healthcare organization. Additionally, this information should be relevant and quickly 

obtained from the methodology so the users can utilize it. To accomplish this, this project is approached in 

two phases. In phase 1, first the original methodology is applied on the Isala Urology case and the AMC 

gynecology oncology case, to experience whether the methodology is easily applicable without any domain 

specific knowledge. The straightforward application of the methodology in phase 1 revealed that applying 

the methodology without any domain specific knowledge and other pre-knowledge to provide relevant and 

useful output is impossible. A major part of the graduation project (two months) was spent on the 

straightforward application of the original methodology; this cannot be seen as a quick scan. Although the 

methodology could have been applied much faster, there would have been no guarantees that the 

generated output would be useful or relevant. The various decisions could not be justified except with 

common sense. To obtain better insights into the effects of the various parameters, a structured analysis 

(Appendix 3B) was performed, which required a substantial amount of time. The results from the 

application are presented to two experts (one for each case) for an evaluation of the output. This 

application and evaluation provided insights into possible issues and findings for a refinement of the 

methodology.  In phase 2, the methodology is revised, reapplied on the two cases and again evaluated with 

the same experts.  

This chapter discusses the main conclusions from this graduation project (section 8.1). The limitations and a 

reflection on the approach are elaborated (section 8.2) and finally the recommendations and future work 

are presented (section 8.3).    
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8.1.  Conclusions 
This section concludes the findings and reflects upon whether the goals were met. The main contribution of 

this graduation thesis is to unveil the possible problems and issues that can be encountered during the 

application of the original methodology and to come up with quick problem solutions via a few additional 

steps in the methodology. During the application of the original methodology many decisions needed to be 

made, which could not be justified without any additional information. The decisions were made based on 

common sense; therefore the user could not know whether he made the right choice or was doing 

something useful. The questionnaire is added to make sure that the user can make grounded decisions, 

which should lead to more useful and relevant output. By including the preprocessing step combined with 

the questions concerning the selection of certain activities, it is now possible to reduce the amount of 

activities, but still keeping the relevant and interesting activities. This increases the process models 

readability and comprehensibility, because one of the major problems with regard to process mining in 

healthcare systems is that the log contains many distinct activities; especially with many being rather low 

level activities, which results in spaghetti-like models.  

With the questionnaire, providing information about the output expectations of the demanding party, it 

should now be possible to deliver useful and relevant output to hospital with different information 

demands. This increases the generalizability of the new methodology with respect to the original 

methodology. The output is more focused towards the needs of the hospital. With the initial methodology 

every hospital would get the same analysis and output, not knowing whether it is relevant or interesting for 

them.  

The main research goal of this graduation project was to evaluate and refine the methodology by Rebuge 

and Ferreira to perform a quick scan on healthcare process-related data with the purpose of presenting 

useful process information for healthcare organizations. Additionally, this information should be relevant, 

useful and quickly obtained from the methodology so the users can utilize it. According to the experts, the 

information is more relevant and useful. Due to the questionnaire, certain decisions can be made without 

laborious work and the user has more guarantees that the output will suit the expectations of the hospital. 

The methodology application in phase 2 is performed in less time, which means that the quick scan aspect 

of the methodology is improved. Someone with experiences in process mining could create output in a 

short period of time. There are however still decisions in the methodology which are relatively arbitrary. 

Guidance is provided for those decisions in this thesis, but could use better solutions.  

The limitations of this project are discussed and reflected upon in the following section. 

8.2.  Limitations 
The author of this thesis already passed a course in process mining and the application of it with ProM. 

Thus, in this process mining project, the user of the methodology cannot be seen as a professional in 

process mining, but can neither be considered as a layman in the domain of process mining. The used 

process mining tool ProM is robust and relatively easy to use. Yet, a real layman to process mining will not 

experience this methodology as a quick scan, if he/she first has to obtain the preliminary knowledge of 

process mining.  
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Due to the many encountered problems, the revised methodology is applied on the same cases instead of 

on other cases. On the one hand, the comparison of the results is much easier via the same experts, but on 

the other hand judgment about whether the second application was done faster is not entirely fair. The 

user was more familiar with the data, which benefits the progress of applying process mining. Besides that 

the user got more experienced after the first application with process mining in ProM 5.2. Applying it on 

only two cases also concerns judgments about the generalizability.  Two distinct cases are used with regard 

to differences in disciplines, diseases, patients and the complexity of the process. However, both event logs 

are extracted from DBC information systems and there are also other kinds of Healthcare Systems.   

Certain choices and decisions are relatively arbitrary, as described below: 

 The determination of number of clusters: Using patient groups, gives an indication, but is not optimal. 

Originally the number of clusters is determined by Rebuge and Ferreira by trial and error. This is time 

consuming and an indication of a number of clusters would make this a quicker way of finding a 

suitable amount of clusters. In this graduation project, patient groups are considered as a good 

indication for the number of clusters. There can be a distinction between the processes and those 

different patient groups may be distributed over the clusters. However, during the sequence analysis 

sub process, certain clusters are selected and the subsequently performed analyses are not based on 

the differences in patient groups. Taking patient groups for the clusters would suggest that the user is 

analyzing only the patient groups represented in those clusters, and judges this as the typical behavior 

of the process. This is then only caused by the fact that there are relatively more patients concerned 

with that specific group or the processes are relatively similar. This limitation is already discussed in 

section 6.9. 

 Setting the parameter settings: A heuristic is provided for a structured approach for setting the 

parameter setting in the preprocessing stage. However, different decisions can be made depending on 

the interpretation of the user. Certain decisions still depends on the judgments of the user, whether, 

for example, the output is understandable (step 3a in ‘ad hoc solution 2’ of section 3.4.1).  

 Creation of the cluster set: This is done by performing multiple runs (50) with different seeds, due to 

the randomness, and choosing the cluster set containing a cluster with the highest support. There can 

be more criteria for the determination of suitable cluster set. In this case the user wanted to obtain 

the typical behavior for the creation of a process model showing the regular behavior of a process. The 

randomness of the algorithm also makes it almost impossible to reproduce the exact results generated 

in this project. The seed, as explained in appendix 3B, should be known to obtain the same output. 

 Selection of the clusters: It is up to the user, maybe in cooperation with a specialist, to determine 

which clusters are interesting.  In this case one cluster is selected in phase 2 for an easier evaluation of 

the output, while in phase 1 multiple clusters where selected. This seems arbitrary, but is partly caused 

by a different approach of setting the number of clusters in phase 2. 

The four dimensions for the evaluation of a process model are not considered during the application of the 

methodologies, but should be checked before transferring the results. According to Rozinat et al. (28), the 

evaluation of an event log and a process model can take place in four different, orthogonal dimensions: 

Fitness, precision, generalization, and structure.  Figure 74 in appendix 8 shows an overview of existing 

validation metrics in the process mining area. Working with a heuristic net as model type and the lack of 
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availability of reference models, results in a substantial decrease of useable metrics. Only the Parsing 

measure (PM) and the Continuous Parsing measure (CPM) by Weijters et al. (20) and the Completeness (PF 

complete) metric by Alves de Medeiros (29) can be used which all measure only one of four dimensions; 

the fitness dimension.  Appendix 8 furthermore shows the fitness measures and metrics which can be 

obtained via ProM 5.2 of the heuristics models presented in this graduation report as examples.  

With regard to the output presented to the Isala expert a critic point is that the process model presented in 

appendix 6E1 in Figure 66 can be a lucky shot. This figure is well structured; the beginning of the process is 

actually on the top of the figure. Some minor changes in the settings resulted in very different process 

models, which lacked a clear structure and got a significant reduction in understandability. This is for 

example caused by a reallocation of the start activity to the middle of a process model. The 

comprehensibility, which influences the usefulness, is very subjective to the visualization of the process 

model by the mining plug-in. In the Isala case it may have positively influenced the evaluation, but for the 

AMC case the visualization could have been better. 

All analyses are performed with ProM 5,2. This because the sequence clustering plug-in is not (yet) 

implemented in ProM 6.0. Therefore old versions of, for example mining, algorithms may be used and 

better versions could be available. The visualization of a process model influences the comprehensibility 

significantly and the comprehensibility influences the usefulness of a process model. Therefore, certain 

conclusions are based on output of old versions of plug-ins. 

The analysis of the variants, which is an aspect of the methodology, is left out of the scope of this project, 

because finding the typical behavior for analysis was prioritized. Also the performance and organizational 

analysis can be given more attention. For this project the main goal was to capture the relevant processes, 

which best can be tested via the control-flow analysis, only then the performance and organizational 

analysis can be useful as well.  

The following section elaborates on the possible future work and research, partly based on the limitation 

described above. 

8.3.  Recommendations and future work 
The questions provided in section 5.2.2 for the questionnaire are not independent of each other. An 

interactive tool would be required to fully benefit from all questions. Question 2 can be influenced by the 

answers on question 1, for example, if the demanding party is only interested in an organizational analysis, 

question 2 and its sub questions can be skipped. The development of an interactive questionnaire tool is 

suggested as future work.  

As mentioned in the limitations, other cases were available for analysis. The generalizability of the 

methodology should be checked on more different cases. Almost every hospital works with its own 

information system, therefore many variations occur in the provided data. There are also many differences 

in the various healthcare processes. The two cases investigated, Urology and gynecology oncology, are 

already very distinctive regarding the process complexity, but there are more factors influencing the output 

of a process mining project; data can be extracted from other healthcare systems than DBC related 
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information systems, or too few data can be registered, which could make performance or organizational 

analysis impossible. 

As discussed in the limitations, there are still certain decisions in the methodology that are relatively 

arbitrary (depending on the judgments of the user). The determination of the number of clusters is not 

optimal; a better and easier way for the determination of the number of clusters should be devised. 

Rebuge and Ferreira (1) mentioned that they used a feature in Microsoft Sequence Clustering that 

automatically suggests a number of clusters. Features or tools like this could support in the determination 

of the number of clusters. There is also still no concrete guidance for the determination of the number of 

clusters or concrete measures or ways of interpretation to judge whether a certain number of clusters is 

good or bad. Traditional data mining literature could provide a solution for this manner, because clustering 

is also a classic data mining technique. The setting of the parameter settings, the creation of the cluster set, 

and the selection of cluster are examples of decisions that could also use standardization. This will also 

improve the reproducibility of the methodology.  

This methodology application is performed with ProM 5.2, which is already outdated, due to the presence 

and availability of ProM 6. However, ProM 6.0 is still in development and the sequence clustering plug-in is 

not yet available in ProM 6. There are constant new developments for the filtering and ordering of event 

logs and analysis of unstructured process models. Fahland developed a plug-in called which tries to deal 

with unstructured models by ‘folding and unfolding’. Bose (30) already developed certain filters and works 

with different abstraction levels within the process models. Section 6.3 already mentions that the filters for 

sorting the activities in certain order on a single day are available, but the application and evaluation of 

these filters is left out of the scope of this graduation project and considered as future work. New plug-ins 

and features (for unstructured models) are constantly in development, and should be monitored, 

considered and maybe incorporated in this methodology in the near future. To make the application of the 

methodology more convenient, all plug-ins and filters should be in the same tool. The limitations already 

mention that less emphasis is put on the performance analysis and organizational analysis. Different 

techniques should be incorporated for the performance analysis to determine for example waiting times. 

Therefore, future work would be to add the sequence clustering plug-in in ProM 6 and include new mining 

techniques for better output.  
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Appendix 1A: Hospital and data set comparison 

Hospital AMC Isala 

Beds 1.000 994 
Employees  6.957 (2010) 5.361 
Admissions 29.473 47.000 
Day admissions 30.977 48.000 
Outpatients treated 374.743 500.000 
Department Gynecological 

oncology 
Urology 

Patients  750 - 
Employees  - - 
Specialists  14 7 

Table 14: Hospital comparison     

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 15: Data set comparison 

  

Data set AMC – 
Gynecological 
oncology 

Isala – 
Urology 

# Cases 1.143 1.386 
# Events  150.291 28.606 
Avg. events/ case 131,5 20,6 
# Originators 42 107 
# Activities 624 230 
# Start activities 29 59 
# End actvities 35 50 
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Appendix 2A: Process mining example 
The mentioned terms in section 2.1.1 can be explained on the basis of an example: “Nienke has executed 

the exam registration of Bart on Friday 3 August at 13:29:03”. This is an example of one event. An event log 

would consist of a list of events like this. In this case, Bart is the case, Nienke the originator and the 

execution of the exam registration the activity. Friday the 3th of August at 13:29:03 is the timestamp for 

this event.  

Table 16 shows an example of a possible event log. The 

log involves nineteen events (number of rows), five 

activities (activity A,B,C,D,E), six originators (John, Sue, 

Carol, Mike, Pete, Clare) and timestamps for each event. 

Only the first two columns of Table 16, i.e. ‘case id’ and 

‘activity id’, are required for mining the process 

perspective as discussed in section 2.1.1. The availability 

of the ‘originator’ column of Table 16 is required for 

process mining on the organizational perspective. With 

the presence of the timestamps it is possible to perform 

process mining on the case perspective; performances 

information such as throughput times or waiting times can be calculated and included in the model. The 

timestamps can also be used by certain algorithms to determine the order in which the events of a case are 

executed.  

Assuming that this log satisfies 

the completeness 

requirement, i.e. the cases are 

representative and a sufficient 

large subset of possible 

behaviors is observed, Van der 

Aalst (16) deduced the process 

model as shown in Figure 27. 

Part (a) of the figure is 

presented in terms of a Petri 

net. The model starts with 

activity A and ends with 

activity D. After A there is a 

choice (XOR) between 

executing E or performing an 

AND-split. This AND split indicates an execution of two tasks in parallel.  Furthermore, part (b) from the 

figure shows an “activity-role-performer diagram”. Three roles are discovered which link activities to the 

originators. Part (c) shows the relationship among individuals instead of the relationship between the 

process and individuals. It is based on the transfer of work among certain individuals. 

Table 16: An example event log (16) 

Figure 27: Process mining results from the event log shown in table 1 (16). 
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Appendix 2B: Sequence clustering algorithm explanation 
According to Veiga (24), the algorithm is based on first-order Markov chains. According to Rebuge and 

Ferreira (1), the purpose of sequence clustering is both to discover transition matrices and to assign each 

sequence in the event log to one of the available clusters. 

Rebuge and Ferreira (1) describe a Markov chain as follows: A Markov chain is defined by a finite set of N 

allowed states 1( ,...., )NS S S and the Markov property, which means that the state at time t, denoted by 

s(t), depends only on the previous state s(t-1) and not on past states such as s(t-2), s(t-3), etc. This property 

is expressed by means of transition probabilities. In their case, the state-space S is given by the different 

tasks recorded in the log, augmented with two auxiliary states – in init and the end state – which are used 

to calculate the probability of a given activity being the first or the last in the process. A Markov chain is 

represented as an N x N transition matrix where each element ( ( 1) | ( ) )ij j iM P s t S s t S is the 

probability of the next state being 
jS given that the present state is iS . In addition, the following conditions 

hold: 
1 , : 0 1i j N ijM  and 1 1 1

: 1
N

i N ijj
M .  

Given that clusters are represented by Markov chains, each sequence should be assigned to the cluster 

than can produce it with higher probability. For a sequence 1 2{ , ,...., }Lx x x x  of length L, the probability 

that this sequence is produced by the Markov chain associated with cluster kc  can be computed as 

1 1

2

( | ) ( | ; ) [ ( | ; )] ( | ; )
L

k k i i k L k

i

P x c P x init c P x x c P end x c  (equation 1) where 1( | ; )i i kP x x c  is the 

transition probability of state 1ix  to state ix  in the transition matrix of cluster kc . The quantities 

1( | ; )kP x init c  and ( | ; )L kP end x c  refer to the transition probabilities from the start state and to the end 

state, respectively. The algorithm uses an iterative Expectation-Maximization procedure (24)(1), since the 

Markov chains are unknown at the beginning. The algorithm takes as input parameter the number K of 

clusters and assumes and initial set of clusters 1 2{ , ,...., }kC c c c . Each cluster kc  is a Markov chain on its 

own, and it is represented by a transition matrix. Although the algorithm is already provided in the main 

text, the algorithm is described as follows:  

1) Initialize randomly the state transition probabilities of the Markov chains associated with each 

cluster. Thus, initialize randomly the transition matrix of each cluster. 

2) Expectation step: Assign each sequence to the cluster that can produce it with higher probability 

according to equation 1. 

3) Maximization step: Recompute the state transition probabilities of the Markov chain of each 

cluster considering the sequences that were assigned to that cluster in previous step. 

4) Repeat steps 2 and 3 iteratively until the assignment of sequences to clusters does not change, and 

hence the cluster models do not change either. 
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Appendix 3A: Minimum event occurrence determination 
Veiga used the relative occurrence of activities to set a minimum percentage of event occurrences. 

Therefore, the percentages for the minimum event occurrence in Table 4  and Table 5, but also Table 6 and 

Table 7, are respectively based on Figure 28 and Figure 29. The figures clearly show that the major part of 

events rarely occurs and can therefore be eliminated in the preprocessing stage, considering the recurrent 

patterns of (typical) behavior is what we intend to determine(8). These figures are created through the 

data provided by the ‘Log event’ section in the summary feature of ProM 5.2 via MS Excel. It shows per 

activity the absolute occurrence. By this relative representation of activity occurrences a rational choice of 

the possible boundaries for relevant activities can be made.  

Appendix 3A1: Activity occurrence comparison for Isala 

 

Figure 28: Relative occurrence of activities in the Isala event log 
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Appendix 3A2: Activity occurrence comparison for AMC 

 

Figure 29: Relative occurrence of activities in the AMC event log 
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Appendix 3B: Structured analysis 
For a structured analysis it should be possible to reproduce the acquired results; otherwise, documenting 

the output is useless if it cannot be regained. However, the output with the same parameter settings is 

never (with certain coincidences) the same. This can be explained by the fact that the initial distribution of 

the cases among the clusters is done randomly. Veiga (24) mentions that the random initialization of the 

transition probabilities is an important feature of this algorithm. However, due to this random initial 

allocation of sequences over the clusters, the algorithm generates a different set of clusters for the same 

sequences.  

Another practical issue and drawback from this randomness is that the user has to save all clusters 

individually whenever ProM is closed. Losing this data means there will be a very slight chance of getting 

exactly the same results back. All clusters can be exported to a new event log individually. Reopening these 

event logs gives the possibilities to explore them and even to acquire the Markov chains, but this is done 

through the sequence clustering plug-in again, which makes it very laborious and controversial. 

Although it is an important characteristic as mentioned by Veiga(24), it is problematic for the 

experimentation, because it makes replication and validation almost impossible. The software: Java, 

eclipse, and subclipse, and a back-up of the repository of the plug-ins from ProM 5.2 were required to be 

able to look into the code of the sequence clustering plug-in. The initial distribution of process instances 

over the selected amount of clusters is done randomly. With the following code: 

//randomly assign sequences to clusters 

  for (int i=0; i<numInstances; i++) { 

   Integer r = new Integer(rand.nextInt(numClusters)); 

 clusterList.get(r).instancesToKeep.add(log.getInstances().get(i).getName()

); 

   clusterList.get(r).instancesToKeepId.add(i); 

  } 

After the initial distribution the algorithm starts shuffling the process instances among the clusters until no 

better solution can be found. This first initial random distribution causes the results to be different with 

every new run with the same settings. This makes it impossible to create the same results with validating or 

repeating the methodology. Experimenting with the data is therefore also difficult, because it is almost 

impossible to retrieve the same results. Documenting the outcome is useless if it can only be acquired 

once. 

A simple solution was found for keeping the initial allocation of the cases among the clusters the same, by 

fixing the seed. A seed can be explained in the following manner7: 

The easiest way in java to initialize a random number generator is to use the parameterless constructor, for 

example: Random generator = new Random();. In the code of the sequence clustering plug-in written as: 

protected Random rand = new Random();. Rand can be found back in the piece of code displayed 

above. However, in using this constructor it is noted that algorithmic random number generators are not 

                                                           
7
 http://www.cs.geneseo.edu/~baldwin/reference/random.html Viewed: 24-7-2012 

http://www.cs.geneseo.edu/~baldwin/reference/random.html
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truly random; they are really algorithms that generate a fixed but random-looking sequence of numbers. 

When you create a random number generator, it initializes its sequence from a value called its "seed". The 

parameterless constructor for Random uses "a value very likely to be distinct from any other invocation of 

this constructor" as its seed. But you have no control over what that value is, or even a complete guarantee 

that it will be distinct from the seed used by other calls on this constructor. 

The seed can be fixed by the user by providing his seed. This can be done by putting a number between the 
brackets of new Random (); (for example: protected Random rand = new Random(34);). In this 
case seed 34 is chosen for the initialization.  

It is still relatively random if the various seeds are chosen ‘randomly’ by the user multiple times. However, a 

significant restriction is that the user will not obtain an optimal cluster set.  

After finding a solution for this randomness and being able to obtain the same results, it was possible to 

record and document the number of cases per cluster. It was decided to consider four variables: the 

minimum percentage of occurrence of an event, the minimum occurrence of a sequence, the seed and the 

number of clusters. The first two parameters are already discussed more extensively, the tradeoff between 

those two are interesting and this effect needs to be combined with the number of clusters. The seed is 

included to be able to make comparisons between different initializations.  

As shown in Table 4 it was decided to use the percentages: 0, 0,3, 0,5, 1, and 1,5% for the ‘minimum 

percentage of occurrence of an event’ for the Isala case and 0, 0,2, 0,5, 1, and 1,5% for the AMC case to get 

a better understanding of the influences of this parameter. For the minimum occurrence of a sequence, 

both for the Isala and the AMC cases, only the two values 1 and 2 were considered, thus including every 

sequence, or the sequences that have at least one duplicate, because setting higher values here would only 

lead to the exclusion of more cases and additional runs. Again for both cases, for the seed three random 

values were picked (1, 34 and 89) to make comparisons between results with different seeds. The most 

important variable for this section is the ‘number of clusters’ parameter. It is decided to look at the results 

of analyses with 3-10, 15, and 20 clusters. Whenever a cluster was found with zero cases with 15 or 20 

clusters set, additional runs with fewer clusters were performed to look for the precise setting with the first 

cluster with a zero. No runs are performed with more than 20 clusters set, due to the fact that it will not 

make the interpretation easier, and hierarchical clustering would be a better solution.   

This structured analysis led to 500 runs, with 500 documented cluster sets in MS Excel. This led to the 

findings as they are discussed in section 3.4.2.  
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Appendix 3C1: Markov chains Isala case 

Figure 30: Cluster 0 (Isala case) 
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Figure 31: Cluster 3 (Isala case) 
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Figure 32: Cluster 5 (Isala case) 
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Appendix 3C2: Markov chains AMC case 

 

Figure 36: Cluster 1 (AMC case) 

 

  

Figure 33: Markov chain cluster 0 AMC without post-processing 

Figure 34: Cluster 0 (AMC case) 

Figure 35: part of Markov chain of cluster 0 (AMC case) showing a series of activities 
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Appendix 3D: Output analyses - Isala 

Appendix 3D1: Control flow analysis   `    

  
  

Figure 38: Heuristic miner cluster 0 Isala 

Figure 37: Fuzzy miner cluster 0 Isala 
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Figure 40: Heuristic miner model cluster 3 Isala 

Figure 39: Fuzzy miner model cluster 3 Isala 
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Figure 42: Heuristic miner model cluster 5 Isala 

Figure 41: Fuzzy Miner model cluster 5 Isala 
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Appendix 3D2: Performance analysis 

 

Figure 43: Dotted chart analysis cluster 0 (Isala case) 

 

Figure 44: Dotted chart analysis cluster 3 (Isala case) 
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Figure 45: Dotted chart analysis cluster 5 (Isala case) 

 

Appendix 3D3: Organizational analysis 

 

Figure 47: Social network model cluster 0 (Isala case) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 46: Social network model cluster 3 (Isala case) 
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Figure 48: Social network model cluster 5 Isala 
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Appendix 3E: Output analyses - AMC 

Appendix 3E1: Control flow analysis 
 

 

 

 

   

Figure 49: Heuristic miner model cluster 0 AMC 
Figure 50: Heuristic miner model cluster 1 AMC 
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Figure 51: Fuzzy miner model cluster 0 AMC 
Figure 52: Fuzzy miner model cluster 1 AMC 
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Appendix 3E2: Performance analysis. 

 

Figure 53: Dotted chart analysis cluster 0 (AMC case) 

 

Figure 54: Dotted chart analysis cluster 1 (AMC case) 
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Appendix 3E3: Organizational analysis 

 

Figure 55: social network miner cluster 0 (AMC case) 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 56: Social network miner cluster 1 (AMC case) 
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Appendix 4A: Interview lay-out 
Mag het opgenomen worden? Voor het uitwerken van een transcript. 

 Wie ik ben 

o Bart van Doremalen 

o Master student OML 

 Process mining in het algemeen; een introductie. 

o Voordelen: BPA. Objectief en kost minder tijd.  

o Benodigdheden: basis is case en activiteit in volgorde.  

o Problemen in de zorg 

 Heel dynamisch 

 Complex 

 Multi disciplinair 

 Ad hoc 

 De methodologie Rebuge en Ferreira. 

o Het doel: zonder voorkennis een quickscan van het meest voorkomende en daarbij 

bovengenoemde problemen tackelen.  

o Algemeen de stappen uitleggen; plaatje laten zien.  

 Fase van het project 

o Nader het einde, Evaluatie. Fase twee toepassing van nieuwe methodologie en output 

evalueren.  

Vragen: 

1) Kunt u een inleiding geven over het proces? 

a. Hoe ziet het eruit? 

b. Wat is de kern van het proces? 

c. Terminologie bespreking 

i. Activiteit is? 

ii. Event is?  

iii. Cluster is? 

2) Wat is uw verwachting? 

a. Wat voor output verwacht u? 

i. Gedetailleerde? 

ii. Financieel? 

iii. Prestatiegericht?  

iv. Op patiëntengroep? 

3) Vragen met betrekking tot het voorbehandelen van de data.  

a. Is het goed uitgevoerd? Controleer begin en eind van een patiënt traject. Toon de 

buitengesloten handelingen/activiteiten, controleer voor relevantie. 

b. Zijn de meegenomen activiteiten/handelingen relevant? 

c. Is het belangrijk om de geregistreerde volgorde aan te houden?  
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i. Wordt alles in de goede volgorde gedocumenteerd? 

4) Vragen met betrekking tot de output, in de zin van proces modellen.  

a. Is het begrijpbaar?  

i. Voor u? en andere doktoren? 

b. Is de output nuttig? Nauw verbonden aan de eerst vragen, zijn ze relevant? 

5) Vragen met betrekking tot questionnaire 

a. Zijn mensen bereid een dergelijke questionnaire in te vullen? 

b. Zijn de activiteiten zoals ze in de log staan bij iedereen bekend?  

c. Is aggregatie van bepaalde activiteiten mogelijk? 

d. Kan er relatief simpel een onderscheid gemaakt worden tussen verschillende patiënten 

groepen?  

Appendix 4B: Interview transcripts 

Appendix 4B1: Interview with AMC expert 
This transcript could be created in more detail thanks to the possibility and acceptance by the AMC expert 

to record it. The main questions are in the transcript but the answers for the sub questions are put 

together in the elaboration of the answers. 

Interviewee:  Prof. Dr. Piet Bakker 
Interviewer:  Bsc. Bart van Doremalen 

Duration: 1,5 hours 

Introduction: 

First a brief introduction is provided by the interviewer about himself, his background, and the phase in his 

graduation project. The expert was already familiar with the concept of process mining and the problem 

occurring with process mining in the healthcare. Then the methodology by Rebuge and Ferreira, which 

tackles these problems, is discussed, to provide the interviewee with enough background information.  

Questions: 

1) Could you given an introduction about the process 

a. What it looks like 

b. What the essence of the process is 

c. Terminology 

i. Activity 

ii. Event 

iii. Cluster 

It is a quiet specific process. Patients come from somewhere else and they already have had their 

diagnostics. So the gynecology department often already knows what the patient have. When they come at 

the AMC they first determine the severity, so they can determine the treatment plan. Via a practitioner 
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(10%) of the cases) patients come with a complaint. The rest is directed via another specialist (90%), for 

these patients they first want to acquire the documents and information of these patients. They investigate 

the x-ray photos and preparations, to determine whether these have to be repeated, and whether 

additional diagnostics are required. For the diagnostic a MRI, CT or/and biopt can be required. 

If the diagnostic is completed the patient will be discussed in a multi-disciplinary meeting with: 1) a 

gynecologist, 2) a radiotherapist, and 3) an internist oncologist. Due to different treatment possibilities: 

surgery, chemo, radiation. These are possible in all kind of combinations and different orders.  The meeting 

determines in which stadium (severity) a patient is and this stadium determines the type of treatment 

combinations.  

The patient should have his/her first consult in 1 to 2 weeks. The intens patient trajectory is mostly the first 

3 to 6 months, afterwards the follow-up comes.  It is all depending on the patient, the complete initial 

treatment plan is customized to the patient and depending on the specific organ, severity, complexity, 

stadium, etc. The treatment process can also be a few weeks.  Follow up means check-ups; first year three 

times, second year 2 times, etc, etc. The expert indicates that the follow-up at least continues for 5 years. It 

is up to the specialist to determine this time horizon.  The most interesting phase is the initial phase, the 

first 6 months, with intense treatment.  

Activities can be diagnostics, tests, lab, activities, both administrative and diagnostics.  

2) What is your expectation of the output? What do you expect from us? 

a. Very detailed? 

b. Financial? 

c. Performance measures? 

d. Based on patient groups?  

There are a few interesting things for the expert. The throughput times (comparing with desired times), 

bottle necks (you want to tackle these), and the variation in the process (maybe between different 

doctors). 

Variation can be doctor dependent; following protocol (maybe doing additional or even fewer activities).  

Also the variations in follow-ups, some specialist let the patients return more than other specialists. The 

organizational perspective is interesting on individual level, to check whether they deviate from the 

standards in the healthcare.  

A frame of reference or protocols are required for the process analyst to be able to determine this 

variation; internal knowledge is required.  Variants can be caused either by patients or by the organization. 

There are two ways to look at it: natural variety (due to customization and patient dependent) and 

unnatural variety (due to the logistics, hick-ups, if something goes wrong or how it should not be). 

The processes of the various patient groups (5 different organs: Vulva, Vagina, Cervix, Corpus, and Ovary) 

are relatively similar. Diagnostics is relatively the same (the test), also the surgeries. The type of chemo can 

differ and the duration of the radiation treatment. 
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3) Questions related to the preprocessing of the data 

a. Could you tell us what the beginning and the end of a patient process is? Verification of the 

start and end events.  Are all relevant activities included? 

b. Are the incorporated activities relevant? 

c. Is everything documented in the right order? Due to the lack of exact timestamps 

Verification of my own preprocessing: First start activity was logical and correct.  

End activity: phone consult was a mistake. This activity can also occur during the process, it is not a logical 

ending. The expert indicates that a time period would be a better indication and to take the first 6 months 

containing the intensive treatment process. As mentioned before, there are follow-ups for five years. So no 

end activity can be taken, because al patient stay in the system. Thus the phone consultation is not suited 

as end activity; actually there is no suitable end activity. Only if a patient dies a patient process is finished.  

The continuation consultation can also occur during the intensive treatment period (first six months). 

Therefore it is not possible to take the first continuation consultation as a milestone as an ending of the 

initial intensive treatment process. Cutting of or closing the DBC is not done at the end of the process, but 

on a yearly basis for financial reasons for the hospital. So this neither can be taken as a suitable milestone. 

One year can be best taken as period of time. 

Order tariff (can be left out) is coupled to lab tests activities. With every determination in the lab is an 

order tariff coupled. 10 determinations from one tube of blood on one day is one order. Again this activity 

can be left out and is purely administrative for financial issues between the different departments; internal 

budget distribution.  

The expert suggests the 80-20 rule. 80% of the actions should be accounted by 20% of the activities; results 

in too many activities.  

Selection depends on what kind of analysis (throughput, organizational issues). P.a. investigation, vision (CT 

& MRI) investigation, interesting. Lab is never a bottleneck, because a lab gives results in 3 hours, so lab can 

be clustered, aggregated or left out.  

Relevant: biopt and radiology (CT, MRI). The activities which require waiting are interesting; these are the 

bottlenecks. Nowadays it is on appointment but they want to change it to walk-in (walk through), so it will 

not be a bottleneck anymore, because it should be available all the time.  And the results will be available 

in three hours. Also the multi-disciplinary meeting is a bottleneck, something that has to be planned. If 

things go wrong here, results in distortion into the later planned activities. Consulting hours is another 

issue; the occupancy of the consulting hours plays a role. Patients with MRI results can be planned in 

between, but if it is done regularly by the assistant, he/she will look for the first open time in the agenda, 

which can be after three weeks.   

The activities for the consulting hours are: continuation consults, first consult, phone consult.  

The CT’s (CT abdomen is an example) can be taken together. The essence is that an x-ray is required and 

there is a waiting time before this. MRI, CT, and X-ray should be considered individually (thorax is x-ray). 
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Hierarchy is an option here.  If there are four options of CT than it should be possible to zoom in if the CT-

scan shows to be problematic.  But first look at a higher abstraction level. The detail level of information is 

not interesting. 

Laparoscopy and anesthesia (narcosis) are also interesting activities from other disciplines (lung and heart). 

The narcosis by the anesthetist can be influenced by past heart attacks or lung issues. This can result in a 

longer preparation phase.  But this is less likely in this patient base; less frequent.  

4) Questions concerning the output, in the sense of process models 

a. Are they understandable? 

i. For you? And for other specialist (less affected with KPI’s? 

b. Is the output useful? And are they relevant? Closely related with earlier questions about 

the relevance of the activities considered. 

The expert agrees that the process model is clear, and possible to understand.  

The process model is shown; this results in the conclusion that the series of activities presented in this 

process model is completely irrelevant for the expert (the hospital). Lab is done for every patient, maybe 

not all tests, but every patient gets punctured for blood investigations. LEAVE OUT or CLUSTER the lab 

tests.  

Before a first consult some lab test may already be executed for a better progress in the initial consultation.  

The time of execution is registered of the first consultation.  

Time indications are available according to the expert via agendas. However exact time indications are not 

interesting for the hospital; rather look at days. The expert supports that the registration of three activities 

on one might be in different order than what happened in reality.  

The activities in the process model below the activity ‘Order tariff’ can all be relevant. Klasse 3a is now 

interpreted as stadium 3a. This activity shows that the specialists are not aware of all activities available in 

the event log.  

5) Questions concerning the questionnaire 

a. Are people prepared to fill in such a questionnaire? 

b. Are the activities present in the log familiar to all specialists? 

c. Is aggregation of certain activities possible? 

d. Is it possible to make a distinction between certain patient groups? 

i. Vulva M11 

ii. Vagina M12 

iii. Cervix (uteri) M13 

iv. Corpus uteri M14 

v. Ovary M16 

Question 2: better to take a time period 
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Question 4: Remove lab and bacteriology. From a certain level still interesting activities can be found. 

However, these are infrequent, and will appear in the invariants most probably and are therefore 

interesting as variants. A sample taken below a certain level is not seen as typical behavior.  

[The expert starts indicating in the list by marking them what the lab tests are] 

The consultations are of course interesting to see separately. 

Five different patient groups can be distinguished, based on the organs. But every organ group can be 

classified in 4 different stadia.  

6) Are there brochures available dedicated to patients which can be used? 

KWF folders.  www.oncoline.nl provides patients for this kind of diseases with information brochures. 

Appendix 4B2: Interview with Isala expert 
This transcript could be created in more detail thanks to the possibility and acceptance by the Isala expert 

to record it. The main questions are in the transcript but the answers for the sub questions are put 

together in the elaboration. 

Interviewee:  Bernd van den Akker 
Interviewer:  Bart van Doremalen 
Duration:  2 hours 
 
Introduction: 

First a brief introduction is provided by the interviewer about himself, his background, and the phase in his 

graduation project.  The expert was already familiar with the concept of process mining, works together 

with Ronny Mans and is a participant in the group STW (Stichting Technologie en Wetenschappen). The 

expert also knew about the problem occurring with process mining in the Healthcare Systems. Then the 

methodology by Rebuge and Ferreira, which tackles these problems, is discussed, to provide the 

interviewee with enough background information.  

Questions: 

1) Could you given an introduction about the process and yourself? 

a. What it looks like 

b. What the essence of the process is 

c. Terminology 

i. Activity 

ii. Event 

iii. Cluster 

The expert started as technician via an electronics education. He then became project manager; he led a 

project for the configuration management of the hospital. He then grew to be an industrial engineer 

followed by the function he has now: logistics advisor.  

http://www.oncoline.nl/
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The expert works for department capacity management and patient logistics. Has little contact with 

patients, main task is to use the capacity effectively. The main goals are effective and efficient healthcare. 

They want to provide a bigger picture of the process to the various individuals in the process. They used 

meetings and discussions with various individuals to create an overview of activities and sequences; thus a 

perfect example of the benefits of process mining. Creating the process overviews is time consuming and 

subjective to the various individuals.  

They want clinical pathways to be more organized. It cannot be tight and the same for all patients, but 

patients cannot differ so much that no structure could be applied.  

The expert indicates that an enormous amount of data is recorded; the data is saved, however afterwards 

not used for analysis. The data is also distorted, due to the fact that it has a more financial goal. Therefore 

exact time registrations are not required and activities can also be in an arbitrary order.  

The process mining project is not known by a big group at the hospital. The expert wants innovations, and 

still some commitment is required at the management level of the hospital; it therefore is still in the warm-

up phase. The management and specialists still have to be convinced of the usefulness and benefits of 

process mining. Costs, Euro’s, are the main concerns and issues for the management. Hospitals want to 

provide care, but with profit. The management want a ‘magic wand’; techniques that change everything for 

the good with little effort.  

Terminology: 

 Activities = ‘verrichtingen’ (operation, action, proceeding) 

 Episode= start till end of a patient trajectory of a specific disease.  

 Patient can be interpreted in two ways: one individual or a certain patient group.  

The expert mentions that the translation of terms should come from both sides.  

Due to the fact that the expert is no doctor, no inside information or clear overview of the processes in the 

Urology department can be acquired. Certain processes are distributed for analysis, based on most 

occurring DBCs.  

2) What is your expectation of the output? What do you expect from us? 

a. Very detailed? 

b. Financial? 

c. Performance measures? 

d. Based on patient groups?  

Everything is interesting. But first clear process models are required for recognition. Recognition is required 

for acknowledgement. The ideal situation would be that more or less a confirmation of the process can be 

provided through the process models, to obtain more support from the specialists/process owners. If there 

is recognition the expert would like to know the percentage of patients taking a certain sequence, followed 

by looking at differences between individual specialists, but also in throughput times and waiting times.  
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The methodology suits the need for looking at regular behavior first, after which the variants can be 

determined and discussed. Failures with diagnosis might be interesting to discover.  

There is patient and process related variety. Patient variety depends on the diagnosis and differences in 

diseases. Process related variety is the interesting variety, because here improvements can be made. The 

people interested in process mining are most likely interested in process related variety. Improvements are 

of course possible in the healthcare related to patient related variety, but this should be initiated from the 

specialists. Urology works more closely together with the expert’s department, more support and 

commitment. This is important for projects like this.  

There are a restricted number of measurements for a patient to make the diagnostics. Every doctor does 

this on his/her own way. Evidence based medicine (EBM) is a more structured way of diagnosis and 

treatment.  

3) Questions related to the preprocessing of the data 

a. Could you tell us what the beginning and the end of a patient process is? Verification of the 

start and end events.  Are all relevant activities included? 

b. Are the incorporated activities relevant? 

c. Is everything documented in the right order? Due to the lack of exact timestamps 

The process starts with EPB (eerste polikliniek bezoek) so this was correct.  

DBC-registratiecode herhaal po (po stands for poli) can be seen as an end activity; however it can also serve 

as a continuation consultation, and therefore be in the middle of a process. It can occur that a patient has 

two EPBs in one process; possible if it is spread over 2 years. The activities are financial parameters, order is 

not important, but only that they are registered.  

A lot of diseases are chronic; this results in on a regular basis returning patients. Bone fractures can be 

cured and the process can be closed, but most patients cannot be cured and patients reqiore follow ups. It 

is difficult to determine the closure of a patient. It is possible for certain sequences to use the referrals (first 

waiting queue) and the queue for the clinical trajectory to obtain a part of a healthcare process. But it is 

impossible for me to retrieve information about the waiting queues from the data that I have. Data like that 

is registered but in other databases.  

The expert makes a distinction between diagnose and treatment. Follow up belongs to the diagnose phase. 

The treatment phase is the operation period with real actions and operations. Figure 57 shows the global 

process of a patient. The patient can come from 3 referrers: general practitioners, ambulance, and 

themselves (self referrers). A diagnosis can take place with either first starting with an EPB (Eerste 

PolikliniekBezoek (English: First outpatientvisit) or diagnostics consisting of tests. This is followed by a 

continuation consult with the diagnosis. After the diagnosis the patient either gets a conservative 

treatment or a clinical trajectory. After a conservative trajectory a patient will always be tested or 

diagnosed again. A clinical trajectory mostly results to discharge, but often also requires a continuation 

consult to wrap up the process. The continuation consult can either be personal or via the phone.  
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Figure 57: Global process overview Isala hospital 

The expert is mostly interested in the clinical trajectory, due to the capacity concerns there. The shared 

resources are interesting, e.g. MRI, CT, x-ray, echo. Pat CT scan: Positron emission tomography. These could 

also be clustered to imaging.  

 [The expert starts indicating which activities are lab tests]  

The expert will provide a list of lab tests. The DBC names for the tests are almost the same for the different 

hospitals; it could therefore be possible to do an initial selection by the analyst based on this standard DBC 

list. It would be interesting if an abstraction level could be applied, for instance if it is possible to go deeper 

into ‘lab tests’. Aggregation could also be applied on surgical interventions. The expert is not familiar with 

administrative tasks (e.g. order tariff)  

4) Questions concerning the output, in the sense of process models 

a. Are they understandable? 

i. For you? And for other specialist (less affected with KPI’s? 

b. Is the output useful? And are they relevant? Closely related with earlier questions about 

the relevance of the activities considered. 

They are understandable. It is recognizable, but the expert mentions that he misses certain actions; for 

example the intervention. This would mean that too many activities are filtered out. There were some 

logics in the process models, but also some question marks arose. Therefore not very useful and more 

activities could be considered, because there is still room for more nodes and the process does not seem 

complete.  

5) Questions concerning the questionnaire 

a. Are people prepared to fill in such a questionnaire? 

b. Are the activities present in the log familiar to all specialists? 

c. Is aggregation of certain activities possible? 

d. Is it possible to make a distinction between certain patient groups? 

i. Vulva M11 

ii. Vagina M12 

iii. Cervix (uteri) M13 

iv. Corpus uteri M14 
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v. Ovary M16 

With the lab test DBC list question 4 and 5 will be easier to answer.  

Question 7: There are a lot of different diagnoses. But it is possible to separate groups on organ disease. 

But the expert also mentions demographic data from patients. Especially with Urology, women and men 

have different kind of diseases. Also age causes patients to be different, with various diseases. Still age is 

not always a good indicator. Taking departments or disciplines is useless, because this is too broad.  
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 Appendix 5A: Revised methodology  

 

Figure 58: Proposed revised methodology 
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Appendix 5B: Questionnaire 
Output expectations 

Question 1.1: Which analyses (analysis) are (is) of most interest: Control-flow, performance, and/or 

organizational? (See glossary for an explanation of the different analyses). 

Question 1.2: Does the entire process require attention? Are there specific parts in the process that are more 

interesting, like: diagnosis, treatment and/or checkup phases? 

Complete cases 

Question 2.1: What is the first step for a patient? What is the first action of a patient treatment process? 

What is the first activity for a patient to start a treatment process?  

Question 2.2: Which activity closes the treatment process of a patient? What is the end activity for a patient 

to finalize his/her treatment process? 

Question 2.3: Is it possible that a period of time of a process contains the most interesting and therefore 

relevant process, e.g. does the process for example consist if an intensive treatment followed by multiple 

checkups ?  If so, which period of time? 

Question 2.4: Can the start and end activities be found in the included tables? (List 1 and 2) 

 [Insert list with possible start activities (list 1)] 

[Insert list 2 with possible end activities (list 2)] 

Preprocessing information 

Question 3.1: Included with this questionnaire you find a list of activities and/or treatments which can be 

executed within a patient process (list 3). The second column shows the number of occurrences of an activity 

in [observation period]. Judging the activity list, below which percentage of occurrence becomes an activity 

uninteresting and/or irrelevant? 

Do not consider the activities below the in answer 3.1 specified percentage for questions 3.2 and 3.3. 

Question 3.2: Which activities are irrelevant and can be excluded? Examples are administrative tasks, lab 

tests, check-ups, regulations. Please mark these in the list of activities (list 3). 

Question 3.3: Is it possible to aggregate or cluster certain activities? Please mark the activities that may be 

aggregated (list 3).  

 [Insert complete list of activities (list 3)] 

Question 3.4: Are events registered in the right order of occurrence? Is the order of activity occurrence not 

known during the registration of events and can this be done in an arbitrary order on a single day? 
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Number of clusters indication 

Question 4: Can a distinction be made between certain patients, which could result in certain patient 

groups? Based on, for example: Patient type, diseases, diagnoses, treatments, severity of disease, 

demographic characteristics? 

Glossary 

Control-flow analysis: The goal of mining this perspective is to find a characterization of all possible paths.  

It focuses on the control-flow, i.e. the ordering of activities.  

Organizational analysis: The goal of mining this perspective is to structure the organization by classifying 

people in terms of roles and organizational units or to show relations between individual performers.  

Performance analysis: Additional information within the logs can be of great interest.  This perspective 

focuses on the properties of cases. It is also possible to replay or simulate the process through the process 

models. In this way, throughput times can be calculated, but also bottlenecks can be discovered.  

Complete cases: Cases that were started before the start of the event log, and cases that were still running 

at the end of the event log. Patients who started their treatment process before the start of the 

observation period and were still in the system after start of the observation period are also considered, 

but their treatment process is only partly registered. These need to be filtered out, because they do not 

represent a full process and therefore negatively influence the process mining results. 

Activities: Every action registered in the information system can be found as an activity in the event log. 

Action can be treatments, administrative actions, interventions, tests, check-ups. 

Aggregation: Constituting or amounting to a whole, grouping certain activities to one big group.  
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Appendix 6: Technical ProM elaborations 
Complete cases selection based on start and end activity 

The answers on the questionnaire for the Isala expert showed that the complete cases are determined by 

‘Eerste Polikliniekbezoek’ as start activity and ‘Dbc-Regristratiecode Herhaal Po’ as end activity. ‘DBC-

registratiecode herhaal po’ is chosen, because a patient trajectory mostly ends with this activity. However, 

this activity can also take place as an intermediate step in the process, and can be seen as a continuation 

consultation. Secondly, only patients with bone fractures and other issues that can be treated and cured 

completely can be closed, but most patients coming at Isala are seldom cured completely, due to chronic 

diseases, and will have multiple follow-ups. For both the LTL checker in ProM is used (Figure 59), however 

for the start activity the formula ‘eventually_activity_A’ is used and for the end activity the formula 

‘is_activity_of_last_state_A’. This is done because it can occur that a diagnosis can be performed before 

the first clinical visit, so it therefore has to occur once. The problem with the selected end activity is that it 

also serves as a continuation consult, therefore it is specified that it should be the very last activity in the 

sequence. A limitation here is that by 

coincidence in some cases the activity ‘Dbc-

Regristratiecode Herhaal Po’ can serve as a 

continuation consult but happens to be the 

last activity in the sequence. Also, it could 

happen that some cases are excluded 

because another event has been done on the 

same day, e.g. continuation consult and lab 

test, and lab test was by coincidence 

registered as last event. 

 

Complete cases selection based on period of time 

Verbeek developed a filter, for this project, which removes all events of a case that occur after 6 months 

from the start of that case. This is made specifically for this project, because no filters on timestamps were 

available yet and it is in this case kept as simple as possible; only one setting for six months. This ‘Filter log 

on first six months per trace’ plug-in can be acquired through the nightly builds of ProM 68. ProM 6 is 

needed to create an event log with cases containing only the events that occurred during the first 6 

months. This filtered log still contains patients that did not complete the intensive treatment part. These 

cases/patients needed to be filtered out. This is done via a LTL function, ‘is_timestamp_of_ 

last_state_after_T_and_before_U’, developed for the LTL checker. However, to make this LTL function 

useful, all cases first have to start at the same time, because this LTL function applies to the complete log. 

To accomplish this, the timestamps of the log are made relative, with the ‘make timestamps relative’ plug-

in9, which can also be found in the nightly builds of ProM 6. The timestamps are made relative, so the 

events start at 01-01-2011. The AMC expert mentioned that the first 3 to 6 months are the most 

                                                           
8
 http://www.promtools.org/prom6/nightly/ last viewed: 31-7-2012 

9
 http://processmining.ugent.be/post.php?post=maketimestampsrelati Last viewed: 24-7-2012 

Figure 59: LTL checker in ProM 5.2 

http://www.promtools.org/prom6/nightly/
http://processmining.ugent.be/post.php?post=maketimestampsrelati
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interesting, thus the selected values for T and U, of the LTL function presented above, are respectively 01-

04-2011 and 01-07-2011. A period of three months is taken for the last state to be in, because it might 

happen that for a case, by coincidence, no activity occurs during that period, while the case actually 

continues after those first six months.  

Activity aggregation 

The activities which could be aggregated or omitted are marked in the list with all activities. Appendix 6A1 

shows the marked activities. Via filter functionalities in ProM 5.2, like the ‘Remap Element Log Filter’, it is 

possible to aggregate or omit the irrelevant activities. Figure 60 shows the interface of the Remap Element 

Log Filter. The omission of activities is also possible with the ‘Event filter’ as depicted in Figure 61. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 60: ProM 5.2 interface for the Remap Element Log filter 

Figure 61: Prom 5.2 interface for the Event filter 
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Appendix 6A: Answered questionnaires 

Appendix 6A1: Questionnaire Isala case 
Question 1.1: Which analyses (analysis) are (is) of most interest: Control-flow, performance, and/or 

organizational analysis? (See glossary for an explanation of the different analyses). 

Answer: 1. Control-flow: we want recognizable process models to get acknowledgments from the 

specialists. 2. Performance: Throughput times and bottlenecks, want to know problems around imaging 

actions (CT Radiagraphy) 3. Organizational: We want individual comparisons between specialists and there 

prescriptions. 

Question 1.2: Does the entire process require attention? Are there specific parts in the process that are more 

interesting, like: diagnosis, treatment and/or checkup phases? 

Answer: Mostly interested in the clinical treatments (see Figure 57) 

Question 2.1: What is the first step for a patient? What is the first action of a patient treatment process? 

What is the first activity for a patient to start a treatment process?  

Answer: First outpatientvisit.  

Question 2.2: Which activity closes the treatment process of a patient? What is the end activity for a patient 

to finalize his/her treatment process? 

Answer: If a patient treatment process is finalized it is finished with ‘Dbc-Registratiecode Herhaal Po’ 

Question 2.3: Is it possible that a period of time of a process contains the most interesting and therefore 

relevant process, e.g. does the process for example consist if an intensive treatment followed by multiple 

checkups ?  If so, which period of time? 

Answer: No 

Question 2.4: Can the start and end activities be found in the included tables? (List 1 and 2) 

Answer: yes (see tables below) 

 Model element  
Possible starting log events 

Occurrences 
(absolute)  

Occurrences 
(relative)  

X Eerste Polikliniekbezoek  551  39,755%  
 Histologisch Onderz  189  13,636%  
 Dbc-Registratiecode Herhaal Po  101  7,287%  
 Cysto-Urethroscopie  51  3,68%  
 Buikoverzicht  37  2,67%  
 Preassessment Dagopname  35  2,525%  
 Transurethrale Resectie Van Ee  33  2,381%  
 Verpleegperiode  31  2,237%  
 Echogr.Buikorganen  30  2,165%  
 Spoedeisende Hulp Niet Op Seh  29  2,092%  
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 Korte Kaart Kosten-Out Anesthe  27  1,948%  
 Preassessment Opname  25  1,804%  
 Microscopie- (On)Gekleurd  16  1,154%  
 Ordertarief  16  1,154%  
 Echogr.Buikorganen.  15  1,082%  
 Endoves.Uretersteenb  15  1,082%  
 Pre-Op Screening Dag Analoog  14  1,01%  
 Orchidopexie.  12  0,866%  
 Pre-Op Screening Opname Analoo  10  0,722%  
 

 Model element  
Possible ending log events 

Occurrences 
(absolute)  

Occurrences 
(relative)  

X Dbc-Registratiecode Herhaal Po  796  57,431%  
 Verpleegperiode  248  17,893%  
 Eerste Polikliniekbezoek  58  4,185%  
 Ordertarief  20  1,443%  
 Buikoverzicht  18  1,299%  
 Pre-Op Screening Dag Analoog  18  1,299%  
 Microscopie- (On)Gekleurd  15  1,082%  
 Echogr.Buikorganen.  14  1,01%  
 Echogr.Buikorganen  14  1,01%  
 Telefonisch Consult  14  1,01%  
 Urodynamisch Onderzoek  12  0,866%  
 Nieuwe Patient Pa - 60 Min  9  0,649%  
 Histologisch Onderz  9  0,649%  
 No Show  9  0,649%  
 

Question 3.1: Included with this questionnaire you find a list of activities and/or treatments which can be 

executed within a patient process (list 3). The second column shows the number of occurrences of an activity 

in [observation period]. Judging the activity list, below which percentage of occurrence becomes an activity 

uninteresting and/or irrelevant? 

Answer: 0,017% 

Do not consider the activities below the above specified percentage for questions 3.2 and 3.3. 

Question 3.2: Which activities are irrelevant and can be excluded? Examples are administrative tasks, lab 

tests, check-ups, regulations. Please mark these in the list of activities (list 3). 

Answer: The activities marked with an X are lab tests and the activities marked with an A are administrative 

tasks. These are irrelevant 

Question 3.3: Is it possible to aggregate or cluster certain activities? Please mark the activities that may be 

aggregated (list 3).  

Answer: The lab tests can be aggregated, but may also be omitted. Imaging activities could also be 

aggregated.  
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 Model element  
Preselected list of all activities 

Occurrences 
(absolute)  

Occurrences 
(relative)  

 Verpleegperiode  6770  23,666%  
A Ordertarief  2541  8,883%  
 Dbc-Registratiecode Herhaal Po  1834  6,411%  
x Histologisch Onderz  1250  4,37%  
x Glucose  1131  3,954%  
 Eerste Polikliniekbezoek  982  3,433%  
x Kreatinine  721  2,52%  
 Heam.Gl.(Foto-Elect)  714  2,496%  
x Kalium  557  1,947%  
x Natrium  546  1,909%  
 Cysto-Urethroscopie  508  1,776%  
 Buikoverzicht  490  1,713%  
 Transurethrale Resectie Van Ee  488  1,706%  
A Korte Kaart Kosten-Out Anesthe  487  1,702%  
x Ureum  456  1,594%  
 Preassessment Opname  411  1,437%  
 Preassessment Dagopname  400  1,398%  
 Bacteriele Kweek (2-3 Media)  374  1,307%  
 Microscopie- (On)Gekleurd  371  1,297%  
x Leucocyten  354  1,238%  
x C Reactieve Prot.  351  1,227%  
 Echogr.Buikorganen  317  1,108%  
x Urine Screening  275  0,961%  
 Doorlichting  270  0,944%  
 Circumcisie.  236  0,825%  
 Intravesicale Chemo-/Immunothe  224  0,783%  
 Immuno-Pat.Onderzoek  200  0,699%  
 Echogr.Buikorganen.  193  0,675%  
 Spoedeisende Hulp Niet Op Seh  179  0,626%  
 C.T. Abdomen  164  0,573%  
x Antistoffen  162  0,566%  
 Orchidopexie.  156  0,545%  
 Urodynamisch Onderzoek  156  0,545%  
 Determinatie Bacteriologisch  142  0,496%  
x Sediment  140  0,489%  
 Nieuwe Patient Pa - 60 Min  137  0,479%  
 Endoves.Uretersteenb  131  0,458%  
 Protr.B.Tyd (Quick O)  127  0,444%  
 Hydro-Of Spermatocele Operatie  120  0,419%  
 Onderz.Concrem.Kwl  112  0,392%  
 Multidisciplinair Overleg (Mdo  108  0,378%  
 Resistentiebep. Kwant.Mrc  106  0,371%  
 Retrogaad  103  0,36%  
 Pre-Op Screening Opname Analoo  102  0,357%  
 Telefonisch Consult Vpk Consul  101  0,353%  
 Pre-Op Screening Dag Analoog  93  0,325%  
 Endovesicale Electr.  90  0,315%  
 Informatie/Voorlichting  89  0,311%  
x Bloedgroep Bepaling  80  0,28%  
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x Bloedkweek (Aeroob+Anaeroob)  80  0,28%  
 Coordinatiewerkzaamheden  79  0,276%  
x Bezinkingssnelheid  78  0,273%  
 Cath.V.Nierbekkens.  72  0,252%  
 Telefonisch Consult  70  0,245%  
 Gesprek  68  0,238%  
 Urologische Beh. Dilataties En  63  0,22%  
x Gamma Glutam.Transp.  62  0,217%  
x Calcium  62  0,217%  
x Alkalische Fosfatase  60  0,21%  
 Prap.Plast  58  0,203%  
 Echogr.Scrotum  55  0,192%  
 Resistentiebep. Kwal. Diffusie  55  0,192%  
 Retrogade Stent.  55  0,192%  
 C.T. Thorax  53  0,185%  
x Melkz.Dehygrodena  53  0,185%  
 Ureterorenoscopie.  52  0,182%  
 Transurethraal  51  0,178%  
 Thorax  51  0,178%  
 Psa  50  0,175%  
 Dieetadvisering  50  0,175%  
x Trombocyten Tellen  46  0,161%  
x Bilirubine Kwan.  44  0,154%  
x Gef.Ery (N0012000)  42  0,147%  
x Transaminase Sgpt  40  0,14%  
x Transaminase Sgot  39  0,136%  
 Oefentherapie  37  0,129%  
x Urinezuur  37  0,129%  
 T.U.Proefexcisie Blaaswand  35  0,122%  
 Perifeer Infuus Inbrengen  33  0,115%  
x Fosfaat  33  0,115%  
 Contact Na Pa-Uitslag  26  0,091%  
 Frenulumplastiek.  26  0,091%  
 No Show  26  0,091%  
x Albumine.  26  0,091%  
x Amylase Duoden.  24  0,084%  
 Blaascatheter  23  0,08%  
x Oxaalzuur  23  0,08%  
 Urethrot.Int.Blind  22  0,077%  
 Prikken Kruisgebouw  21  0,073%  
 Controle Patient Afd - 30 Min  20  0,07%  
 Beoordeling Ecg, Holter, Inspa  20  0,07%  
 Renografie Met Farmacologische  19  0,066%  
 Liesbreuk.  18  0,063%  
 Diff.Telling  17  0,059%  
 Ic Behandeldag Groep 3.  17  0,059%  
x Myoglobine Kwant.  16  0,056%  
x Kreatinine.  14  0,049%  
 Injecties.  14  0,049%  
 Hydrocele Oper..  14  0,049%  
 Bacteriele Kweek (2 Media)  13  0,045%  
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x Chloride Titrimetr.  12  0,042%  
 Apii,Ceftyd  11  0,038%  
x Ph Actuele, Pco2  11  0,038%  
x O2-Verzadiging  11  0,038%  
 Mycologische Kweek (2 Media)  11  0,038%  
x Cpk (Creat.Fos.Kin.)  11  0,038%  
x Ck-Mb(Kreat.Fos.Iso)  11  0,038%  
x Magnesium  11  0,038%  
 Prostaat Biopsie.  10  0,035%  
x C-Reactive Proteinen (Crp).  10  0,035%  
 Bacteriele Kweek (>3 Media)  10  0,035%  
 Orchiectomie, Inguinaal, Open  10  0,035%  
 Dummy Vr Onderh. Bare Dbc-Code  9  0,031%  
x Leucocyten, Enkelvoudige Bepal  9  0,031%  
 Determinatie Mycologisch  9  0,031%  
x Melkzuur  9  0,031%  
 Spoedeisende Hulp Op Seh  8  0,028%  
 Beta Lactamase Test  8  0,028%  
 Intramurale Dieetadvisering  8  0,028%  
 Standaard 225 Min  8  0,028%  
 Urethrot.Int. A Vue  8  0,028%  
 T.U.R.Prostaat.  8  0,028%  
 Nieuw Ziektegeval  8  0,028%  
 Traumat.Consult.  7  0,024%  
x Kweekproef 2 - 3 Media, Bacter  7  0,024%  
x Microscopisch Onderzoek (Ongek  7  0,024%  
 Cysto E.O. Urethrogr  7  0,024%  
 Buikoverzichtsonderzoek, Ligge  7  0,024%  
x Hemoglobine (Is Inclusief (Eve  7  0,024%  
 Echogr.  7  0,024%  
 Cic-Instructie  6  0,021%  
x Differentiele Telling (Hand).  6  0,021%  
 Dummy Ctg Voor Nucleaire Combi  6  0,021%  
 Ic Opnametoeslag Groep 3.  6  0,021%  
 Transrectale Echografie Prosta  6  0,021%  
 Alleen Doorlichten Tijdens Rep  5  0,017%  
 Bacterieel Antigeen/Toxine Dir  5  0,017%  
 Lithotrypsie.  5  0,017%  
 Eiwit Colorimetr.  5  0,017%  
 Albumine  5  0,017%  
 Directe Coombstest  4  0,014%  
 Urine Screening Kwalitatief Zo  4  0,014%  
 Uitgeb.Urodyn Onderz  4  0,014%  
 Mri-Abdomen  4  0,014%  
 Punctie  4  0,014%  
 Tsh  4  0,014%  
 Pre-Albumine  4  0,014%  
 Ic Beademingstoeslag Groep 3  4  0,014%  
 Statisch Skeletonderzoek  4  0,014%  
 Meatotomie.  4  0,014%  
 Bloedstollingsfact.8  4  0,014%  
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Question 3.4: Are events registered in the right order of occurrence? Is the order of activity occurrence not 

known during the registration of events and can this be done in an arbitrary order on a single day? 

Answer: The events are not registered precisely in the right order of occurrence 

Question 4: Can a distinction be made between certain patients, which could result in certain patient 

groups? Based on, for example: Patient type, diseases, diagnoses, treatments, severity of disease, 

demographic characteristics? 

Answer: For the urology department there is a significant difference between men and women; having a 

penis or a vagina. The diseases can also differ with age. 

Appendix 6A2: Questionnaire AMC case 
Question 1.1: Which analyses (analysis) are (is) of most interest: Control-flow, performance, and/or 

organizational analysis? (See glossary for an explanation of the different analyses). 

Answer: We are more interested in performance measures and organizational analysis on individual level.  

Question 1.2: Does the entire process require attention? Are there specific parts in the process that are more 

interesting, like: diagnosis, treatment and/or checkup phases? 

Answer: Focus on the imaging activities, the activities which require appointments and are most likely the 

bottle necks in the process. 

Question 2.1: What is the first step for a patient? What is the first action of a patient treatment process? 

What is the first activity for a patient to start a treatment process? 

Answer: first consult outpatient 

Question 2.2: Which activity closes the treatment process of a patient? What is the end activity for a patient 

to finalize his/her treatment process? 

Answer: A patient process is not closed until five years after the intensive treatment process or after dead. 

If it is closed it stops with a continuation consultation or a consult via the phone. 

Question 2.3: Is it possible that a period of time of a process contains the most interesting and therefore 

relevant process, e.g. does the process for example consist if an intensive treatment followed by multiple 

checkups ?  If so, which period of time? 

Answer: The first 3 till 6 months of the patient process contains the actual treatment of the patient.  

Question 2.4: Can the start and end activities be found in the included tables? (List 1 and 2) 

Answer: Yes for the start events (see tables below). We rather see a period of time instead of an end 

activity. 
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 Model element  
Possible starting log events 

Occurre
nces 
(absolut
e)  

Occurre
nces 
(relative
)  

 vervolgconsult poliklinisch  234  20,472%  
 aanname laboratoriumonderzoek  225  19,685%  
 verlosk.-gynaec. korte kaart kosten-out  198  17,323%  
 verlosk.-gynaec. jaarkaart kosten-out  122  10,674%  
X 1e consult poliklinisch  71  6,212%  
 e.c.g. - elektrocardiografie  63  5,512%  
 echografie - genitalia interna  44  3,85%  
 ligdagen - alle spec.beh.kinderg.-reval.  39  3,412%  
 cytologisch onderzoek - ectocervix -  28  2,45%  
 histologisch onderzoek - biopten nno  19  1,662%  
 coupe ter inzage  19  1,662%  
 telefonisch consult  15  1,312%  
 cytologisch onderzoek - vagina -  12  1,05%  
 thorax  12  1,05%  
 immunopathologisch onderzoek  10  0,875%  
 inwend.geneesk. korte kaart kosten-out  8  0,7%  
 dagverpleging - alle spec.beh.kind.-rev.  5  0,437%  
 mammografie thoraxwand  3  0,262%  
 punctie tbv cytologisch onderzoek door p  3  0,262%  
 vagina - scopie incl.evt.vulvabiops  3  0,262%  
 ct abdomen  2  0,175%  
 behandeltijd - eenheid t3 - megavolt  1  0,087%  
 cytologisch onderzoek - endocervix -  1  0,087%  
 inwend.geneesk. jaarkaart kosten-out  1  0,087%  
 cytologisch onderzoek tbv bevolkingsonde  1  0,087%  
 buik - punctie ascites ontlastend  1  0,087%  
 cytologisch onderzoek - buiktumorpunctie  1  0,087%  
 vrw.gesl.org- adnex-extirpatie dmv lapar  1  0,087%  
 behandeltijd - eenheid t2 - megavolt  1  0,087%  
 

 Model element  
Possible ending log events 

Occurrences 
(absolute)  

Occurrences 
(relative)  

 vervolgconsult poliklinisch  365  31,934%  
 administratief tarief - eerste pol  336  29,396%  
 telefonisch consult  200  17,498%  
 190101 bovenreg.toesl. a101  94  8,224%  
 190205 klasse 3b a205  42  3,675%  
 ordertarief  20  1,75%  
 ct abdomen  18  1,575%  
 190035 dagverpleging a007  9  0,787%  
 teletherapie - megavolt fotonen 
bestrali  

8  0,7%  

 gefiltreerd erytrocytenconcentraat  6  0,525%  
 190204 klasse 3a a204  4  0,35%  
 mri abdomen  4  0,35%  
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 coupe ter inzage  4  0,35%  
 1e consult poliklinisch  4  0,35%  
 1e consult bezoek  3  0,262%  
 cito histologisch onderzoek  3  0,262%  
 echo nieren-urinewegen  2  0,175%  
 histologisch onderzoek - biopten nno  2  0,175%  
 echo bovenbuik  2  0,175%  
 patient niet verschenen radiologie  2  0,175%  
 cytologisch onderzoek - endocervix -  1  0,087%  
 nieren - renografie lasix  1  0,087%  
 echo hals --waaronder schildklier--  1  0,087%  
 ligdagen - alle spec.beh.kinderg.-
reval.  

1  0,087%  

 vrw.gesl.org- adnex-extirpatie dmv 

lapar  
1  0,087%  

 echografie a vue ivw zwangerschap - 
met  

1  0,087%  

 paclitaxel  1  0,087%  
 interc.consult klinisch radiotherapie  1  0,087%  
 hyperthermie  1  0,087%  
 klinische kaart - verloskunde en 
gynaeco  

1  0,087%  

 dieet nno  1  0,087%  
 nucleair onderzoek van elders  1  0,087%  
 skelet - scintigrafie totale lichaam  1  0,087%  
 afereseplasma gesplitst fq1 en fq2  1  0,087%  
 thorax  1  0,087%  
Question 3.1: Included with this questionnaire you find a list of activities and/or treatments which can be 

executed within a patient process (list 3). The second column shows the number of occurrences of an activity 

in [observation period]. Judging the activity list, below which percentage of occurrence becomes an activity 

uninteresting and/or irrelevant? 

Answer: 0,02% 

Do not consider the activities below the in answer 3.1 specified percentage for questions 3.2 and 3.3. 

Question 3.2: Which activities are irrelevant and can be excluded? Examples are administrative tasks, lab 

tests, check-ups, regulations. Please mark these in the list of activities (list 3). 

Answer: The activities marked with an X are lab tests and the activities marked with an A are administrative 

tasks. These are irrelevant 

Question 3.3: Is it possible to aggregate or cluster certain activities? Please mark the activities that may be 

aggregated (list 3).  

Answer: The lab tests can be aggregated, but may also be omitted.  

 Model element  
Preselected list of all activities 

Occurrences 
(absolute)  

Occurrences 
(relative)  
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X aanname laboratoriumonderzoek  15353  10,216%  
 ligdagen - alle spec.beh.kinderg.-
reval.  

10897  7,251%  

 190205 klasse 3b a205  9351  6,222%  
A ordertarief  9008  5,994%  
A 190101 bovenreg.toesl. a101  6241  4,153%  
 vervolgconsult poliklinisch  5239  3,486%  
X kalium potentiometrisch  4328  2,88%  
X natrium vlamfotometrisch  4304  2,864%  
X hemoglobine foto-elektrisch  4275  2,844%  
X creatinine  3955  2,632%  
X leukocyten tellen elektronisch  2968  1,975%  
X trombocyten tellen - elektronisch  2724  1,812%  
X differentiele telling automatisch  2370  1,577%  
A administratief tarief - eerste pol  2171  1,445%  
 190021 klinische opname a002  2118  1,409%  
X calcium  2042  1,359%  
X glucose  1950  1,297%  
X kruisproef volledig -drie methoden-  1705  1,134%  
X haemoglobine foto-electrisch - spoed  1676  1,115%  
X xureum  1643  1,093%  
X bloedgroep abo en rhesusfactor  1564  1,041%  
X rhesusfactor d - centrifugeermethode 
- e  

1564  1,041%  

X screening antistoffen erytrocyten  1535  1,021%  
X sgpt - alat kinetisch  1469  0,977%  
X sgot - asat kinetisch  1468  0,977%  
X albumine  1441  0,959%  
X bacteriologisch onderzoek met kweek 
-nie  

1426  0,949%  

X alkalische fosfatase -kinetisch-  1329  0,884%  
X gammaglutamyltranspeptidase  1321  0,879%  
 telefonisch consult  1286  0,856%  
X melkzuurdehydrogenase -ldh- 
kinetisch  

1193  0,794%  

X o2-saturatie  1187  0,79%  
X bilirubine - totaal  1168  0,777%  
X ca-125 mbv meia  1167  0,776%  
 1e consult poliklinisch  1136  0,756%  
X kalium vlamfotometrisch - spoed  1107  0,737%  
X gefiltreerd erytrocytenconcentraat  1104  0,735%  
X natrium - vlamfotometrisch - spoed  1100  0,732%  
X leucocyten tellen -electronisch- 
spoed  

1079  0,718%  

X bicarbonaat  1077  0,717%  
X trombocyten tellen - spoed  1062  0,707%  
X actuele ph - pco2 - 
stand.bicarbonaat  

1048  0,697%  

X methemoglobine - sulfhemoglobine elk  965  0,642%  
X co-hb kwn.  965  0,642%  
X bilirubine -geconjugeerd  911  0,606%  
X hematocriet mbv centrifuge  758  0,504%  
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 190204 klasse 3a a204  753  0,501%  
x crp c-reactief proteine  729  0,485%  
 thorax  708  0,471%  
X creatinine - spoed  645  0,429%  
 ct abdomen  637  0,424%  
X hepatitis-b surface antigeen 
confirmatie  

632  0,421%  

 dagverpleging - alle spec.beh.kind.-
rev.  

617  0,411%  

 190035 dagverpleging a007  614  0,409%  
X calcium - spoed  592  0,394%  
X glucose - spoed  554  0,369%  
X urine onderzoek - kwalitatief  523  0,348%  
 paclitaxel  498  0,331%  
X resistentiebepalingen - 5 bepalingen  496  0,33%  
 squamous cell carcinoma mbv eia  475  0,316%  
X melkzuur enzymatisch - spoed  465  0,309%  
X cea - tumormarker mbv meia  459  0,305%  
X magnesium -aas  455  0,303%  
X melkzuur enzymatisch  423  0,281%  
X chloride  378  0,252%  
X microscopisch onderzoek - gekleurd 
en on  

362  0,241%  

 teletherapie - megavolt fotonen 
bestrali  

357  0,238%  

 histologisch onderzoek - grote 
resectiep  

341  0,227%  

 immunopathologisch onderzoek  335  0,223%  
 mri abdomen  327  0,218%  
 e.c.g. - elektrocardiografie  319  0,212%  
X sediment  299  0,199%  
 histologisch onderzoek - biopten nno  294  0,196%  
X fosfaat  282  0,188%  
X cefalinetijd - coagulatie  281  0,187%  
X protrombinetijd  258  0,172%  
 dieet nno  255  0,17%  
 coupe ter inzage  224  0,149%  
A verlosk.-gynaec. korte kaart kosten-
out  

218  0,145%  

 behandeltijd - eenheid t3 - megavolt  217  0,144%  
X international normalised ratio mbv 

tromb  
204  0,136%  

 1e consult bezoek  200  0,133%  
 ct thorax  196  0,13%  
 simulator - gebruik voor aanvang 
megavol  

181  0,12%  

X ureum - spoed  178  0,118%  
 vagina - toucher onder anesthesie  175  0,116%  
X sgot asat kinetisch - spoed  167  0,111%  
 infuus - inbrengen  166  0,11%  
 brachytherapie - interstitieel - 
intensi  

153  0,102%  
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X sgpt alat kinetisch - spoed  153  0,102%  
A verlosk.-gynaec. jaarkaart kosten-
out  

151  0,1%  

 echografie - genitalia interna  149  0,099%  
X bloedgroepantigenen andere dan abo-
rhesu  

148  0,098%  

 cytologisch onderzoek - ascites -  147  0,098%  
X cde fenotypering  140  0,093%  
X bilirubine kwantitatief totaal of 
direct  

139  0,092%  

 buikoverzicht  136  0,09%  
 cytologisch onderzoek - ectocervix -  125  0,083%  
X alkalische fosfatase - kinetisch - 
spoed  

123  0,082%  

X amylase  123  0,082%  
X sediment - spoed  122  0,081%  
X heparinebepaling - kaoline - 
cefalinetij  

120  0,08%  

 histologisch onderzoek - kleine 
resectie  

119  0,079%  

 cito histologisch onderzoek  117  0,078%  
X albumine - spoed  113  0,075%  
 echo nieren-urinewegen  111  0,074%  
X protrombinetijd -quick owren of 
modif.-  

108  0,072%  

A verlosk.-gynaec. aanv.kaart kosten-
out  

97  0,065%  

X gamma glutamyltranspeptidase - spoed  97  0,065%  
 thorax - op zaal  95  0,063%  
X melkzuur dehydrogenase - spoed  92  0,061%  
 blaas - uretrocystoscopie nno  89  0,059%  
X hematocriet - spoed  88  0,059%  
 anesthesie - bij behandeling met 
radium  

86  0,057%  

X alfa-1-foetoproteine  82  0,055%  
X totaal eiwit  80  0,053%  
X differentiatie leukocyten - 
handmatig  

80  0,053%  

 behandelen - in hyperpressietank  78  0,052%  
X crp c-reactief proteine - spoed  72  0,048%  
X afereseplasma gesplitst fq1 en fq2  70  0,047%  
 cytologisch onderzoek - vagina -  69  0,046%  
 uterus - carc. cervix vlgs. werthei  67  0,045%  
X bezinkingssnelheid foto-elektrisch  66  0,044%  
 vriescoupe  64  0,043%  
 inwend.geneesk. korte kaart kosten-
out  

61  0,041%  

 klinische kaart - anesthesie  60  0,04%  
 mri bekken  57  0,038%  
 klinische kaart - inwendige 
geneeskunde  

55  0,037%  

X chloride - spoed  54  0,036%  
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 echo bovenbuik  54  0,036%  
X trombotest  51  0,034%  
X magnesium -aas - spoed  49  0,033%  
X fosfaat - spoed  48  0,032%  
X clostridium elisa-test  47  0,031%  
 buik - stageringslaparotom.-oment  45  0,03%  
 interc.consult klinisch anesthesie  43  0,029%  
X urinezuur met uricase u.v. 
spectrofotome  

43  0,029%  

 cytologisch onderzoek - 
lymfeklierpuncti  

43  0,029%  

 behandeltijd - eenheid t1 - megavolt  43  0,029%  
 maag - ontledig.-scint vast-
vloeib.voeds  

42  0,028%  

 darm - colonpassage 
scint.comp.vervolg  

42  0,028%  

X tsh enzym-immunologisch  41  0,027%  
X creatinefosfokinase -kinetisch-  41  0,027%  
 mammografie thoraxwand  40  0,027%  
X betasubunit bep. mbv. ria hcg  40  0,027%  
X creatine fosfokinase isoenzym ckmb  36  0,024%  
 patient niet verschenen radiologie  35  0,023%  
 diagnostische punctie onder 
echocontrole  

35  0,023%  

 echografie - blaas - extern  35  0,023%  
 longfunctie - co2 - capnografie  35  0,023%  
X kalium vlamfotometrisch  35  0,023%  
X fsh enzym-immunologisch  35  0,023%  
X fdp - dimeer - immunologisch  34  0,023%  
 gemcitabine  34  0,023%  
 lymfeklier - scint sentinel node 
dynamis  

33  0,022%  

 lymfeklier - scint sentinel node 
vervolg  

33  0,022%  

 lymfeklier - scint sentinel node met 
pro  

33  0,022%  

 lh mbv radioisotopen  33  0,022%  
 behandeltijd - eenheid t4 - megavolt  32  0,021%  
X uitsluiten irregulaire a.s. tegen 
erys d  

32  0,021%  

Question 3.4: Are events registered in the right order of occurrence? Is the order of activity occurrence not 

known during the registration of events and can this be done in an arbitrary order on a single day? 

Answer: The events are not registered precisely in the right order of occurrence 

Question 4: Can a distinction be made between certain patients, which could result in certain patient 

groups? Based on, for example: Patient type, diseases, diagnoses, treatments, severity of disease, 

demographic characteristics? 

Answer: There are five main organs being treated: Vulva, vagina, cervix, corpus and ovary   
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Appendix 6B 

Appendix 6B1: Relative activity occurrence Isala 

 

Figure 62: Relative occurrence of activities in the Isala event log (phase 2) 
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 Appendix 6B2: Relative activity occurrence AMC 

 

Figure 63: Relative occurrence of activities in the AMC event log (phase 2) 
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Appendix 6C: Preprocessing heuristics output 
Appendix 6B1 displays the figure showing the absolute occurrence of the activities. This figure is used to 

determine suitable relative occurrence percentage boundaries. These percentages are presented in the 

first column of Table 17.  

Percentage Number of 
activities 

Minimum number of 
absolute occurrence 

Mimimum sequence 
occurrence 

#cases 

0 119 1 1 560 
0 119 1 2 198 

0,06 66 6 1 560 
0,06 66 6 2 205 

0,2 45 19 1 560 
0,2 45 19 2 220 
0,3 36 31 1 560 
0,3 36 31 2 229 
0,5 26 54 1 560 
0,5 26 54 2 245 

1 15 97 1 560 
1 15 97 2 293 

Table 17: Parameter influences Isala (phase 2) 

Appendix 6B2 shows the figure with the absolute occurrence of the activities, which is used to determine 

the percentages in Table 18. 

Percentage number of 
activities 

activities occur at 
least # of times 

mimimum sequence 
occurrence 

#cases 

0 397 1 1 407 
0 397 1 2 0 

0,07 44 54 1 407 
0,07 44 54 2 2 

0,1 37 79 1 407 
0,1 37 79 2 2 

0,17 29 133 1 407 
0,17 29 133 2 2 

0,3 19 241 1 407 
0,3 19 241 2 8 
0,7 11 574 1 407 
0,7 11 574 2 28 

Table 18: Parameter influences AMC (phase 2) 
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Appendix 6D: Markov chains  

Figure 64: Markov chain cluster 0 Isala case (phase 2) 
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Figure 65: Markov chain cluster 2 AMC case (phase 2) 
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Appendix 6E: Output analyses Isala application phase 2 

Appendix 6E1: Control-flow analysis 

 

Figure 66: Heuristic miner process model Isala case (phase 2) 
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Figure 67: Fuzzy miner process model Isala (phase 2) 
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Appendix 6E2: Performance analysis 

 

Figure 68: Dotted chart analysis Isala case (phase 2) 
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Appendix 6E3: Organizational analysis 
 

 

Figure 69: Social network miner Isala case (phase 2) 
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Appendix 6F: Output analyses AMC application phase 2 

Appendix 6F1: Control-flow analysis 

Figure 70: Heuristic miner process model AMC case (phase 2) 
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Figure 71: Fuzzy miner process model AMC case (phase 2) 
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Appendix 6F2: Performance analysis 

 

Figure 72: Dotted chart analysis AMC (phase 2) 
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Appendix 6F3: Organizational analysis  

 

Figure 73: Social network miner AMC (phase 2) 
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Appendix 8: Validation metrics 

 

Figure 74: Overview of existing validation metrics in the process mining area (28) 

Table 19 and Table 20 show respectively for the Isala and AMC case the fitness measures which can be 

acquired via the fitness analysis of a heuristics miner model. The fitness values show that the models from 

phase one for both cases have a better fitness. It should be noted that this can be explained by the fact that 

more cases are included in the clusters from phase 2, which automatically influences the fitness, because 

more traces have to be taken into account that should suit the generated process model.  

Isala Phase 1     Phase 2  

Fitness metrics cluster 0 cluster3 cluster 5 cluster 2 
Proper completion 0,0 0,8571 0,4 0,0 
StopSemantics 0,123989 0,8694 0,43949 0,0 
ContinuousSemantics 0,32129 0,9063 0,59424 0,25746 
ImprovedContinuousSemantics 0,60582 0,97953 0,87712 -0,0881 
ExtraBehaviorPunishment 0,5808 0,95453 0,85212 -0,11548 

Table 19: Fitness metrics values Isala 

AMC Phase 1    Phase 2  

Fitness metrics cluster 0 cluster 1 cluster 2 
Proper completion 0,0 0,0 0,0 
StopSemantics 0,0 0,0 0,0 
ContinuousSemantics 0,34907 0,34587 0,27493 
ImprovedContinuousSemantics 0,60075  0,53928 0,07951 
ExtraBehaviorPunishment 0,57761 0,51886 0,07076 

Table 20: Fitness metrics values AMC 


